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Seppember 1975

SOCIAL STUDIES

RELEASED-EXERCISES FROM THE 1971-72 ASSESSMENT

t

This packet of materials has been.prepared for school per-
sonnel who are interested in reviewing National Assessment's
released social studies exercises. We hope you find the
loose-leaf format helpful during your review process.--feel
free to reproduce additidnal. sets. We would ap 'rtciate your ,

comments on the content and arrangement of theap(acket So
that we can continue to improve future'packeti*.of materials
in other assessment areas. These materials are for your
use and we certainly want to make them as usable as possible.

Since NAEP is not an everyday householdword to everyone,
.we suggeit that you carefully review all background and
supplemental materials that are included with this mailing
to become familiar with National Assessment's purpose and
.overall assessment model. It is possible that our assess-
ment materials may not be totally suited to your particular
assessment or program needs.

NOTE: -4Secondary users who plan to collect assessment data
using NAEP's materials should be°aware of certain data col-
lection procedurei which were followed., This is especially
important If data comparisons are going to be made. While
these procedures-are discussed in more detail in the
General Information Yearbook and the packet introduction
section, they are presented here in outline form as a handy
reminder.
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NAEP ASSESSMENT PROCELURES

I: Mode of Administration
A. Group Administered Ex6rcises
B. Individually administered Exercises

no Paced Tapes for-GroupIlministrations

III. Age Groups Assessed
A. 9-year-Olds
B. 13-Year-Olds
C. 17-Year-Olds.(both in and out-of-school)
D. Adults (26-3S)

e

IV. Assessment Periods
A. 15-Year-Olds
B. 9-Year-Olds
C. 17-Year-Olds

...October-December
January-February
March -May

D. 17-Year-Olds (early graduates and dropouts)
and Adults -- varying survey periods, request
.information from NAEP

V. Printing -- One Exercise Mr Page

VI. Scoring
A. alltiple-Choice Exercises
B. Open-Ended Exercises

Also keep in mind that NAEP assessed
during 1971-72. To what extent this
.assessment findings compared to NAEP

. some relative comparisons of student
able to be made.

these social studies exercises
lapse in tame would have on your
findings is not kno4n. However,
achievement outcomes.should be

In interpreting student achievement levels many school personnel
have found it interesting and valuable to think in urns of...

"How well might we expect our students to do?"

"How well do we anticipate our students will actually do?"

"How well did our students actually do?"

The released exercise packet is arranged in Release Number.order.
Please note, that the packet does nave a sequential page nUMberinc
system so ,that it could readily be Out back into its present order.
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The following tables were prepared to give an overview of the social
studies released exercises in terms of""assessment coverage". The
tables should be helpful in answering gbch queziOntas: "How long
would it take to administer the 13-year-old exercises?" or "How long
would it take.to administer the 17- year -old. group administered exer-

4cises?" or "How many attitudinal exercises are therefor 9-year-olds?"
Table 4 gives a complete listing of every exercise and may be helpful
as you proceed through your review and selection process.

° One last comment. In reviewing the exercises and accompanying
documentation, you will notice that some exercises use stimulus
materials for which copyright permissions were attained by National
Assessment. Since these permissions were granted expressly to
National Assessment, all secondary users are responsible for attain-
ing their own copyright permissions.

.

We hope you keep us informed of your assessment activities. We
encourage you to share with us your successes as well as any problems
You experience with these materials so that we-might better advise
others.

Jack G. Schmidt Vern A. Achtermann
State Assessment Consultant ConSultant, Assessment Services
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reviser.

TABLE 1: NUMBER OF SOCIAL STUDIES EXERCISES BY AGE LEVEL

There are a total of 9 exercises that were released after
the 1971-72 sociat studies assessment., National: Assessment
often talks about the released exercises in terms of."unique:"
and "overlap" exercises. A unique exercise isone that was, 6
administered to only one age level; for example) only 9-year-
olds. An overlap exercise is one that was administered to
more than one age level; for example,_to both 9- and 13-year-
olds. An overlap exercise enables one to make data compari-
sons between two or more age levelsfor the same exercise tad:.

The table below shows the various combinations of unique and
overlap exercises across the four age levels. The Line No.
.column on th4' Ieft'is for explanatory purposes only.. For exam-
ple, 27'exercises (Lire No. 1) were administered to 9-year-olds
only. Two (2) exercises (Line No. 2) were administered to 13-
year --olds only. Line No.s 1-4 repiesent the unique exercises.

Now look-at Line No. 5. Three (3) exercises were administered
to 9- and 13-year-olds.-- thus, these are overlap exercises.
Line No.'7 shows that there were 11 exercises that were adminis-
tered to all four age levels.

tine No. 11 shows the total number of exercises that were ad-
ministered to each. age. The sum of these four figures will
not be equal to the total 99 released exercises because of the
overlap situation described above.

AGE LEVEL'
LINE
NO. 9 13 17

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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,-....4"44.7
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vi.:13,-..*
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.,.1.4.,.
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t,

43 58 67 63
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF SOCIAL STUDIES EXERCISES-BY AGE LEVEL
SHOWING TYPE OF ADMINISTRATION AND TYPE OF SCORING

National Assessment's exercises are administered either in group
sessions (usually about 12 students per session) or in indivi-
dual sessions (one-to-one interview situation). There are also
two general 'types of scoring --- multiple-choice and open-ended.

The two -'ay table below shows the number of exercises for each
age level, broken out type of administration and type of scoring.

Age Level
Type of

Administration
.. Type of Scoring

Multiple-Choice Open-End Total

9- Year, -Olds Group 27 0 27
Individual 0 16 16

Total.- .:
27 16 43

13-Year-Olds Grouip* 32 11 43
Individual 0 15 15

Total" 32 26 58

17-Year-Olds Group , 37 14 51
Individual 0 16 16

Total 37 30. 67

-..1%.

Adults Group 37 12 49
Individual 0 14 14-

Total 37 26 63
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF. SOCIAL STUDIES EXERCISES BY AGE LEVEL
SHOWING TYPE OF ADMINISTRATION, ADMINISTRATION
TIMES AND TYPE OF SCORING FOR THE THREE GBNERAL
AREAS OF ATTITUDES, KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS

The released social studies exercises are classified according
to three-broad areas, i.e. attitudes, knowledges and skills. The

. table on the next page shows the exercise coverage'for each of
these areas. The table also- provides information on type of ad-
ministration and scoring as well as administration time (expressed
in total minutes and seconds).

For example, if one were only interested in assessing the "skill"
-type exercises for 13-year-oldl'that were group administered and
.multiple-choice scored, there would be 11 exercises to review.
The total administration time for these 11 exercises would ,be 16
minutes and 28 seconds.

An asterisk (*) in the table under the time column means no timing.
information is available. For the in-school ages the asterisk
would apply to individlially administered exercises where'nopaced 4

tape was used. For adults, all exercises were adminisieredindi- _
vidually in a one-to-one interview mode. The group administration-
mode' means that a tape was used to present the stimulus portion of
the exercise but no time restriction was placed on the response
portion.

4
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF SOCIAL STUDIES EXERCISES BY AGE LEVEL BOWING TYPE OF -

,ADMINISTRATION, ADMINISTRATION TIMES AND TYPE Or SCORING FOR THE
THREEGENERAL AREAS OF ATTITUDES, KNOWLEDGES AND RILLS

cle/Admin./Scoring

*

Attitude
Exercises

No. Time

1:36
-,

Knowledge
Exercises

No. Time

Skill
Exercises

No. Time

Total

No. m4.4.4the

A. 9-year -olds - ,

.

l'

f
4

6

.

,.

19 21:41

.

7

7

--
w

12:08

.

27

,27

-
16
16

'43

32
11
1.3

is

15

58

37
14

35:25Group/Multiple'Choice
Group/Open End

. TOTAL

inaividual/Multiple Choice
Individual/Open End.

TOW.,
.

Total 9- year -old
Exercises'

.

13 ys.ar-olds

1:36

-
*

.19

-

3

'21:41

-
*

12:08

-
*

35:25

-

*7

37:17
37:27

,

7

. 1
5

..,.,

:22
19:15

22

10
1

*

20:27
3:10

'7

14

-11
5

*

1'6:28

15:02
Group/Multiple Choice
Group/Open End . .

TOTAL
..t. ..

'Individual/Multiple Choice
Individual /Open End' .

TOTAL

Toia113-year-old
Exe=cises

C. 17- year -olds

6

4 6

19:37

-
*

21

-

3

.7'

2'4

25
1

23:37

-
*

-E" \ ,

2'7:50
1:30

16

-

6

31:30

-

"*

15.:53
14:51

74:44

*

6

. 12

4\1 :23
26:02

6

22,

11
5

44:06
42:23

,86:29

*

*

*

*

G::oup/Multiple Choice
Group/Open End

TOTAL

Individual/Multiple Choice
Individual/Open End

TOTAL

Total 17-year-old
Exercises

D. Adults

9

7

.'26:25

*

26

5

31

25
1

26

5

5

3b

29:20

MI6

16

4

30:44

*

*

*

51

16
7

16

1

7

*

*

*

*

*

4

20

11
4

67

37
'12

Group/Multiple Choice
Group/Open End

TOTAL

individual/Multiple Choice
Individual/Open End

TOTAL

Total Adult Exercises

4p.

5

5

13

*

*

*

.
*

15

41.

4

4

19

*

.

49

14

*

*

,lt

*. 14

63
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TABLE '4. LISTIi10 Of RELEASED SOCIAL STUDIES EXERCISES

Table (on the next several pages lists all of the 99'released
social studies exercises. The legend below will help to explain
the columns.

Release Number

The RA:series are attitude ,exercises
Thb RK series are knowledge exercises
The RS series are skill exercises

Administration

G = Group administered
I = Individually administered

Time

X:XX = Administration minutes and seconds
* = No time restriction

Scoring
- 4

MC = Multiple-choice
OE = Open-end . °.

This master table may be useful in selecting certain types of
exercises, such as only group/multiple-choice exercises that were
administered to 13 and 17-year-olds, or tabulating total adminis-
tration time for selected exercises.

4
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TABLE 4. LISTING OF RELEASED SOCIAL STUDIES eXERCISES a
. 9/75

Release
Number

NAEP
Number

9-year-olas
Admin. Time Scoring

13-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoring

17-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoring

Adults
Admin. Time Scoring

RA801

RA802

506017

506013

1:36 -IC

G 2:00 OE. G ' 1:59 OE

. .

.

G * OE

RA904 502014 G 2:00 OE G *

RA895 103002

PA807 505011 I a OE

RA808 527002 a OE I 'I OE

RA809 103001 I r OE I r OE /, * OE

RA910 505009 I *
.411,

OE I r OE I r OE3,

RAB11 501007 I * OE 4

RA913 .501017 I * OE I r OE I r OE I r OE

RA816 527096 G 1:58 OE e4 1:57 OE 0 .* OE

RA817 501011 G 1t58 OE a * OE

RA820 503010 G 11:20 OE G 11:17 OE ....

RAR01 502005 I r OE I r OE I r OE

RAR02 501009 G 1159 OE G 1:57 OE .
4 * OE

.:'
'1

RAR05
ti

502002 G- 2:56 OE G r OE

RAR07 :502012 G-
.

:22 MC G :23 MC G r MC

RAR08 502010 G 1t58 OE G 1:58 OE G r OE

RAR11 502007 I r OE I r OE I r OE

RAR12 . . '502016 I r OE I
I
r OE

C

1 4)



Table 4: page 2
- 1

Release
Number.

RKE01
.

RNE02

'RKE04

. RKE07

'RKE09

RKE12

_!RKE13

RKg14

RKE15 .

s
RKE16

.RKG01

RKG02

RKG84

. .REGO5

RKG08

RKG09

, RKG10
.

RCG14

RKG15

RKG17

NAEP
Number

9-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoring

403017' G 1:00 MC

,
403007. G 1:01 MC

40.302/ G .,1:29 MC

403010 ,

405010 1

403032

_403031_

403011 . g

\,403001

1 3.

406001 .

404017 G 1:00 MC

404018 G 2:07 MC

404021 G :30 MC

404022 G :32 MCA

405031 G 1:00 MC

404029

404012 G X1:00 MC

404046

402011 -

427001 I OE

0

6

13-year-olds 17-year-olds Adults
Admin. Time Scoring Admin. Time- Scoring' Admin. Tillie Scoring

.

G :46 MC G :45 MC G * MC

G 1 :01 MC G :55 MC G * MC
...

G 1:02 MC G * MC

G 1:21 MC G ' * MC

G :45 MC .G :45 MC G * MC

G 1;41 MC G MCC 1:41 - MC

I * OE I * OE

:51 MC

G 1:30\ MC G .1:25 MC G *. MC .

\ .

G :59 MC , G 1:01 MC G * MC
/

G 1:0e MC G / * MC

I OE I * OE I * OE

9/75
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%Table 4:

Release

page 3

NAEP

a

9-year-olds 13-year-olds 17-year.
:Number Number Admin. Time Scoring Admin. Time Scoring-

?o1ds_ _
Admin. Time Scores

_ ___AduLts'
Admin. Time Scoring

0 RKGle 404023 I * OE I * OE - I * 0E I * OE

RKG20 ,405046 / .
I * OE 1' * OE

RKHO1 405006 G 1:00 MC G :36 MC G :31 MC . G * MC

RKHOS 405040 G 4
:59 MC .

.

..

2

'405011 G 1:00.. MC G 1:00 MC G t MC

RKHO7

RKUOi

405041

405028
r

G 1:01 MC

G :59 MC G 1:00 MC G * MC

RiG110 405014 . G 1:05 MC *MIC

R1613" 405045 I * OE 1 * OE I 1 a f Or , I * OE
, .

RXH14 405005 G 1:43 MC G '1:07. MC G. 1:04 MC G * MC

RXH15 405048- rs 1:43 MC G 1:07 MC G 1:06 MC G Is MC

RKM17 405035 G :36 MC G. :35 MC G , MC

RKH18 406009 G 1:01 MC C :32 MC C :30 MC MC

RKPOI 402008 G 1:03 MC

RKP02. 406010 G 1:00, MC

RKPO3 406022 G 1:01 MC

RKPO4 401004 G :52' MC .. G :49 MC G a MC

RI(0.08 406035 G 2:55 MC , G, 2:51 MC G * MC.

4
RKPO9 406006 G . :59 MC G :59 MC G * MC

RY.P11 406005 a. G 1:18 MC G * MC

0

9/75
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- .Table 4:

Release

"12111)111.

page 4

MEP
Number

- .. 9-year .olds
Admin. Tim41Scoring

13-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoring

17-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoring

Adults
Admin. Time Scoring

9./75

PKP13 406019 G :51 MC G :50 MC G * MC

RKP16 406011
t

. G :48 MC, G :SO- MC G * MC

RKP17 406012 4 :32 MC G , :31 MC * G MC

RKP18 406017 G 2:50 MC MC

RKP19 201008. G 1:31 MC

RKP21 402006 G 3:10 OE G 1:30 OE OE

RS/01, 205013 OE

RST04 204020 G 1:59 MC

RSIO6 205002 G 1:00 MC

RSI11 205010 G 1:15 MC G 1:14 MC G * MC

RS/13 304006 G 2:00 MC G .2:00 MC G h MC
.

.

RST16 304003
sz :

G 1:02 MC. G * MC

RSI17. 304005 G 2:26 MC . G 1:54 MC, G 1:55 MC G. * MC
t .

RSI18 201001 .- G 2:21 MC G MC

RSI20
1
405012 G 1:35 MC G 1:28 MC G h MC

RSI21 203022 G 1:00 MC G 1:01 MC G * MC

RSI23 203029 G 1:00 MC G 1:00 MC G . * MC

RSI25 205012 G 1:31 MC G 1:28 MC G A MC
.

RSI26 203025 G 1:28 MC G" 1:29 MC G * MC

RSI28 302012 I .* OE I * OE I * s OE 1, * OE

I 7



Table 4: page s

Release
Number

NAEP
Number

9-year-olds 13-year-olds
Admin. Time Scoriuq Admin. Time Scoring

RSI31 302019

RSI32 '302014

RSI33 - 302017
.

RS001 101012 I
RS003 101022 I

..Rsonl_____ _1,01.02.1___I

°

-

*

*
.

-A--

OE

op

OE

I *

6:45

G 4:29

I *
.

-----1----G----1:13

'--- RS006 ' 101020 '

RS007

RS008

101002 ,

203002 G 2:26 MC

kV:00 . 203030 1131 MC
s

RS011
1

.

203016 G. :59 NC

. RS013 203040 I * OE

RS014 203038 - G 1:47 MC

RS017 204009

RSO18 102001

RS019 203036 I * OE
as.

RS020 203005

RS021 03006

RS022 203003

17-year-olds Adults
Admin. Time Scoring Admin. Time Scoring

OE . G :59 OE G * OE-

OE G sC:50 OE

OE G 4:04 OE G * OE

..-

OE

OE C 1113-0E-- G -6 OE
1 .

/ * OE I. * OE I * OE

I * OE I * OE I * oz
.

G 1:44 MC

G :57 MC

oz

G :48 OE

G 2:04 'MC

G 1:47 OE

I OE

G * MC

OE

G 1:45 OE G OE

0
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FORENCOD

When the United States Office of Education was founded in 1867, one

charge set before its commissioner was to determine the nation's progress

in education. Only recently has that century-old charge been addressed in

a systematic Fay. The work is being dorie by the National Assessment of

Eciucational Progress (NAEP).

Faich year since 1969 MEP has gathered.census-like information about

levels of educational achievement across the country and reported its find-

ings to the nation. During the first five years of its endeavors, national

Asseisment has interviewed and tested more than 400,000 representative young

Americans. Baseline data on the achievement levels of youngkrericans in

eight learning areas science, social 'studies, music, literature, reading,

,writa1V, matinkinatics and citizenship lave- been collected and reported.

Each assessment is the productof several years work by, a great many

educators, scholars and lay persons frau all over. the country. Initially,

these people design objectives for each area, .prof ming general goals that ,

they feel Americans should be achieving in the course of their education.

These goals, are reviewed by more people and then passed along to test devel-

opers, whose task it is to create measurenent tools appropriate to the objec.-

tives.

When the exercises, prepared by the developers, "nave passed extensive

eviews by subject - matter specialists and measurement experts, they are

02
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acininiStered to probability samples of various pop "Itions. The people who

.

=Impose those samples are chosen Jr. such away that the results of their

assessment can be generalized to the national population. That is, on the

basis of the performance of about 2,500 9- year --olds on a given exercise, we

can generalize about the .probable performance of all 9- year -o]sis in the nation.

4 Approximately 100,000 persons participate annually.

After assessment data have been collected, scored and analyzed, National

Assessment publishes reports to present the results as accurately as possible.

Not all exercise reitillti are released for publication: BeedUse National

Assessment will administer same of the same exercises again in the future to --

determine whether the performance level of Ameiicans has improved or declined,

it is essential that they be kept secure in order to preserve the integrity

of the study. Approximately one-half of the social studies exercises were

retained for use in the second assessment of social'studies and, therefore,

are not included.

For exercises that have been released, the following are provided: a

copy of the exercise, complete documentation about administration and soaring

prodedures and the national percentage results. Researchers who nee de-

tailed information about the exercises and state and local educators uhe-want

to use MIT exercises in their own assessment programs will find this docu-

mentationuseful.

A general summary of the social studies results can be found in The

First Social Studies Assessment: An Overview, Report 03-SS-00. TT ere are

also tma reports based an subsets of the social studies exercises. The first,

Political Knowledge and AttitUdes,.Report 03-S8-02, deal's with elections,

the constitution, attitudes toward American society and knowledge of the --

03



role and function of government. The second, Contemporar(y Social Issues,

Report 03-5W-02, presents various kins of information about the perceptions

people have of contemporary society. National Assessment also publishes'a

general information yearbook that describes all major aspects of the assess-

ment process. The reader who desires more detailed information about hod

National Assessment defines reporting groups, designs the sample, prepares

and scores the exercises and analyzes and reports the results should consult

the General Information Yearbook, Report 03/04-0IY. All of these reports

are available from the Superintendent of Documents, ILS7-Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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INI'RCCUCrION

In the 1971-72 assessment of social studies, 9- year -olds, 13-year-

olds;17-year-,olds and-young-adults_aged,26735 -- age levels that

correspond to the end of primary, intermediate, secondary and pos*ccaidary

education were asked a variety of gueitions designed to measure achieve-

ment of five broad educational objectives in social studies. These objectives

are (1) that Americans should have curiosity about human affairs; (2) that

they should use analytic-scientific procedures effectively; (3) that they

should be sensitive to creative-intuitive methods of explaining the human

conditioill (4) that they should have knowledge relevant to the major ideas

and concerns of social scientists; and (5) that they should have a reasoned

commitment to the values that sustain a free society.

presentation in this volume and other National Assessment of Educa-

tional Progress (NAEP) reports, the social studies exercises have been

divided into three broad areas skills, knOwledges

thee areas the exercises have been further classified

themes for purposes of analysis.

Several types of information, including cross

and theme classification* are produced on each

imilllustrated on the following pages.

05
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attitudes. Within

into' a number of sub-

reference to objectives

ise documentation page,
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( SAMPLE COCUMENrATION UDE

I. Ecercise Identification Systems

Release I: RKP08

RKP08: Thefirst letter in the identifier indicates that the exercise
is released (R) or unreleased (J).

RKP08: The second letter indicates the area within which the exercise
is classified. This will always be skills (S), knowledges (K)
or attitudes (A).

RKP08: The third letter indicates the topic 7-- in this case "political
sciences:it

RKP08: The net two digits indicate the exercise placenent wit in a topic.

RKP08A: Sarietimes the last two digits axe followed by a letter A
through F. These letters indicate the exercise was one part of
a multipart exercise.

In this vokine exercises are ordered by release number, and therefore, by
thane and topic.

NAEP f: 406035-2,3,4

406035-2,3,4:

406035-2,3,4:

406035-2,3,4:

406035-2,3,4:

The first number indicates the objective-.

The third number indicates the subobjective. Number
1=A, 2=B, 3=C, etc.

These next two digits are simply a sequence number.

The numbers following the dash indicate the age levels
that responded to the exercise. One for 9-year-olds,
2 for 13-year-olds, 3 for 17 -year olds and 4 for adults.

II. Thome and Subtheme

Theme: Knowledge.

Subtheme:. Political science.

4 ,

Each exercise is classified into a theme and subtheme. If exercises

06 9
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'were felt to' belong in more than one theme, the other areas into which

they are classified are also listed.

III. Objective and .41.11-zhjective

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWIEDGE'RELEVANr 10 THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
.CONCERNS cr SOCIAL SCIEbirISIS.

Subobjective: F. Understand sane of the characteristics of the
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of the United States.

Ea,h exercise was written to measure one of the social studies objectives.

A booklet dedaribing the objectives and their development is available

fin the U.S. Superintendent of Documents Or National Assessment.'

'IV. Administration and Scoring Descriptors

Exercise Type:. Multiple Choice

The social studies exercises are either multiple choice, short answer or

longer answer. A short-answer exercise requires the` student to fill in

anything from one or two words up to several sentences. A longer-answer

exercise requires a paragraph or more. Most of the social studies exer-

cises are multiple choica or short answer.

Scoring Type: Machine

The multiple-choice exercises. are :.cored ',oy machine ,4 an optical scanner.

The short-answer and longer-answer questions are scored by a staff of

specially trained personnel. Three of the exercises were soared by

special experts and are designated as proesiionally scored.

0
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Pc1miniZtration Mode: Group

Many exercises were administered to groups of twelve respondents. Those

exercisesidAignated as individual were admihistered on a one-to-one

basis in an interview. Most of the short-answer and longer-answer exer-

cises were administered individually at age 9.

V. Stimulus Type

---
Stimulus Type: Text

/
-

A

All group-administered exercises are given with a.printed stimulus and a

paced tape. For those exercises without special stimulus material, the

stimulus typeis designated as "text." If the exercise involved a song,

poem oepicture, that information is also documented. In these cases,

'the necessary copyright information is also provided.

-- .

VI.. Packaging Information and National P-Nalues

Overlap: 13 17 Adult
Package- Ecercise: br-17 02-14 (71=r5"

National P- Value:

RKPORA 71.34 83.75 79.11
RKPOBB 71.68 89.82 95.02
MOW 73.43 89.37 91.47
RKPOIN) 77.05 91.45 91.79-

All four age levels were not asked to respond to all the exercises. In

sane cases, an exercise was administered to only one age level, for example,

to 9-year-oide. Others were administered to two (=yore adjacent age

levels and are called overlap exercises. The "OverlaR" dbscriptor tells

in which ages the exercise was administered. The "Package-Exercise"

' descriptor shows how the exercises were grouped into booklets or packages
.

for each administration. In-school respondent (9-year-olds, 13- year -olds

.!,_
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and 89% of the 17-year-olds) took only one package of exercises. Out -of-

.school respondents (11% of the 17-ye-olds and all of the young adults)

were allowed to take up tod, four, packages.
...°1

The national p-value is the percentage of individuals at that age level

who could answer the question correctly or could answer the question at

eve that subject-matter specialists felt indicated achievement of the

objective which the exercise was designed to Measure. For multiple-choice

exercises, the acceptable answer is darkened on the copy of the exercise.

For open-ended exercises the designated level of acceptable-response is
.

noted on"th.scoring guide. By looking at the previous table, we can see
o

that 73% oflthe 13-year-olds, 89% of the 17 -year -olds and pia of the adults

responded to Part. C of the exercise correctly.

VII. Administration Times

Timing: (in seconds)

Introduction: 34- -44

RKPO8A Stimulus: 14 14 12

RKPO8A Response: 18 17

RKPO8A Total: 37 36

RKP08B Stimulus: 12 13 11
REPO8B. Response: 17 18

RKPO8B Total: 34 29

RKPO8C Stimulus: 12 13 11
RKPO8C Response: 17 16 ,*

RKPO8C Total: 34 34 *

RKPO8D Stimulus: 12 12 11

RKPO8D Response: 16 17 *

RKPO8D Total: 36 38 *

Exercise Total: 175 171

*Time not limited, y paced tape.

09
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Those researchers planning to reassess the National Assessment exercises

will need to Know their exact administration times. The tape recordings
.

used in each group administra 'tion were timed in order to arrive at the

figures presented in this report. The stimulus time is the time required to
. .

read on the tape the entire exercise or exercise part including the alterna-

tive responses. The stimulus time also includes the time for other supporting

stimulus material such as songs or peons. The response time is the period

of silerce_nallowed on tape for respondents to record their answers. The

total is the total elapsed time required to administer an exercise. The

total time is almost always greater than the sum of the -stireilus and response

------------------:___
times. After the response tine, in multiple-choice parts of exercises, .

. .

there is a five-second interval during which respondents are bald, "If you

..do not know the answer, please fill 'in the oval beside 'I don't }mow.'"

t

.
After that, there is a six-second pause before the announcer goes on to the

next exercise. Since individually administered exercises are read by adminis-

trators to respondents, they do not have paCed tape recordings and therefOre

do not have timing information. ..

10
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SAMPLE MERCISE PAGE

0

Each exercise is presented exactly as it appeared to the respondents.

Each exercise was ona separate page in a package. Individually administered

exercises are presented as they appear to the. exercise administrator. An

example of an iixlividually administered exercise is presented belay.

Suppose there are two men running for mayor in your town._ Cne candidate

thinks a large area of land in your catrounity should ,be made into a--

public park, and the other candidate thinks the lard should be mei
. , .

for industry..

I

,

l ,

\ , A. Tell me two things you could do to find out why each candidate

A thinks as he does. ..
k,

1 (1) .

. ..

,

t

a

rif respondent answers "Nothing" OR no re;30nee is given in
20 secon4, go co B.

If respondent,pauses after riret response ask, "Is there anything.
else you could do?"

Stop after 2 respons' es OR when respondent answers "No" OR no
response is given in 10 seconds.)

*\,(Go to B)

1

\ ,

\ . 11 .

3

.

. .30. .x.



SAMPLE SODRING GUIDE

4

The scoring guide for the exercise dealing with fiixling out about two

9
men inunnig,for mayor follows. For this guide and all others those categories'

which start with a one (tens and one-hundreds -- 10-15 oh the sample guide)

are considered acceptable responses and those categories in the twenties

and ttoxrhtuidreas (28-29,cn the sample guide) are not considered acceptable._

After each calory heading aferi-rupresentative-sample-responses-live

listed and the ages at which they occurred are specified. "All ages' -- mans

the type of responses in the category did not diff4ir significantly across

agep.

To achieve an acceptable level of performance for this exercise, respon-

dents had to tell two,thilgs that were classified in categories 10-15.

12
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SCORING GUIDE: PART A

Categories and ample responses are listed below.

00 = ND RESPONSE

10--=-20UESTIONS-CANDIDATE-(ACTIVE)

All ages Interview than. .

Talk to than and let then: tell you what theythink. Find out
what they like. -

Ask him why **wanted a public park.
Get a group together and try to communicate with him..
I could try to make an appoint ant with than.
Write a letter and atk for a reply.
Call and ask their opinion about things.

O

RS006
PART A
101020-234

11 = RESEARCHES CANDIDATES'.13ACI431i0UNDS QR AsorrruDEs

Age 13' Talk to someone real close to than, a running mate or someone.
Age 17 Look into their past.

Go check on hi,; recor4si Go down to the administration and find_
out abOut.him.

Ask saneone who's in office with him. °

By looking up their background history.
Find out where the candidate lives to see if perhaps this might.

influence his decision.
Adults _Talk to other people in the neighborhood he lives in to find -

what .he's really going 'after..

Find outs if either of them has any financial interest or stends
to profit.

Who is backing each campaign.

12 = RESEARCHES USE CE LAND OR DID! OF SCMIUNITY THAT MIGHT INDICATE
CANDIDATES' THINKINS ,

.

Age 13 Check the land to see which purpose would be better.
See holormany industries there are and if there's too nuch smog,
and ask the people to see if kids need the park or get industry
to prcgreseahead.

13
32



RS006 .

PAM' A
101020-234

Categories and sample responses are list below.

12 = RESEARCHES USE OF LAND OR Was OF COMMUNITY THAT MIGHT INDICATE
CANDIDATES' THINKING

Age 17
. .
F.0d/out what is most helpful either to keep kids off the street

or industry.
I guess find out what industry they were going to put on the land,
it it was a needed industry for the ccarmanity.

Check what it would mean to the ocinnmity as a tax relief.
'Adults

13 = ATTENDS. MEETINGS, SPED:RES AND DEBATES (PASSIVE)

All ages Listen to a speech or talk they gave. .

Listen to him speakon radio, TV or through the new media.
You could go and hear then speak at campaign parties.
Listen to his speeches and read his campaign lithrature.
Attend'Oampaign rallys and meetings.

14 *= OBTAINS INPORMATION FR EM MEDIA AND CAMPAIGN MP.TERIAIS

All ages Read their booklets and other literature.
Contact his headquarters.
Go to a newspaper where they've done research on both candidates

and find out; that way.
Read the paper's and on, T.V. different editorials.
Check at campaign headquarters.

OTHER AOZEPrABLE RESPCNSFS

114e 13 Ask your 'friends for opinions.

Look at the survundings, see which I would want, see why they
think by pitting myself in their places.'

114e 17 Go to the city hall and find out. '

Get different opinions from other people and see if they've
talked to the candidates.

Adults No samples given.

14
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89006
PAM A
101020-234.

O

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

28 = VPSUE, trNSOISICAL, AND OTC UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 The one who wants the park is a good idea. This will give thent
sane place to go and.keeithan off the streets.

I'm against this because the industry ;Amid make air pollution.
LCre_ManAtints_to_make_a_good_impression On kidg.
Go to the Almanac and look it up.

Age 17 They don't need no park.
Well, I would zayl-tthe one making for the the park, he trying to

. build this nation and he makiiig the .park to keep kids out of
trouble.

Adults . How were they raisedone would think play more important, the
other income more important.

29 = I DON'T nal

."-
Acceptable: ?lamed two things, in categories 10 - 15.

15

34
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In school would you be willing to' help decide the following things?

, ..

R. Would you be Willing to belp decide what your social siudies

report should .be about?

.
,

Mitt Yes

=z) No ,. w ,

.

. = I don't know.

. .

D. Would you be willing to help decide which children you
" i .

should work with to do a,pioject? 1

d

. ,

ow Yes

cz No

--ol-ddn't know-
,

, E: Would you be willing to help decide whether you need some

extra help in a subject?

L _ _

go Yes

i=z) No

c=) I don't know.
..

UBDI771

RPM

a.
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Release 11:- UABO1
RABO1

NAEP V: 506017-1

Theme: : ATTITUDES.
Subtheme: Belief in the worth of the individual.

Objective: V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
_...SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

Suboblective: F. Are willing to participate in decision making
relevant to their ;ives.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type: -

Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:'
Package-Exercise:

'National P-value:
UABO1A
RABO1B
UABO1C
RABOlD
RABOlE

I

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction:

UABO1A Stimulus:
UABO1A Response:
UABO1A Total:
RABO1B Stimulus:
RABO1B Response:
RABO1B Total:
UABO1C Stimulus:
UABO1C Response:
UABO1C Total:
RABO1D Stimulus:
.RABO1D Response:
RABO1D Total:
BABOlE Stimulus:
RABOle Respons
PABOlE Total:

Exercise To

01-22

86.96
72.67
77.57
78.04
80.76

7
9

16

33
9

16

29

16
34
9

lb
27
9

16

33
163
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A. Do you think that teenage students should help decide what

courses will be offered in their school system?

,

© Yes'
cm No

cm Undecided

t

B, Please give a reason for any answer you selected.
,

.
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Release V: RAB02

Theme:
Subtheme:

Oblective:

SubobleCtive:

Subobjective:

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Admtnistration
Stimulus Typer

506613-234

,ATTITUDES.
34klief in the worth of the individual.

V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT _

SUSTAIN.,A FREE SOCIETY.
..y. Are willing to participate in decision making

relevant to their .lives.
Are willing to act for the general Interest.

4

Longer answer
Semi-Profezzional

Mode: Group
,-

Text

Overlap: 1.3 17 Adult
ftekage-Exercise: 05-21 02-18 08-11
National P-value:

RAB02-02 64.01 85.37 60.35

Timing: (in seconds)
RABO2 Part-A
RABO2
RAB02.
RABO2 Part B
RABO2
RABO2
RADO2 Exercise

Stimulus:
Response:
Total:
Stimulus:
Response:
Total:
Total:

*Time not limited by paced tape.

12 .

16

28
5
87
92

120

13
16
29
4

86
"90

119
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scoRitic Guns: PAP B

Categories and sample, responses are /rite& below.

00 = NO RESPONSE

'

RABO2
PART B
506013-234

10 COURSES ARE FOR STUDENTS: STUDENTS KNOV,IHAT PEOPLE .TH1IR AdE
WANT OR ENJOY AND SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT' TO HELP

Age 13 r think that People or teenagers should be able to make .

their own decisions. they should be told what they are
good at and told whets available but not pushed into
something they might not want.

Because they are the amps who are coming to' study.the
courses and should have a choice in what they want to
study.

Age 174 We're the ones taking the courses not the administration.
Yoti can't successfully force a person to take something
that he doesn't want to. .

Students are much closer to goings -on than others and since
they are in a position and are the ones who should
benefit, their opinion or suggestions ,,should be
considered carefully.

Adults Yes, because each person. has a sublect he or she would like
to follow.

Because they knoit what they would like to study.

O

,

11 = MOTIVATES STUDENT MORE --EAKES CLASSES MORE ENJOYABLE -
.

Age 13 Yes. because they may be bored with what the teachers
Picked to-teach-them.

Age 17_

Then the students will want to comet and 'they will learn
more.

If, you help decide what courses you want, yoi can
.participate in them better, because you are interested in

- them. They are the classep you wanted, not somebod/
else's.

Because'a lot .more students would stay in school and not° y
wants to take something they don't like and far bett r.
grades.

Adults It might help to keep more of them in school.
To cultivate interest in the school system. and schooling'-in

general. -

I think' this would encourage more interest in school gni"
would teach teenagers what they want to know.

.

Am. 20
3 51
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Categories and sample responses arse listed below.

RABO2
PART B
506013-234

12 = IT IS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE IR TAKING RESPONSIBILITYDECISION-...

MAKING,
,

.

op-

-

Age 13 Becaue they should learn to make their own decisions and
know what they're taking up in their school system.

It

, .

t would give them or help .qkve: them a sense o
responsibil.Lty.

.

Age 17 If the teenager will ever have an open mind to be able to \\
make decisions, he will have to start early.

.

-A dults Helpinq.to decide will lend inspiration and substance to
the students learning processes. This privilege
encourages a sensr-'ot responsibility ,inherent in a
decision making process.

13 = BETTER- STUDENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIP
.

. . .

Aqe '13 If they do it this way the teachers and the students are;
more apt to get aloncb.

Aqe 17 I think they should so the teachers can find out what the
students want to know about and-help them to learn about
it. . //

Adults I believe at Wield if theyhad more *to say in school they
,wouId get along better with the teachers.

Teachers and teenagers should work' together. .It would help

1(''
Ong students and teachers closet together.

4

14 = KNOWLEDGE OF OR ONceri ABOUT THE FUTURE

Aqe 13 They know what they want to be and what they want to do
for their later years in life. Not the school or the
sahool system.

Because its the students -to decide, what they want to
learn, becaus they might use what they have learned in
the future.

Aqe 17 Because I feel tat is the teenagers right to pick the
A courses he wants. It is his future he -should have his

say.
The majority of the kids should know what they need to

learn in school and what will help them when they get out
of school.

It is their life and they choose what they want to do after
they are out of schopiso they should be,able to choose
the courses they need or think that, will help them.

Adults By high school age a person should be able to know his own
mind iNI\loosing a vocation and courses to help reach
that voc tiong

71
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RABO2
PART B
506013-234

\Categories and sample resporises are listed below.
4

15 = IMPROVEMENT OF CURRICULUM--BETTER\EDIAATION

Age 13. Chances are f t V° d come-'out the hest of the courses.
Because there mig t be good suggestions for the courses
that wo ld be offe a in the school system.

Because /fit yould help he kids! to have a better -education
throlfgh the year's tq.,,come.

Age 17 Beodilse %that is 'igodd to take in school at one period of
,- time .may not be as good in a more modern time. Since the

qmes change, our curriculum should also change.
If,a'student could help in selecting the course he would be
/Able to receive a more rounded education.

Adults .No samples 'given.

10 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

No samples given.

20 = ANY REASON GIVEN WHEN STUDENT MARKS "NO" TO PART A, EXCEPT /

-DON'T KNOW

Age 13 BecaUse the school should be the one to decide.
Because if they decide the courses it will be made of all

the subjects they like and they will not learn what they
don't like which they..bele to learn to get a qbod job. ;

'Because there willelbo much confusion. .

Because if taw-4'R them pick they'd pick the easy subjects
and woul-arTidt be learning much.

e -amslthey.came to school t.sp learn not to show the
teacher or the principal bow to run the school:

Because if they did, 'there probably wouldn't be any
."--) academic classes. All the courses wpuld be like Home

.gym, and claises which don't do any qbod to enter
college, .

I bihk the teaChers:should since therre more experienced
and would probably kbow what students would need for the
future.

I+

Adults Because they have not_lived as a worker or participating
member of society and..,t.he community and are therefore not

iv
qualifiedqualified to know at knowledge would benefit Otemiin
these roles.

Because they are too young 'to know what is best for 'hem.
I think they should be given the courses they need, not
what they want.

A more beneficial decision would come after adulthood.
.

22 1j



Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAB02
PART B
506013-234

Al = YES, BUT GIVES UNFAVORABLE CRITICISM OF EXISTING SYSTEM .

Aqe 13 Because some teachers. are too strict and that is why I
can't stand school.

The students have been , held in check as to choosing
classes. We need more scholastic freedom.

Aqe 17 The school always gives a student more class4 than he
needs.

Adults No samples given.

4

24 . UNDECIDED TO PART A WITH NEGATIVE RESPONSE (REASON) IN PART B

Age 13 I really can't say because a lot of kids have no enthusiasA
about school and they'll, probably say "I don't want any
subjects.'V

I really have,no idea. Teenagers are kind of hard to work
with. They would probably have some crazy ideas, for the
school.

Age 17 Students might pick courses that might not help them 'after
they get out of school.

Adults Only if they know what course will be taken by them in
their careerp after school is over. Otherwise, the
course should be whatever will be best in any.course they
decide to take in life.

VAGUE, NONSENSICAL AND OTHER ONACCEETABLqeREOONSES

Age 13 Because it's better that wag.
So that they could learn.
I have no ideas about the courses needed.
Because they don't like music or art or something and they

don't have to take music or art.
Age 17 Yes, for languages like german or special course.

Technical courses.
Students help decide the optional courses, but the main

courses; english, history, math, should be automatic.
Adults The word "help" is the key. Although their suggestions

should be heard and their interests recognized teen-agers
are not well equipped enough in terms of maturity,
sophistication, or judgement to competently determine
their own curricula.

There are lood and bad points to be considered.
Yes, sd they can mnderstand the books and what they mean.

29 = I DON'T KNOW
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A. Do you think the people who live in a neighborhood should be

allowed to de.cide.who can and cannot live in their neighborhood?

o Yes
. I

tr.=> No

c:3 Undecided

B. Please explain any answer you selected.
. .

: ;
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IAEP t:

. Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

Sebbblective:

RABO4

502014-34

ATTITUDES.
Belief in the worth of the individual.

V. HAVE A REASONED CONNITNENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOgIETY.'

B. Believe in 'the.ftledoms of the First Amendment and
can justify their belief.

A. Believe in the fundamental worth of the individual
and can justify their belief.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Longer answer
Seml.-Professional
Group
Text

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National. P-value:

RABO4 -04
.

17
01-11

79.83

05-21

62.80-

Timing: (in seconds)
RABO4 Part AStimulusL 14 14

RABO4 Response:
RABO4 Total:

16
30

I*

RABO4 Part B Stimdlus: 2 3-
RABO4 ,; Response: 88
RABO4 Total: 90 .*

RABO4 Exerciie Total: 120

*Time not limited by paced tape.

0
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SCORING -GUIDE: PART. B

. .

Categories and sample responses are listed -below.

09 = NO RESPONSE

I

RABO4
PART B
502014-34

10 = RIGHT OR .PRIVILEGE OF THE INDIVIDUAL ,TO LIVS.WHERE HE CHOOSES .t

Age-17 Because nobody in the United States owns a neighborhood and
cannot t11 nobody where .to stay.

Because people should have the freedom-to choose any where
they want to live.

This is supposed to be a free country!
'Adults A person should be able to live anywhere he can afford.

Equal rights'bill.
People in our country,are tree to decide where they want to

live no matter-where. People in a neighborhood have no
right. to decide who will be their neighbors becaus4 of
our democratic-. way of living--everyone has ' their

say--even as to where to live.

.

1 = DISCR/MINITTON IS WRONG; BAD EFFECTS OF DISCRIMINATION .

Age 17 No, bilcause the people would have only the. people of there
class ,in the neighborhodd.

There is overpopulation now. Not enough places for people
to live. It isn't fair to discriminate, because of.race
creed or color. '

Adults I don't believe in segregation of any form.
% Because if they do,inany'people would be without '. home and

have no where to live.
i

12 = NEIGHBORS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO CHOOSE (RESTAMENT OF STEM)
(NO SAMPLES GIVEN)

13 , OTHER ACCEPTABLE RFSPONSFS

Age 17" This is God's land; it was put here for all men.
Because"they don't own'the town.

Adults Anybody moving into a neighborhood all the neighbors should
try to be friends with them.



RABO4
PART
502014-34

categories and.sample responses are listed below.

29 FEAR OF DEPRECIATION 0% PROP.IRTY

Age 17 Who wants a bad neighborhood!
These people might' cause problems in the neighborhOod.

.

.

Turn it into a dump.
Adults BecaUse when you have invested money in a home and you want

to sell it, an undesirable living in the neighborhood
could` lessen the value of 'your home.'

'22 c SMIAL CONDITIONS --- NEIGHBORS .SHOULD HAVE SORE SAY ABOUT RACE,
RELIGION OR ETHNIC GROUP

kge 17 I don't believe 4n integration of especially Negroes and
.whites but I 60 feel that some whites should not be allow
to live in certain neighborhoods.

Adults Because there would be too . much trouble if blacks and
whites live together.

, -

24 = SPECIAL CONDITIONS -- NEIGHBORS SHOULD HAVE SORE SAY IN OTHER.
SPECIAL CASES'

kqe 17 Because it may be a person who sells dope and sell the
neighbors. children some.

Adults People should be allowed to decide if public housing will
be built in their neighborhood.

24 = REFERENCES TO ZONING. ORDINANCES OR ABILITY TO PAY

Age 17 No samples given.
Adults Ability to live in a certain neighborhood should be based

only on whether one can afford to or has the desire to.

28 m VAGUE,_ NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 Yes, because they're the ones who have to live around them.
To keep unwanted people out of their neighborhood who might

be a bad influerne on the children in that neighborhood.
Adults There are a Lot of undesirable peOple that I wouldn*t like

to live by me.
An individual reflects on his neighborhood and the
neighborhood reflects on the indivdual.

= I DON1.11 KNOW

46



A. What is a game that you like to play with your friend~?

(If respondent names a game, go to B. If respondent does not name a game
after 10 seconds, go to next page.)

B. If you were playing this game and a new classmate wanted to play with you

but said he did not know how to play,. what would you do?

-Of

(Stop if no response is given in 10 seconds. )
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Release V!

NAPP V:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Subobiective:

RA805

103112-1

ATT/TUnES.
Beliqf in the worth ot the Individual.

I. HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUNAN AFFAIRS.
'C. Try to understand why other'people think and act

as they. do.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
'.Administration Node:

, Stimulus Type:

Overlap:,
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RAB05-02

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal.

9

06-05'

98.26

Timing: No paced tape was used in this
exercise.

t

29
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individually administered
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SCORING (WIDE: PART d

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

NOTe: Part A was not scored separately. Responses to Zart A were
. used as cak aid in scoring Part B. The most common outdoor
ligames named were hide and seek, tag, baseball, and football.

The most common box game was.3onopolY.

(I) = NO RESPONSE

' in TEACH.HIN

Teach him how. .

Tell him.the rules and let him play.
Tell him 'what.to do and be his friend.
Tell her Aow to play. Tell` her there are these rules we
got out of the books. Someone holds each end of the rope
and someone! jumps and if they miss then one of the people
holding theend gets to go in the middle and lump.

11 = TTLL HIM TO WATCH A MIX (S'ATES OR INFERS LATER PLAY)

First you wouldn't let him play = you show him how and
maybe he could catch on.

12 = PLAY A DIFFERENT GAMS

Put toys up' (guns) and play something else.

= OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSS'S

Tell-him he might get hurt.

21 = WOULD ROT LET HIM PLAY FOR REASONS OTHER THAN SAFETY

I wouldn't let him play.
If the glme had already started lr if it were ready to
start, I wouldn't have time to teach him.

21 = vAlur, 'NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPEABLE RESPONSES

I'd explain to him how to play (hide and go seek) and if
he doesn't understand I'd kick him out of the yard.
First helesit out and watch and if he still didn't get
it, he couldn't play.

29 47. aDOttels KNOW

30
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Suppose during recess Ktill's class usually takes the only place to play ball. Other

children complain to Bill's class about this. What do you think Bill or his class

should do?
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(Stop when respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response is given in 10 seconds.)
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Release I: RAB07

NAEP t: 505011-1

Theme: ATTITUDES..
Subtheme: Belief in the worth of the individual.

Objective: V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
suslArA A FREE SOCIETY.

,Suitobjective: E. Are willing to act for the general interest.

ftetcise Type: Longer answer
.Scorihq Type: . Semi-Professional
Administration Mode: 'Individual
Stimulus Type: Audio-Verbal

Overlap:. 9

Package-Exercise: 05-11
NatioriLl P-value:

AAB07-01 "71.77

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise. ,

da.

. 32.
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SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample resPonsesare listed below.

90- = NO RESPONSE'

10' u SHARE THE FIELD - EITHER BY PLAYING TOGETHER OR TAKING TURNS'*

Take turns using it or let theforplaYllwith them.
Play ball together in the playground.
They should take turns. They could decide by weeks. One

week one class would play. The next week another class
and so on. They should switch.

They should move over so they could haVe separate parts so
one team could play here and'enother play there.

Let them have a turn sometimes.
Take up less oethe yard. $

-They should let the other kids play -theme too. They should
share their ball.

Ask the recreational department to find another place to
Play ball.

12 = gOTHERS MAKE DECISION OR SOLVE PROBLEM

Mention it to the principal.
Ask if he can Play someplace else or get another place.
Bill .should say, "Go tell somebody that this is the only

Place to play." The school should make a play - ground for
the kids. -

If its a little place maybe the school could buy more land.
If its a big place, Bit:. could share it or the teacher

' could take them to a park.

13 u OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Try-ta-tfet a bigger field.
Talk it over with the other class.

20 = NO ACTION OR SELFISH ACTION

Keep on playing ball on it, they are the ones that got
there first.

Stay where they're at.
Ignoke them and lust go on and play ball. Tell the teacher
that they are messing up the ball game or they could
switch ofOrguys and let other PeoPle play, too.

Tell them to get out.
Bill has the right to play becaise he got there first.

33
52
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.
4.

21 = SPECIFIC -STATEMENTS THAT BILL'S CLASS SHOULD COMPLETELY STOP
USING THE FIELD .

Stay inside during recess.
Don't play.
Study.

a = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHEe UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Playin the yard.
Go to a different spot aqd the kids won't bug them.
Stop playing there and go somewhere else and find a better

place.
. Is Bill a teacher? Ithess a boy, they should go away and

if they don't then they should go knit) the room and write
100 times "I will go with Bill".

a = I DON'T KNOW
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Suppose a classmate ofyours. who has been in aids country a short time. is baying
,

difficulty making friends and keeping up with his Seltool work because he knows
I

very fei, Words of nglish. What would you do?
..)
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(If respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go to next
exercise. .

If respondent gives a vague statement such as:
"I would help him with ':is school work." .
"I would help /Jim speak English." ,. .
"I would makelriends with him."

i ask respondent to be more specific about 110W he would help the new classmate.

Stop if no response Is given in 10 seconds.)
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\Release i: , RABO8
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NAEP it 527002 -123

.

I

lib

Theme: ATTITUDES. .

Subtheme: Belief in the worth-of the individual.

Objective: V. HAVE h REASONEb COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

Subobjective: A. Believe in the fundamental worth.of the individual
and can justify their belief.

Subobjective: ';K. .Are willing to act,for the general interest.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type :`

q

Longer answer
Semi-Professional\
Individual
Audio-Vebal

\
Overlap:. , 9 ..13__ 17.
Package-Exekcise: 07-01 10-01 11-01
National P-value:

RAB08-01 79.62 92.09 88.08

Timing: No paced tape 'was used in this individually administered
exercise.

.
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SCORING'GUIDE

Categoriesand'samp1.4 responses ace listed below.
r

OQ = .NO RESPONSE .

1Q = HELP HiM TO _LEARN ENGLISH 02 HELP HIM WITH HIS
HOMEWORKSPECIFIC. Crakes precedence over general

I eesponse.); '

i

Age 9 If he had /trouble with English I would invite him over to
my'house and help him.

I would ask/help from the teacher. I- would make' friends
with him and try to teach him a little English.

Help himput words on a paper to teach him.
Age 13 You could /try to explain with your hands. You could teach

him some simcle words. You could explain math problem

ti

td him because' you can 'write them on paper and explain
their vi,hout much language.

Read the problems to him and explain them. Try to get i

other jids to help him and get in et.grlpp and make
friends'.

Age 17 Try to explain the best I could in his. language what is
--- going ion. Try to find somebne who speaks his language

. .

and hdve them get across to tbem.
I'would,try to teach him with flash cards: I would try to

be a friend. -,

11 = HELP HIM TO LEARN .ENGLISH OR HELP HIM WITH HIS
HOMEWORKGENERAL

Age 9 rod help him out. I'd teach him English and how to make
'friends.

I'd try to helphim by teaching him how to write and read.
\Teich.him math.

Age 13 Help /him learn more English and I would learn more. about
him and about ;his language.'

Age 17 Explain it to him.
Teach like a tudor would, teach English, teach the basics.
Ex ldin the English alphabet and the words.
Tr ito :help him with the language, and help him to

u rers and what is going on around.

12 = INVOLVE l Iii WITH ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL OR AFTER SCHOOLSPECIFIC
re k6s precedence over general response.)

Age q I'd A lc him to play with me at recess.
Age 13 Help Iim to learn more English. Have him over for parties

sd he can learn. Having him join in groups in school.
Age' 17 No samples given.

3i
'4
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Categories and sample responses are listed bdlow.

INVOLVE, HIM fN ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL OR AFTER SCHOOL--GENERAL

All ages I think I would doitthings with them, so they could know the
same people I know. To help them with"their work, I
think it would first take a little time on my part.

14 = ATTEMPT TO MAKE, FRIENDS WITH HIM OR HELP HIM DEVELOP
's FRIENDSHIPS WITH °rim CLASSMATESSPECIFIC (Takesi precedence over general response.)

Age 9 Be friends, play games, qo to church, have. him over to my
house for lunch, qo out on a date, have a sewing lesson.

Hell's) him out. I'd introduce him to some of my friends and
help him with school work.

Age 13 I.d,just talk to him and ask him where he lives and maybe
go see him.

Be friendly with him. Help him make friends. Don't pick
on him.

I'd probably just be his friend and try and help him get
other friends and maybe teach him a little English;

Invite him to my house and we would talk.
Age 17 I'd trY to help him by getting him acquainted with the

other classmates and tell them that he was having
problems.

I'd introduce him to a few of my friends and encourage him
to keep trying.

First of all, rod try to introduce him to all of my
friends. I'd ,probably qo out, and try. to show, him
different things and try to help him out in sports and
things like that. As far as school subjects are
concerned, I'd help him as far as I could from what I
know.

15 = ATTEMPT TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH HIM OR HELP HIM DEVELOP
FRIENDSHIPS WITH OTHER CLASSMATES -- GENERAL

Age 9 TrY to make friends and help h r with .her studies.
Age 13 I'd help him make friends.

Try and help him to make friends and teach him what we do
around here.

Age 17 Help him according to how he war' d to ,be helped - mare
myself available to help him.

Try to be a better friend to him and tr \to understand him
better. Do more for him than I would at ordinarY friend,
because he needs lots of extra attention.

16 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

All ages Help him by telling the teacher what he said.

38 ,
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Categories and sample responses are listed,,below.

22 = RESPONDENT TELLS WHAT OTHERS COULD OR SHOULD DO WITHOUT GETTING
PERSONALLY INVOLVED

Age 9 No samples given.
Age 13 I'd refer him to the English teacher, and maybe he could

teach him English.
He could go into read ng class.

Age 17 I would suggest that he study harder for a while to improve
his work. Ask him to try to do his best.

Tell him to take English classes. Also, there should be a

free tutor from the National Honor Society.
I think he should find a friend le could rely on and who

could help him. No matter what his nationality he is a
person, he can make friends with someone.

23 = NEGATIVE ATTITUDE 'TOWARDS STUDENT WITH LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF
ENGLISH

Age 9 Tell her to go back to her country because she 'can't make
friends in this country.

Age 13 No samples given.
Age 17 Avoid him.

25 = .RESPONSE WHICH INDICATES RESPONDENT WOULD TAU: NO ACTION

Age 9 Not much you could do.
I wouldn't do anything. I lust try to' keep up with my own.

Age 13 No samples given.
Age 17 Don't think there is much t could do because I'm a loner

myself.

28' = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 9 I'd try to help.
Ask him to help me with mine.
Tell my mommie.
I'd try to study real hard.

Age 13 Depends on the person.
Well, if I like him, I'd probably make friends with him and
teach him a few words so he would make his own friends.

Age 17 No samples given.

29 = I DON'T KNOW



..

Tell nie three reasons why you think people who live in areas wher" there are poor

housing and living conditions don't move into better neighborhoods.

(2)

(3)

(If respondent answers "None" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go to next'
page.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "What other reasons can you think
of P'

Stop after 3 responses OR when respondent answers "None" OR no response is
given in 10 seconds.)
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. Release *:'

NAEP *:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RA809

103001 -234

Oblective: . I.

.-Subobiective: C.

Oblective:
Subobiective:

ATTITUDES.
Belief in the north of the individual.

HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUTHUNAN AFFAIRS.
Try to understand why other people think and act
as they do.

II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFEFCTIYELk.
A. Identify and define problems and issues.

nxercise Typer
Scoring.Type:
AdMinistratioA rode!.
'Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P- value:

RA809-14

Timing: No paced
exercise.

-Short answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio - Verbal

.\

* '13 17 141111
10-13 10-05 06-09

18.48 :23.70 '' 20.3/9,

/
tape was aced in this individually administered

r.
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SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

200- = NO RESPONSE

= LACK OF FUNDS,

Age 13

Age 17

Adults.

Because
. .

. A
Because they don't have any money otherwise they wouldn't

be living *here.
Can't afford it--unemployed.
All the family' money is used for food, clothing and where
they live now.

If they do move they have to pay more,. people don't, have
the money.

They haven't got the money.
Because }they are poor and they don't have a reliable' source
of getting the money needed to move.

Not enough money because they don't have good lobs.
They couldn't'meet the standard of living in the wealthier

neighborhood..
Theyire.triihg to save their money for their children's
education and there isn't enough money to do both--save
and move.

Economic reasons.
Low income.
Since their educational level is"low it tends to stifle
them and they are unable to get a better lob.

Higher rent.

102 = LACK 'OF EMPLOYMENTAIN,NEW PLACE)

Age 13 Can't find any lobs there.
If they move they won't-be able to find better lobs.
May not get a lob.

Age 17 Jobs not available.
The lotr-they;have--maybe -they -couldn't get another lob

where they moved.
Adults Maybe the area doesn't have the work for them.

103 = LACK 5F EDUCATION

All ages They are poorly educated.
They can't Cot the education to better themselves.
They may not hive the education to get better lobs to get

the money to ()et out.

42
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. .
Categories and tample responses are listed \below.

. ,-

t
\

,

, .

Age 13 they might be afraid 'people migh laugh at them if chey'rd.
poor and they ,mote to a-differerit city.

'Other neighbors may not accept them.
Color of people. Maybe not be accepted into new
neighborhood where they would like to move.

-Because of race.
\Some people are scared' because .whpre they, would move, the

people would look down on them-and wouldn't think much of
it.' . 1

.

Age 17 They might feel they wouldn't fit i
1

.

Maybe they tried to move away but -some landlords won't'
accept them because of their race. .

They might ,not be accepted and people'in'the neighborhood
might not let them buy.the house.

If they'd be dark -- perhaps the white comminity wouldn't
accept. them.

Real estate people wouldn't sell them hoUses in certain
areas because property value will go down.

Because of their race or ethnic bOground. This may
prevent them from moving into other neighborhoods.

Adults They may think their children would be shunned by "better"
people. .

_.... Fear of prejudice.
Possibly the better neighborhoods wouldn't let them. in-Lin

some places.

.

104 = DISCRIMINATION -

RABO9
103001-234

105 = SECURITYCLOSE TO FRIENDS& RELATIVES, JOB,'I SCHOOL

Age. 13

Age 17

Adults

Probably cause the kids that they have don't want to make
friends again;

Kost of their friends are living there.
They like the people living around them.
They are afraid of new people.
Night not want to change schools.
Want to stay in their groups.
Feel more familiar with there own.
Most of their friends arein that area. Its more their

type of_ people. . .

Relatives living in same areas Being brought up in this
area.

They feel more secure in their own neighborhood.
Just don't want to move--friends, neighbors; etc.
Good neighbors_ -I like the people there. 4"Thoy are mixed .

blacks and white.
Family and friends in the same area.
Social - -all the people they know are there, people they

have ties with--ProbabLy relatives.

43
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Categories and sample response are listed'below.

12 = ACCESSIBILITY TO JOB IN OLD NEIGHBORHOOD

All ages Their lobs are right next to where they live.
Hight lose their lob if they peve:
Its closer to where they work and they don't want to move.
Their lob might be located close to .vhere they are living.
If the lob didn't Pay well - -it might.also be near a poor
neighborhood and the people might stay there because they
were close to theit lobs. Traveling would be expensive.

107 = .LACK.OP HOUSING IN NEW pnimoRnoop

- Aqe 13 The good' areas are over populated and no room for more
people.

In the big cities. there's not enough room to get out of the
slums to go anywhere elseor sometimes they don't care.

---- Tbere,might not be any more available space.
There may not be enough 'rooms like if they have a lots of

children. ,

Aqe 17 Can't find a better Place to live.
no place to move.
No other urban areas where there are enough housed around.
Lick of housing in an area.

Adults Bettii housing is not always 'available to them.
Lack_ of housing opportunities.

108 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE REstkomsss

Aqe 13_ They may live by a store and if they move the store may be
far away and they will have problems.

Sometimes they are professional persons who. want to live
there to help out.,

Some people live in a fairly%decent hduse,,a little below
average, and spend money on clothes and eating out, where '

if they moved out of there they probably couldn't 'do
that.

Aq4 17 Some people who can afford it want to go there and help the
'less fortunate.

Some people might be ashamed to move to a good neighborhood
because 'of their furniture.

During the earthquake, the new houses were destroyed more
than the old houses, they're better built.

Adults No samples given.

4
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CateT;ries and sample responses are listedbelow.

V

RA009
103001-234

. 251 =-. NEGATIVE OR STEREOTYPED ATTITUDES ABOUT PEOPLE IN SLUM AREAS
h . ..

lig'e 13 Some family's husband use their checks on thing's like beer
and alchoilol. .

They want everybody to feel sorry for them.
Don't work to get money to move.
Some are tdo, lady and don!tolike to move out.
They don't want to move, face reality.

. They like.the.way they live.
-.

kge 17 Don't want to start over- .
.

Environment_causes tkem_to lose their ambit ion to move to
better'neighborhood.

..' Some people just don't care.
'Most of them are too lazy to work.

.
They'd lust is soon tie government help them out"

unemployment' checks. .-

They wouldn't feel comfortable at a., high standard of
livirig. .

,

Adults Chances are if they, did move into a better neighborhood, it
wouldn't be better for too long of a time.

Some of them lust like drawing welfare.
Scared they will have to pay for something.
They think,they will be taken off of welfare.

292' "= OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 More chance of being burglarized in wealthy areas.
Real estate guys will trick him into paying more money for

poor house.
Age 17 They would not know where-to move or how to do it.
Adults Local laws, such as residency laws, keep them from moving.

228 = VAGUE OR NONSENSICAL RESPONSES

Age 13 limy don't have anything to move it in--like a truck.
_People who don't have good houses usually get sick and

sometimes they stay sick for a long time.
Put some big sticks up for them to hang their clothes.

Agit? 17 Social class (society) .
They wouldn't have the supplies to condition themselves.

Adults Don't have fathers.
Jobs.
Environmental background.

299 = I DON'T KNOW

Acceptable: Ndmed three reasons in eategbries 101-108.
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(Before reading this exercise, give respondent Mg; supprtertiary package opened to
page15.)

1 \

A. If this picture were taken in a neighborhood other than your own, would you

-want something done about the way things, look?

ttp Yes (Go to B)

cp No (Go to )3)

O 1 don't know. (Go to (.1

O No response (After 10 seconds, go to C)

1

B. Please give a reason, for your answer.

0 0

(After response OR If no response is given in TWENTY seconds, go to C.)
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Release RAMO

NAEP t:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

--SiftObjeCttve:

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Packacie-Exercise:
'National P-value:

RAW-26

505009-234

ATTITUDES.
Belief in the worth of the individual.

.V. HAVE i REASONED COHNITNENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

E. Are willing to act for'the general Interest.

Mode:

Timing: No paced
exercise.

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
individual
Audio - Verbal /Visual- Picture

,

13 Adult
09-13 12-11 08-01

30.38 31.58. 40.21

tape was used in this individually. administered

Copyright information:

iational'Assessment Photograph by Richard Hulsart.

.'
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SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

DO = NO RESPONSE

= CIVIC DUTY
4

Aqe 13 No samples given.
Aqe 17 Because I think every body should- get together and help the,

people in a place like this..
Yes, because Americans are respopsible4or the welfare of

others.
Because the living standards are terrible and I feel that '

it would be my responsibility.'
Adults I, believe it is the reponsibilitY of people to upgrade

their community in any way.p6s4ble.

RAB10
PART B
505009-234

= CONCERN FOR VRti*ARE OF PEOPI.E LIVING THERE (PHY$ICkL AN /OB
PSYCHOLOGICAL)

Aqe 13 Because it, isn't fair'that those people should have to live
like that.

Changednot very good for community cause people would get
sick in- those houses. Not right for people' to live 'that
way.

Its slums, diseases are there.
think its a disgrace to 'have people living.thekel It's a
breeding place 'for' bacteria and kills people off. It
isn*t very pretty for .the neighborhood either.

Agai17 To help people all- we can.
People shouldn't have to live in such run-down conditions.
People.liVing there are poor and unhappy."

Adults It's an eyesore. 'It's not something that I'd want to -look
at more than once. It's a waste of land. his
'unsanitary to live in. If there were children there its
no place for them di adults. It's a fire hazard and they`
could be Oiled there.

14 = NERD POR NEW FOILITIES (PARK, HONES, SCHOOL)
ti

Aqe 13 To make better use of'the empty space. To build better
houses.

The property could be made into something more useful like
a park or even industries or a self-improvement Place for
kids who dropped out of/school.

Age 17 No samples given.
Adults This property shoted be bought and developed into a park.

v



RAB10'
PART B
505009 -'234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

1 .= CONCERN FOR APPEARANCE OF THE COMMUNITY

Age 13 Because4t doesn't give a very good picture of.U.S.
It brinqs-doyn property values.
It's not nice to see slums like this - it looks like a city

dump.
Age 17 An area like this reflects the whole community.

Because it is a mess. It shouldn't be that way.
I don't like to see these kinds of towns.
For the people in them and for the better progress of the
community, it should be cleaned up to ldok more

1 presentable.
Adults It would' down grade a community.. I don't think a city

needs to have areas like this around it.
It makes the whole neighborhood look bad.

14 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES _
\ -

.

Age. '13 It looks like a slum\area and the house needs fixing.\ ..

I feel there's no need' for slums or old ram-shacked houses.
Age 17 It's discriminating against the earth not to--fhe earth is

supposed to be free and non-polluted and things like this
make it look like a dump. g...,., .

Adults No samples given.

20, = AMY REASON WHEN STUDENT GIVE,S NO TO PART A

Age 13. It looks nice.
Because it's not my neighborhood and why should I care?

Age 17 Wouldn't be any concern of mine.
Adults ,No, I finally believe that why people live in the

conditions they do is because they want to.

4
4

29 z. VAGUE, NONSENSICAL. AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES
4

Age 13 .It's ruining our land--the whole United States.

.

Clean up"new houses.
Age 17 Actually I wouldn't care unless it gave the city a bad

. name. If it were an isolated spot, I couldn't be too
.. -concTrned about getting it cleaned up.

Every town has its ev'sores.
Adults No samples given.

42 = I DON #T KNOW

50



SCORING GUIDE: PART C .

Categories and sample responses are listed below.
1 i

000 = NO,d4PONSE
I

19.1 =' INCREASED OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT
1

Age 13 Fild lobs --or better jobs for ,those people.
. Wheln people come in and ask for jobs a d are refused

because of pFejudice or something they ha e to live here.
overpopulation, if better housing were wilt they would
have a'chance. :, .

Age 17 Wit, people find jobs so they can help,thmslves,
Help people who live here to get lobs an train them to
Make conditions be ter for themselves.

Adults Public funds could be used to help ndividuals who are
'` ;unemployed to wosk in this area 4nd headtify it.

Recipients of v lfare might help lin project giving
feeling they are )iorking for what they receive.

1

.
I

102 = ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION

---

/
/

1

RADIO
PART C
605009-234
1

Age 13 No samples given.
Age 17 No samples given. J

Adults Try to -eradicate some of our racial prejudice, which

A
sometimes hurt minority races and religions.,

. I

104 = LEGAL PROTECTION

All ages No samples given.

. i

1 t

102 = IMPROVEMENT OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

Age 13

/

\ -

Age 17
Adults

/
t

)

They could put in lectricity and telephones.
Have medical attent'on to the sick' and to the old.
Put in sewer system and household appliances.
A garbage man shopld come collect the trash. The houses
are falling apart.\

Trytto give them sanirtion.
Ho samples given.

i

\

I

i



RAB10
PART C
505009-234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

106 PROVISIONS FOR QUALITY EDUCATION AND TRAINING

lige 13 Better opportunities to learn trades if they "ant to.
.Betrer schooling.

Ago 17 Show people how to improve their family life, diets, etc.
Teach the people and let them get good jobs.
By setting up an organization for these people to help them

understand why these conditions exist and help them do
something about it.

Adults Vocational training for minorities or the deprived.
Show them better ways of utilization of -their money.

107 = RECONSTRUCTION OR REPAIR OF HOUSING IN THE AREA

4ge.13 .Thar it all down and build it all new.
Hove people there out. Knock down these houses and build

near ones. Hove people back in.
I New housing project.

They could be rebuilt or painted to make it better.
Age 17 Honey should come from government -- either state or federal

for housing.
Contributions by public to rebuild or remodel homes. .

If the city would spend more money fixing up the slum
areas.

The city should spend more money.fixing up the slum areas.
Adults Remove shacks and replace with low income housing.

Tear all out and rebuild if the government would help.

108 = GOVERNMENT AID (ANY LEVn)

Age 13 Having the government donate money.
Give them welfare.

Age 17 Divide the state budget, reallocate tax funds to help some.
Have acts passed by city or town to provide money and put
it toward rehabilitation.

Urban renewal.
,

Adults Call someone in Government to come and see what programs
are for neighborhood help.

109 = REORDBRING OF NATIONAL PRiONIiIES
I

Age 13 The government should spend money on poor people rather
than on space stuff.

Age 17 Take more money from the defense budget and use it to clear
"'A up poverty.
Put more money to help poor people and less on war.

Adults Stop sending. money to foreign countries and take care of
our own first. ,



.

Categories and sample responses ax'e listed below.

RAA10
PART C
505009-234

113 = TEAR DOWN HOUSES AND BEAUTIFY (MUST MENTION BOTH)

Age 13 'Take' the.hodses apart, put it,on a truck and take it away.
Clean up the stumps.

Age 17 Move that old house or building and clean it off there;
Adults No samples given.

115 = *OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES 6

Age 13 Try and place the family in good housing developments.
Help support them.
Take.a collectiOn to build apartments for those people.

Age 17 If small groups in each community organized to clean up
things like this--gave money 4nd themselves to helping.

Adults Get a newspaper reporter to dram attention to the condition
,so that people will wantto dl something about it.

251 = CHANGES THAT DO NOT ASSURE THAT CONDITIONS OF POVERTY WILL BE
REMOVED

A4e. 13 They should tear down the building and maybe recycle the
wood. Pass a law that places couldn't look that way.

Age 17 Eliminating welfare. Welfare is what puts people in
situations like this.

Getting the people together and form committees to do it.
Adults Get the people that live there together and talk on it.

252 = CHANGES WHICH REFLECT A LACK OF CONCERN FOR PEOPLE, IN POVERTY
AREAS

Age 13 Could be run out or go somewhere else.
The people should remove the poverty themselves.

Age 17 By giving them so much money to fix things up and if they
don't get it fixed, put them in jail.

If other People live in shacks, there should be no reason
why they shouldn't.

. They could condemn it and make the people move out and tear
the houses down.

Adults No samples given.
.



Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RADIO
PART C
505009-234

253 = THERE IS NOTHING THAT WE CAN DO 0

Age 13 There's nothing that could be done because if they moved.
the houses, the people would be homeless and they
couldn't afford any better houses anyway.

Age 17 It's hard ,to say what social conditions are behind it. If
it were simple to solve, it would have been done a long
time ago. I probably wouldn't do ahything.

Adults No samples given.

(

254 = MAJOR PHYSICAL CHANGES

All ages ear down the houses.
Break down the old buildings.
Burn them.
Have it all removed.

255 =. BEAUTIFICATION CHANGES,

. Age 13
Age 17

9
Remove all the trash.
Clear out the ground, remove stamps.
Have a clean up campaign.
Cut the weeds.
Community funds collected to enhance the beauty of the
community.

You can fix the grass.
Adults Call city-to have them clean it up.

296 = VAGUE, NONSDNSICAL, AND OTHEECUNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Bull-dozer.
Talk to police about what they're going to do about it.

. Having more money.
Age 17 Work as individuals..

Volunteers could do it. .
.

Adults Get the people living there to have pride in their home.
Not have the houses as close together.

299 = I DON'T KNOW \

i
4I.

54,
73



Suppose a friend from India collies to your house for dinner. Your mother is making

OD hamburgers for dinner. While you are playing, your friend tells you he does not eat

MI meat. Ills religion will not let him eat meat. What should you do?

ir
r ,

s

I.
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..

(Stop When respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response is given in 10 ,seconds)r
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Release t:

NAEP t:

Theme:
. Subtheme:

I

Oblective:

Subobiective:.

Subobiective:

RAB11

501007-1
,..

ATTITUD1:S. I
Belief in the worth of the individual.

).

V., HAVE A REASONED CONNITNENt'i TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAINJA FREE SOCIETY:

A. Believe in the fundamental worth of the individual'
and can -justify their belief.

F. Are willing to participate in decision makingi
relevant to their lives.

Exercise Type:.
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

MI

Overlap: 9

Package-Exercise4 05-01
Natiorial P-value:

RAB11-01 87.15
/

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise. ..

MP

e

"4

r

.7

.r.

56 75'

4



4..

-

. . SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses' are listed below.

nq = NO RESPONSE

--"-- .10

.

1-

RAB11
561007-1

INITIATES ACTION WHICH SHOWS CONCERN
.c

Tell my mother to cook something else.
If possible, you should feed him something else.
Peed him the rest of the stuff instead of hamburgers.

,

12 = SHOWS INTEREST 'AND POSSIBLY CONCERN

Ask him why his religion won't, let him? . .

Ask him how come he don't eat meat? Then tell my mother.
I think I'd ask her how come she don't eat hamburger.

. ,

..;--

14 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESpONSES

Not eat meat either.
Don't give him meat.
He'wowld't have to take any of the meat.

21 = SHOWS DISRESPECT.

Tell him that meat is goof for you. It makes you healthy.
Tell him to go home.
I'd pretend I didn't hear him.
Well - tell him that's the only thing, we're going to have
and my mom,..she gon't fix nothing else.

I'd tell him - "You're not in India, so you can eat it
here." If he can't eat, he can starve if he wants. '

28 = VAGUE:, NONSENSICAL, AND `OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Nothing.
Go out and play.
Forget about eating.
Let him have some meat and if he ask tor it give it to him.
I don't like hamburger either. I'd get some solomi to eat.

29 = I DON'T KNOW p



,

. ..
A. Suppose one of your friends disagrees with the rest of the group about something.

Do you thiuk.he should change his mind when he sees he is outnumbered?

P Yes (Go to B)

fR No (Go to B)

P Undecided (Go to 111

p Noresponse (After 10 sc conds. go to next exercise)

B. Why do you think so?
r

,.

(Stop if no response is given O seconds.)
...

51311317-1234
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Release. 1:

HAEP

RAB13

501017-1234

,_.14.,....,reme: ATTITUDES.
Subtheme: Belief in the worth of the individual.

Objective: V. HAVE A REASONED COMM/TRENT. TO THE VALUES 'THAT

Abobjective. A. Believe in the fundamental worth of the individual
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

lnd can justify their belief.'

Vxerc , ape:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

overlap:
Peckage-EXercise:

. Natilnal P-value
RAB13-02

Timing:: No paced tape
exercise.

Longer answer
'Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

9
07-05 10-02. 12-01 04-08

'_12_

30%18 71.06 83.82 89.40

was used in this individually administered

. 6

50 78

O
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SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample respondes are listed below.

. Q4 = NO RESPONSR

10 = RIGHT TO DISAGREE; TO RAVE ONE'S OWN On.NION

RAB43.
PART B

. 5014Z:1234

Aqe 9 They have a right to what they think;
go, because he has a right to think, to give his-own6
opinion. If Se agrees with something he has a right to
do that, too. ,O.

Aqe 13 I thinkte has d right to his opinion. He doesn't have to
change is mind because-of the others.

Age 17 Because he is entitled to his own opinion and should stick
to it and not follow everyone else.

Adults He has a right to his own beliefs. -

,_

Begause, his got his equal right of opinion same as anyone
else.:

Freedom.of choide. ,

. .

II' = STAND UP FOR INDIVIDUAL BELIEFS.

.t.

t

r. ,

Age 9 'Low tshould do as you feel best about something and what.

,others want.
Age 13 .T.f he really believes, he should not change his mind.

He should not change thoughts lust because of numbers.
He should go for what he believed in. )

Aqe 1.7 Give.his felings and stay with them.
Stick with hi-s feelinqd.
If he thinks he is right he Ought to stand his ground.

Adults A person should stick fb his personal convictions' even if
the whole world is against him. .

He is' an individual and showid stick to his oin----------------
___

convictions.

P .° RE MAY BE RIGHT; WE NAY RE WRONG

kqe 9 Because other kids might be wrontt and she might be right.
- Maybe if he has a different idea, it might be better.

Age 13 Because he might be right, and the others wrong.
He might be right.

Akie 17 Because his viewpoint maY have some merit:I
,

- He has his own opinion and doesn't mean she's wrong because_
---.

he's outnumbered.
Adults ilalority doesn't necessarily mean the right opinicib or

rule.



Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAB13
PART B
501017-1234.

= CONDITIONAL: UNLESS DISAGREEING WOULD HOLD UP IMPORTANT GROUP
TASK

Age- 9 We might not be able to do stuft if he doesn't agree with
us..

Acfe 13 ,,No .samples given.
Age 17 No.-samples given.
Adults Unless group action,is necessary, tie is entitled to his

opinion.
(No). 1* is entitled to his opiniOn but if it-impedes the
goal* ,and progress of the group and the group is
demoralized in principle then he'should concede.

1 = CONDITIONAL: UNLESS DISAGREEING WOULD RESULT IN VIOLENCE OF
SOME TYPE ,

/

A.4e 9. 1 think he should change his mind because there might be a

fight. .

Cause of the people in my class are mean and they might
beat him up. t

Noe 13 No samples given.'
Age 17 He'could get hurt by the grOup 11. he will not' agree with

them. .

He might get in trouble if hiii-oUinumbered. Beat -up.
. Adults - No samples given.

\

16 = CONDITIONAL: UNLESS' THE VIEWPOINT HAS BEEN PROVEN INCORRECT
1 BEYOND DOUBT

Ale 9Vk If the person- who ditailiees could prove it, it'd be alj.
__ 4-- 1:14ht.

.
I

1 He should if he finds out a diffeent answer.
Age 13 If he thinks he's right he should stick to what he believes

until and unless he is proVed wrong by an accurate
source,. .

f

- .

p
I Both ways to look at it. .He shouldn't change his mind if

,Athe isn't proven wrong.
1 Age- 17 If he feels thit he is right, he shouldn't. If he is shown

proof that he is wrong he should.
.You must stick with what you believe unless they can prove

what he says is wrong.
I

If a person. is proven wrong then he should change his mind.
He should not change his mind if ?.ts a latter of principle

but if its a matter of fact 'nd he is wrono, he should
change' his mind.

4

Adults

SO



r/

Ctegaries and sample respons4are listed below.

RAB13
PART B
501917-1234

17% = 0TH ER ACCEPTABLB.RESPASES .

Age 9 Bea use I.think -I could make them change their minds.
Age 13 He should give his reasons for the disagreement and he

should try to give in a little bit with the class and the
class, should *give in a little bit with him and they
should come abou

.

mid-way with their terms. .

./
If he feels /qtr enough. Only way we can have change 3?s

, .

for some6 e to'disagreeo
No samples given.

,

Age: 17

Adults

24 = RESPONSES WHICH' INDICATE HE SHOULD CHANGE tars NIND WHEN HE SEES
THAT HE IS OUTNUNBERED--EXCEPT RESPONSES IN CATEGORIES
14, 15;OR 16

Age 9 -Because she could have more fun if she agreed with the rest
of the group. b

The others are more'impertant.
4ge 13 . Well he's wrong.

If he sees.his friends he shOuld go along with the others.
He should take his own opinion but the majority rules. -.,..

Age 17 If everybody, else agrees why shouldn't he agree.
The whole group shouldn't have to chahge, he would change

for the majority.
Adults If he wants to get.along he'd better.

"If everyo02, in the group disagrees with. him, it should be
he is eong.

28 VAGUE; NONSENSICAI4 AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 9 Cause,all the l'' rs are.
Well when seme..y else- agrees with somlbody it shoul d just

be that way.
Age 13 Its his answer.,

To makethe group whole.
I can't picture what that would be like.
Because he'd be cheating.

Age 17 (No) Thlts his thought--khat he wants to do. If 'forced' he
might get mad.

Adults Its not that big an issue.
0

22 = I DON'T KNO%

$

62
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'MD A. Should race be4a factor in hiring someone for
#

a job?

Ir.

o Yes
o. No

o. I don't know.

B. Please explain any answer you selected.

"
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ffelease

MAU 1:

Theme:
..:Subtheme:

Objective:

Suboblective:

SuUbjective:

RA

527006-234

AI

ATTITUDES.
Be ief in the worth of the individual.

V. HA E A'REASONED COMMITANT TO THE VALUES THAT
iSU TRIO A FREE SOCIETY.

D. Believe in open, opportunity for advancement and
calp justify their belief.

1

E. Are willing to act for the general interest.

1

Pxercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RAB16-01

. Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Text

I

_13_ _17 Adult
07-19 03-.5 06-15

73.79 89.77 89.94

.Timinti:
RAB16'

(in seconds)
Part A Stimulus: 8 8 .9

RAB16 Response: 14 15

RAD16 Total: 27 28 *

RAB16 Part B Stimulus: 4 3 4

RAE16 Response: 87 86
RAB16 Total: 91 89
'RAB16 Exercise Total: 118 117

, .

*Time not limited by paced tape.



SCORING GUIDE: PAR

Categories and samle responses are listed low.

00 = NO RESPONSE

10 = QUALIT! AND\DIGNITY IMPORTANT

1

Age 13 All men are created equal.
Equal opp6rtunities are a muse,.

l

Age 17 I think that the race of a person\doe3n't mean that he

people should have an equal oOportuniy to get a lob.
should get the lob andithe ether shoulldnet. I think all

People of\ all races are equal. Colo (should be) the
least important fatorlin determining a person's ability
for a lob.

AdUlts Everyone is equal no matter their color.

= ABILITY IMPORTANT ?ACTOR

Age 13 Should depend on how good the person can.do the lob.
If a person is qualified it doesn't matter\what race he is.
Wguld you care to have a black genius or a ',retarded white?

,Age 17 If' a person is skilled in that profession it shouldn't
Matter chat his race is.

Ability and promptness should be the main factors in the
employer's attitude. Race, religion, to., should not
hinder anyone.

It's an injustice to discriminate against a Person who has
the ability, yet is of a different race.

No, race will not effect the performance of the lob.

RAB16
PART 0
527006-234

Adults

12 = LEGAL PROTECTION AGAINST DESCRTMINATION

Age 13 Everyone is guaranteed the right of freedom alnd this is one
of them.

According to the law everyone who is egual.:.y qualified must
have an equal chance for employment.

1

Age 17 According to 'law made by the people not one is to be
discriminated against due to race, religion; color, etc.

It's against the persons constitutional righi:t if you
refuse to hire him or her because 01 r ce. Its also
against the law.

Adults Theoretically, and constitutionally, a person ',should not be
ludged according to race, religion, or nation al origin.

It should be part of one's civil rights that one should not
be deprived equal economic opportunity becaue of 'race.

13 RACE DOES NOT (SHOULD NOT) MATTER (NO SAMPLES (.IVEN)

6.5
84

f



Categories and sample responses are listed below.'

or

14 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

RAB16
PART 13
527006-234

Age 13 One race can do as good as the other.
All races need a job. 0

'"Age 17 No, because everyone has got to work to support their
family and to get by today.

."' Any man or woman no matter what the race is can do a
comparable job because humans are all built the same.
The color of a skin shouldn't matter.

Adults Working together 'will help to reach better understanding.
Our democratic system can be made more perfect by not
discriminating.

. 15 = YES, BECAUSE OF PAST AND PRESENT DISCRIMINATION

All ages Race should definitely be a factor in hiring employees.
Blacks have been victimized in our society since 1620,
and its about time they gota fair shake. If ratios are
needed to end racism in our society, so be it.

2Q DECISION BASED ON PERSONAL EXPERIENCE RATHER THAN RECOGNITION
THAT HIRING SHOULD BE BASED ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

.Allages I'm white and work with colored people who are good
workers.

21 = CONDITIONAL (Except Category 11)

Age 13 Depends on what the lob is.
Tt would be bad for married people who cannot have money to
feed their families for lack of lobs.

Age 17 People should not be hired for outdoors night time lobs.
They are not so visible to motorists.'

Adults No samples given.

22 = 'ANTI-RACIAL STATEMENTS

Aqe 13 Certain races tend to be poli workers.
Aqe 17 If a person owns a place he should be able to hire who he

wants. A large amount of people won't go into a place if
a nigger is working there and this ruins business.

Yes, to a point as most blacks don't want to'work anyway.
Blacks don't have the knowledge to work.
Yes, whites before )'lacks.
Because some people lust aren't as capable as whites.

Adults No samp),es given.
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

23 = UNSUPPORTED ASSUMPTIONS
t. :J;

Age 13 Morale of employees should be taken into account. Some
people can't work together effectively.

All compa4ies are now forced to hire non-whites to the same
percent as the non-white population.

Age 17 Hiring different races usuallY caus4s disturbances in the
business and usually disputes over discrimination.

Some races may be better at a job than others. For ,

instance, Negro doctors and nurses would be better
working with their own race.

Adults Sometimes white people will not work on the job if colored
people are working on the same jabwith them.

211 = INTREPRETS RACE AS A CONTEST OR SPEED FACTOR

Age 13 So You can get the work done faster.
Bacirig should not be a job, it should be just for sports.
Because you don't have to hire someone just because they

are fa.st. In some jobs you have to be slow and careful.
Age 17 Races should be for volunteers,not hiring. Races are for

in even though they do involve a lot of time and money.
It should be the quality not quanity that one is measured

by. In some jobs speed is essential.
Adults Unless its piece wo,rk and some people are slower than

others. Neatness should count.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 I am black.:
Be&ause I'm not Prejudiced.

Age 17 No samples given..
Adults No samples given.

I DON'T KNOW

G7
SG



A. Should a tongressman pay attention to the opinions and concerns

of people whose views are different from those of the majority?

=.) Yes

c..= No

e
c Undecided

*

13. Please explain any answer you sleeted.

A
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Release 4: tiB17

RA PP 4:
6

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Suboblective:

501011-34

ATTITUDES.
Belief in the worth of the individual.

V. HAVE k REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

A. Believe in the fundamental worth of'the individual
and'can justify their belief.

Exercise-Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration-Mod:
Stipelus Type:

OyerlaP:
Pack0e-Exeroise:
National P-value:

RAB17-:04

Timing: (in
,RAB17
RAB17
BAB17
RAB17.
RA
RAB17
RAB17

seconds)
Part A

R.

Part B

Exerclse

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Textr

Stimulus:
Response:
Total:
Stimulus:
Response:
Total:
Total:

*Time not limited hy.paced tape.

ie

69 88

4

17 Adult
04-16 07-10

78..85 78.35

. . .

16
15
31

.

83
87
118
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RAB17
PART B
501011-34

.,"SCORING GUIDE; PART B'

e14

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

QQ = e NO RESPONSE
.

10 =_ TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE; TO HEAR DIFFERENT POINTS OP VIEW: TO GOVERN
. MORE WISELY

Age 17 He shOuld consider the'reasons for the different opinions
and concerns of the minority of t%e people. This will
give a broader view of circumstances as to what is right
,and what is wrong.

Just because'a person's opinions or views are different
from the majority, doesn't mean that they should not be
heard and considered. They could be.just as helpful as'

others.
Adults I feel he should consider opinions freill informed sources as

well as the uninformed majority..
He may learn some new ideals from the peoples and they may
be helpfulto him in his future work.

11 = MINORITY OPINION SOURCE OF GOOD IDEAS

Age 17 Because allll the time the majority is not right. And thiS\
Person, or people, may have a strong point or an idea
than say the people' whom it may concern.

Yes, because the people might bring up something that is \\

very important to the'matter.
I think if the'opinion is correct, the congressman should

try to persuade the majority into tlinking the correct
way. The majority is not always correct.

Adult4 Maybe new ideas would do some good.
All points of view matter. !Often in the crack of a rock,

blooms a flower.
They miht nave a good suggestion that would. help some

people even if it didn't go along with the majority.

12 = POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS--RAY NEED POLITICAL SUPPORT FROM
MINORITY, OR-BECAUSE OP PAST SUPPORT

'We 17 They may be able to influence other people of their views
and if so the congressman might lose a lot of votes,

He might not get to be a congressman if he ignores the
peo'ple, because it is the pedple who elected him as
congressman.

Adults No samples given.

0
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAB17
PART B
501011-34

EVERYONE SHOULD BE REPRESENTEDBUT NO REASON GIVEN (EXCEPT
DUTY)

All ages All people should have a right to say what they want and to _

have their opinions listened to even if they're not a

part of the majority.
Needito talk to everyone.

' Congressman is elected by"all the people and he represents
all the people. The minority may

7
lso become the

majority in time.
Hey should be concerned about the opinions of all the pedple

not lust part of them.
-

14 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPOI1SES,

'Age 17 All of the people should have a part in the government
since this is a democratic society. The silent majority
also is represented bat not by campaigning.

Adults They may not be the majority but they may be deeply
eliaffected by the congressman's decision.

2? = TH2 MAJORITY IS RIGHT OR THE MOST IMPORTANT: IMPLICATION THAT
MINORITY OPINION WOULD BE HARMFUL

.kge 17 BOcause as long as ha had. the majority on his side to
become congressman, that's all he needs. Because some .

people are not going to vote for him no way.
If the majority 'rant soulethinq they should get becaus

it will benefit more people.
He must do what the majority of his region wants him to do.

Adults Naority wins;
He should not because most of the time decisions are made

,

by votes of the majority.N

= VAGUE. NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 Because you and the congressman and the people.
Because I suggested the correct answer.

Adults Otherwise the majority will always lead.
He lust should.

0

29 = T DON'T KNOW
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.
You are going to see the film, Vandalism: Crime or Prank?

r
The film begins with some boys damaging a statue. Watch

the film so that you can answer some questions based-upon 1,-'1 '--
1 A

4'

thififin. Please do not turn the page until told to do so.
tt
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(Continued)

A. Should Mr. Norris have done something about what he saw

taking place in the park?

Yes

c=1 No .L.

9fift
O Undecided

B. Please give a reason for any answer you selected. Witte your

O

reason on the lines below.

=coo000
SO 3D i 0 -23VD=co

©© RABA°
aDOocri 'PLEASE GO ON TO THE NfiX1 PAGE.
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(Continued)

C. Do you think there should be lays against acts of vandalism
......--

such as destroying 4 statue?

4=, Ye$

C. No
,

(=$ Undecided

;

r

/ ,

,

1.

D. It you saw one of your friends committing an aceof.vanda6m.
.

9

what would you do? Write your answer on the lines below.

.. .
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Releasel:

AE P

/,........(! /

Theme:
Suktheme:

,'

Objective:

Subobiectivev

'L-
R1020

503010-23

ATTITUDES.
Belief in the w rth of the individual.

V.-HAVE A REASONE _CONHITHEHT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A !FREE SOCIETY.

C. Believe in e rule of law and can justify th4ir
belief. 1. )

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration node:

et Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RAB20-10

Longer a saver ,

Semi -.Pr« fessional
Group
Text/A la 6,Visual-Film

Timing: (in:seconds)
PAB20 Introduction:
RAB20 Part A Stim
RAB20 Resp
RA'B20 Tot
RAB20 Part B Sti
RAB20 Re
RAB20
RAB20
RAB20
RAB20
RAdID

.RAB20
RAB20

us:
6Se:

ulus:
posse:

T al:
.Part C S

esponse :.
otal:

Part D Stimulus:
Response:
Total:

RAB20 Exercise Total:
9

Co0yright Information:

13
Of-01

17
10
16
26
7

150
157

15
26
9

145
154
380

VAndalism: CLime or'Prank?/16 mm, color,
International Film Bureau, Inc.): r

t.

,_17__

50.56

.

2,4

10
15
25
.7

145
. 152 . 4

1-5

26

142
150
377

5 minutes. (Chicago:
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SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

OH = NO RESPONSE
...

)

$

RAB20
PART B
503010-23

101 = CRIME WAS BEING COMMITTED
.

e
...

Age 13 Because it was a crime and they were destroying something
that was put their for themselves and others to enjoy.

.

The boys did a prime and shouldbe punished 'for it. Mr.
6 Norris should go tell the police because 'they could do it

again.
It's a crime no matter who does it. Mr Norris is trying to

. -stop crimes in his parks. .

Because it was a crime and he should call Ole police.
Age 17 .Since they broke the statue and he caught..them, he should

report them to the police, because it is against, the law
to dOstrby public property.

Because they committed a crime and broke the law. No matter
how Omall in value they still broke the law. ,

102 = TO PREVENT MORE TROUBLE - FOR BOT4 OR'''SOCIETY

Age 13 Because if they did that it might lead to worse things. If
. the,man didn't tell. . ..

Yes, because the.boys could get into worse trouble if they
"weren't punished. .

#
.
1 Because iethey go and destroy something else,it might be
..., vo4s.

. The vandalism' should have been reported to discourage any
actions of the same nature.

- Age 17 BecauSe the kits will just keep doing it and in time will
endP up getting caught. Thus -leading to a life og,
imprisonment. If people let kids get away with
everything, when they grow u, the world, around us will be
dis4strous to live in. .

To step further damage and to straighten out the boys:

!

103 =* PUBLIC PROPERTY

Age 13 Becaui rightit wasn't tght 'tor those boys to 4o a thing like
that; Because after 311 it was built so everyone could
look at it. ,

1

> Becau4e they were destroying government property.
Age-17 Because the boys were destroying public property, 4rid it was

his duty as a witness and a citizen to report it.,'
f Becauf' they were damaging property which didn't ?elong to

theT.

... ;

/ .76
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RAB20
PART B
503010-23

Citegories and sample responses are listed below.

104 * CITIZEN'S DUTY

Age 13 Because it vas his iight as a citizen. Y

Because it is your duty tu do so, even.if they are' friefids
or not. -I

I feel he should have gone to the Police: He vas just
trying 'to be a good citizen and tbats what he "should be.

Ages ,17 It's his, duty as a good citizen to report this act of
crime. wasn't stopped the vandals vould repeat
acts'similat to the one they did.

T

I..feel he should'have done something about 'ie. Ws 'his
duty as a citizen and as a person or you'll jive with it
the rest of your :fe.

105 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESP4SES

Ago 13 ; Itecause it ,vas a terrible thing to do and something should
be :done about it. Mite throwing them in jail.

'1 think he should have donee something because it just.isn't
(T. right .to 'destr0 a statue. They're.interesting,to look
1 at and probably not to easy to make.

.

Yes, becaus4 they -did'' something wrong and should be
punished.

.

..c.

Age.'17 There vas sometOng done wrong. It needed correct:lg.

- 251 = NR. NORRIS COULD HAVE ENDANGERED HIMSELF /

Age .13 - He wodld probably make enemies and' the_ kids may. do
4 something to his house and family.

If he would have raid something the boys might have ganged
up on him or something.

Age 17 The act had already been done. There was nothing he could
have _done to prevent the act. He could have had -several:
assault- chdyges and an as:fa-tilt and battery charge by the
kid he grabbed. He 'legally had no right to do ;that he
did.

He had...--po- business interfering vth it he you ld of been,.
hurt or seriously iniered.

No, it vould do more damage to him and his
.

relationship
with- the boys family. The boy vould turn against him and
will , do something to hiin to get bacr at him And get 'into
more trou, Ie. .

96
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

N

252 = BOYS WERE HAVING FUN

RAB20
PART B
503010-23

Ag.13 . He did it when he was a boy too, just like they did. I say
no because this was-lust a prank that the boys did and it
really isn't a crime.

Age 17 I feel like dr. Norris should think liker7uboys will be
boy and everything is made for a purpose ", I think
misdemeanor things should be overlooked.

It's more important to keep friends than to make enemies.
dr. Norris wouldn't have liked it if it was his own son

. who was only fooling around. Ite,s normal for boys to get
into trouble:

251 = NOT HIS CONCERN

Age 13' Because he should have left .them alone and let the law tend
to it.

Because he should mind his own business.
I dont think he has the right to say the boys are skipposed
-to _be _punished._ at!s_not_kls_job_to_say_that the boys
are wrong.

Age 17 I. feel he should have lust left it alone-.

254 = COULD DAMAGE BOYS' FUTURE,
A

Age 13 He wants to help his friends.
Age 17 Because turning those kids in for a stupid 'pr.ink could

hamper their chances of employment. _He could have told
the parents.

255 = TELLS WHAT HR. NORRtS SHOULD DO, NOT WHY

Age 13 He should have called the' police to do somethrig about it.
think he should have informed the parents and find out
whdt they could do. If the parents did nothing, I would
have a talk with Timmy and find out why and 1140 helped
him do it.

Aga 17 I feel that Mr. Norris should have done something about
what he saw in the paik. He didn't gape to call the
police, but he should have at least consulted the parents
of the child.

He should have talked to the boy's parents, not to the
police.

97
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAB20
PART .8
503010-23

298 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER ONACCRPSABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Because he thought it was a crime and his wife did not
think so.

Because the boys were. bad.
I .think Mr. Norris is right about the boys. And what the

boys did. And the things about it-
Age 17 Because it hasn't happened to me so, I don't know hoy he

feels being one of his friend's son-.
I feel that if the kids were so dumb- to have somebody catch

them they should pay for what they.did.
I am not sure which I would do, even knowing the right

thing to do. . .

They didn't have to wreck a statue that would be hard to
replace. If they lust tripped it over or moved it
somewhere, it wouldn't be so bad. o

o

299 = I DON'T KNOW

All ages. I don't know what I would-do.
Because_the boys that were damaging the statue were friends

of, the family and if Mr. Norris had told on them, he'll
be losing friends and making.enemies. On the other handu
this was government property in which the boys knew
better than to destroy. I don't know what I would do.



SCORING GUIDE: PART D
ti

dalegories and sample responses are listed below.

oo = wo atsPotisE

10 = IMVORM PARENTS (EIS.OwN)

RAR'20
PART D
5030.10 -23

Age 13 I would tell my parents and let them decide or not to
something-about

/ would at least tell my mother.
Age 17 It would be very hard to report him to the police.

Probably tell my parents and ,ask them what to do..
would

11 = REPORT ACT. TO AUTHORITIES APOLICE,.PARK ATTENDANTS, PRINCIPAL
OP SCROOL)

Age 13 r would report it to the Police and tell them that I IlAw my
friend doing it, but /youldn't tell my name.

I would turn them in and hope it would stop them from doinl
something like that again.

Age 17 - I would turn him in to someone that can handle him such as--
the authorities, because the law is the law in any way it
is broken.

I would try and stop him but if he had already committed
the act I would turn :him into the police or to the person
whose Propertyhe had destroyed and let them decide what .

to do with him.
I would probably turn them,11n it in a case of losing a

friend, I wouldn't mind turning him in because he may be
taught not to do it again.

12 = MAKE PitIEND PROMISE TO REPORT IT ON HIS OWN TO AUTHORITIES OR
TO PARENTS

Age 13. T would talk to my friend and convince him to report it to
the polide. And let my friend know I saw it.

I would talk to the Person and find why they did it. I

would probably try to talk the person into telling the
police. If they didn't I would.

Age 17 I wOuld tell him if they didn't give themself up for doing
it,./ would.

I would first go to see and talk the friend who committed
vandalism and try to get him to turn himself in.

89
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RA220
PART D
503010-23

..
13 = STOP HIM ?RON CONTINUING DANAGE0BY THREATENING TO REPORT HIM TO

THE AUTHORITIES OR PARENTS
1

Age 13 I would tell him not to do that anymore or Pd tell on him.
I' would qo talk to them and threaten to .qo to someone of

0
. authority-if I heard of or saw .them doing anything like

,

that again.
Age 17 -I would tell him that if he did it again, I would report

him to the police. IL he did 4 again, I would report
him.

_ . .

. !

_
. .

Ask him to please stop, and say if he didn't, then I would
inform his pafents and if the at was destructive enough,
I would then go to the police.

.0

14 = TRY TO REASON WITH HIM OR TALK HIM OUT OP IT

Aqe 13 Ask him to stop because I could not force him to stop.
I would tell them to get out of there and qo home.

.

I wolild'probably talk to him and reason with him to try and
make him stop doing these things. If he didn't stop I

0 would talk to his parents and if they didn't stop him I
would report him= to the police. .

If it was a crimelob'y one of my friends I would try to talk
him out of doing it in the first place.

Aqe 17 Consult with him and find out what was behind the act. He
probably would no longer be my friend if he couldn't

4. think about such things and their results. ..

Probably talk to them about it, and try to help them.
Perhaps after a .discussion they would decide to replace
the statue. .

I would ask them why he is doing it and what he accomplish
by doing it. If he doesn't stop, I'll try- something
else. ,

z

,

is . INFORM THE FRIENDS' PARENTS

Aqe 13 I would tell their parents about it. . .

I would tell. his father and let him do what he wants.
If I saw one of my friends committing ,vandalism I wouldn't
waste my time to tell them to stop I would lust go and
tell his or her mother or fatlier.

Aqe 17 Talk to his parents, but I wouldn't say anything to the
Police.

I would first qo to his parents and explain what I saw him ,

doing and tell his parents that it was a crime and it had
to be reported.

MI
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. RAB20
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503010-23

Categories and sample responies are listed below.

=. REPORT' IT .TO A PERSON WHO UNDERSTANDS TEENAGERS (COUNSELOR,-
SOCIALWORKER, MINISTER, TEACHER)

Age 13 Discuss the crime with someone you know and can trust
before telling. But I think I would tell someone about
it.

Tlioul4 tell someone who could help my friend to understand
what he or she had done krona. The friend maybe would
understand.

Age 17 WO samples given.

17 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 I. wouldn't want to report it, but;I will. Because they're
not supposed id do things like vandalism. .think its
against the law.

I would have. to tell on them because they would probably
hate. me after that, but Z.would tell on them. I don't
think they should get away with it.

Call someone to break it up and make them stop it, no
matter how little the damacie,was.

Age 17 Tryand influence them to stop such a crime and not destroy
public property.

I vould do something to try and stop 'him' or her. I

wouldn't call. the police though, because they are my
friends. I dont think it would be my place, to turn any
one in. Police make things, too complicated. :

Find out why they- did it and probably report them
anonymously if I could. ?

= PHYSICALLY TRY' TO STOP HIM

Age 13 _Catch him and take him down to the police station and lock
him in sail.

I would sneak up behind them and grab him. .Then I would
take him to the police and tell them what,he had done.

Age 17 , I would tell the police, because I would -jump on him and
whip him.,

If he were a good friend I don't know if I'd turn him in,
but I'd try to straighten Nim out, some way: Like maybe
bust him in the mouth.

0
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503010-23

'Categories and sample responses acre listed belay.
't

20 = NOT GET INVOLVED - KENTIONS FRIENDSHIP'.

Age 13 I would forget it because I would. not want to lose 'my
friendship witichim or her. ..

If it was a -close friend I probably wouldn't Wcause I

would be afraid to hurt-him. 4

I would want to tell the police, but if it were one mY
friends, I wouldn't tell nobody.

Age 17 I don't .think I would say anything, even thcmgh I should,
because a friend is the most important', thing we have
ftere, good or bad.

21 = NOT GET INVALVFD - NENTIONS.PEAR OP PERSONAL HARR

Age 13 I would forget the whole thing. If my friend found out I
told on him he might get mad and get other people to help q

him beat me up.
If it' were me, I would forget it because if they saw me aid

I told, they would know who to get of ter. ,

Age 17 I wouldn't tell because if they knew you were the only on
that saw them then, Lf they got caught and put in jail
they would say you were with them or else they would try
and hurt you. ...

.ip

. 22 - Nor GET INVOLVED - 111NTIONS OTENR REASON OR NO REASON GIVEN

Ago 13 I don't know, but I would probablY act like I never saw him
/do anything. . .

Keep away, and not say anything.
Stay away!
I wouldn't tell on them. I don't think.'
I wouldn't turn him in because. he -wouldn't turn ,me in.

Age 17 Nothing. He does what he does and I do what I do. .

Nothing. I would do nothing because thodgh I feel there
should be a law against vandalism, I don't care

-there
any

great extent about any one else's property except my own.
In the case if the Property was mine, 'I would probably
break the kids neck or call thc police.

_ I most probably would not tell. But if the prooiem arises
I will find out. .

e
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Caiegi44-ek and sample responses are listed below.
.

RAB20
PART D
503010-23

23 = IF STUDENT THINKS VANDALISM IS SERIOUS HE WILL TAKE AN
ACCEPTABLE ACTION; IF NOT, HE WON'T

Age 13 It depends on f the statue or whatever is of any griat
importance. If it is, then your friend must be reported.

If the statue was worth alcit of money, I would contact the
police, but if the statue is not worth very much I.
wouldnt do anything.

Ago 17 I.guess it would really depepd on how serious the va*alismt
was*..^ If it ,Was serious, I' would turn him in, if it
wasn't- so serious, I wouldn't.

If I could tell it was an intentional act and was
.destroying_something 9f value/ I would report him. If it
we're accidental, or he was. destroying something of little
or no value, I would not 'report him.

It depends. If they were destroying something like a"
statue; red tell them to stop because it wasn't right.
But I wouldn't make a big thing about a little writing on
a wall.

2J = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Aga 13 . I would have a talk with him and find out why and who was
the leader of this crime.

I wou.14 go by and ask them why they were doing it. And
listen to their side of the story.

I would be 'caught between a gap, friendship or doing the
right thing, reporting it to the authorities. I would be
undecided.

I would try and stop them, because I would not want them to
get caught by the police.

Agd 17 I would ask him what was he doing nreakinq up things anl
let it qo at that. --

I guess ask him why he did it. Maybe I would do something
if his reason iasn't'clood.

I'd either loin in and help hi.ti or toll him n stop. I

don't think T would have reported him though.

2Q = I DON'T KNOR

411 ages t wouldn't know what to Ao.
I'm not sure. I don't know how I would let until T was

_ _ _ _
faced with the probicm.



Suppose hue is making fun .if someone because his religion is not the SZMIC as hers.

A. What would you sa) to Jane?
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Release

!MEP $:

Theme:
. Subtheme:

Obiectiye: .

Subobiective:

C

RARO1

502005-123
a

. ATTITUDES.
,Rights contained in the First 5mendment.

V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

14. Believe in the .freedoms of the First Amendment and
can justify their belief.

exercise Type:
.Scoring.Type:
AdministrationMode:
Stimulus.Typer

-

-Short answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

-.-
Overlap: 9 ij

__PackagettExeiCise; 06-12 09-13
_17
12-12

National P-valuel
RARp1-01 72.54 87.28 90.62

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.
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RAR01
PARTS ABB
502005-123

SCORING GUIDE: PARTS ABB

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 NO RESPONSE

RIGHT TO PREEHON OF WORSHIP
- .

Jane, everyone has the right to go to the church of their
own choice.

It is a free world and they can pick the religion they
would like to pick.

You must not Aq that. Everyone has a right to worship as
they want in U.S.. -

She's wrong. Each person has his right to his own
religion.

Freedom of religion in this country. No concern of hers
where she goes. I feel like the person's decision to go
to the church he wants to.

10 =

Age 9

Age 13

Age 17

11 =

Age 9

Age 13

Age 17

SHOWS RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE

Stop it. Some people have different religions. Everybody
is different but you shouldn't make fun.

The world is suppose to be united. You should respect
others.no matter wjtat Your religion is.

Don't put down his r4ligion. Because his religion is as
important to him es hers is to her.

Tell her no matter what religion you are, that's no reason
to make fun because hardly no two people are alike. '

Tell Jane she was very narrow minded and belonged Amok in
the 13th century.. I personally know what is to be
discriminated'against because of my religion.

L don't think you should be prejudiced. It doesn't make
that person any less of a person.

It's not up to her to judge. That's just what this person
believes in. Because religion doesn't lodge a person.

14 = SHOW CONCERN FOR rEgiatios OF INUIVILUL 00.Y.

Age 9 Twinkle, twinkle little star, what yu say is what you ate.
Cause she's been saying ugly stuit to other people, and
I'd pay her back tor what she'd b?n aaying.

That -isn't-niceto do that._ Because you shouldn't tease
other people.

Ask her how she'd liko to be made fhn of.
Tell her it wasn't any -of her business. Becadse she is

probably embarrassing-him.
'Leave the kid alone. She is cutting the kiJ down and
.that's not right. .

Age 13

Age 17

106



categories and sample responses are listed below.

.

Awn?, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNI.MCEPTADLE RESPONSES

Age 9 Nothing.
I don't really know. Don't worry. So the otier rsvn

RAR01
PARTS
50 200

wonetiory.
Age 13 Nothingit's none of my business.

I wouldn't say anything. I'd slug her. I'd slug them to
get their attlotion! Then they would listen to you,

$
Oe otherwise thef-wouldn't. .

Keep your mouth shut. Your religion is as dumb as hers. I
. don't tilirkk it's funny to make fun of someone's religion.

Her telliqron is stibid enough.
Age 17 I'd probably laugh'. .

,

Nothing. Because she's making a fool of herself.
.

I'd probably keep out of it and not say anything. Xt'd
lust cause,a big fight or something.

AFB
5-123

20 = C DON'T KNOW

.

107



J

A. Should citizens who are younger than the legal voting age

have the right to write letters to elected government

officials or torpublicly express ;heir 'views on political
1

issues?

Yes

o No

c=. Undecided

t

B. Please explain any answer you selected.

t
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'Release #:

NAEP

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

_ Subobledtive:

i.

RAR02

. 501009-234

ATTITUDES.
Rights contained in the First Amendment.

V. HAVE A REASONED CONNITNENT TO THE VALUES THAT

SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.
A. Believe in the fundamental worth of the individual

and can justify their_ belief.
B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and

- can justify their belief.

Exercise Type: Short answer
Smiting Type Semi-Professional

t: Earstration Node: Group

Stimulus-TIpei Teit

.
\

. .

___:

Package-Exercise: \ ,

_ Overlap:____

National P-value: \
\

Timing: (in seconds) \

RAR02 . Part A Stimulus:
RAR02 Response:
RAR02 Total:

RAR02 4 Part B Stimulus:
RIR02 RWsponse:

RAR02 ~ Total:

.2002 Exercie Total:

$:4

RAR02 -04

*Time not limited by paced tape.

O
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57.87 80.00 72:10,
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RAR02'
PART B
501009-234

SCORING GUIDE:- PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

000 a NO RESPONSE

101 = RIGHT AS A CITIZENTREE SPBBCH

Age 13 Because citizens who are younger than the legal voting age
should have the right to express their views on politica).
issues. ,

Because anybody ought to have the right to wrilte to elected
--Werment.
Because you are a member of the nation and should be able

to express your feelings.
Because this is a free country and you have the right to- 4

speak and to do' what is right.
Age 11 Because every citizen has a right to speak and express what

he feels is right, it is part of the Constitution. Age
.should not play any part itra citizenrs rights.

I think even the young have a right to voice 'their
opinions. After all, we're part of society, too.

They should have a right ti freedom of speech no matter how
old they are.

Adults Freedom of speech whether you are 16 Or 26 years of age.
Any citizen should be able to speak out:
Everyone, no matter what age, his a freedom of speech and

is entitled to his opinion.

.192 =. VAT OF EXPRESSING OPINIOirOR PARTICIPATING IN GOVERNMENT

Age 13 Because if they can't vote they got the right to right
letters-to-tun-them-wit-at-they

So they can express their opinions.
Becabse 'we can, not vote so we should be able to tell them

what we think.
It is because though we cannot -vote kit doesn't mean we
.cannot think. -

Age 17 A person under voting age cannot express his opinion by
electing the official he likes so he has toitave some way
to 'make what he wants known.

If writin4 a letter%is the only means of communication _ a.

young adult has in getting a point across, well I think
he/she should.

Adults. If they can't vote they should be able to write letters to
elected government officials.



Categdries and sample responses Are listed below.

RAR02
PART B
501009-234

103 = THEIR LIVES ARE AFFECTED BY POLITICAL DECISIONS'.

All ages yes because they .are citizens and they are guided and are
under-government laws so they-Should be able to -express
their views on issues that concern them.

I selected my answer because some of the political issues
involve people who are too young to vote.

Citizens who are younger than the legal voting age are
-still subject to the decisions of the elec'ed government
officials. .

They have to live under the law of the larid so they should
hare the right. to express therwviels.

log = roTuRa BENEFITS; FUTURE LEADERS

Age 13 Citizens who. are younger than the legal voting age
eventually become old enough to vote. If they are
governed by the U.S. they.have a right to express their
feeling about the government.

They should because some day the? will, be adults °and they
should learn to express their thoughts and opinions.

Age 17 Yes, because soon this person will "be of voting age, and
perhaps a leader in politics. Tci say no Mould -be
discouraging them, and later they might not be
interested. ,

Because soon they too wilrtbe voting and if you don't start
to learn about your government early, when your time
comes to vote, you.wouldnot,know how to go about it. Get
involved.

Adults Yes because they are 'future citizens and voters. Their
'opinions should be respected now as well as when they.are
of

If you stifle a young individual, when be reaches voting
age he might iiithhold his comments.

1Q5 = TO. INFORM OTHERS; ''THEIR IDEAS ARE GOOD

Age 13 Because the government should listen to 'young boys and
girls to see what their ideas are.

Yes because I think people should knpw how the younger
generation feel.

Age 17 They are citizens, and they-may have good ideas which could
be beneficial to the people.

Some Young people are more informed about politics than
older people. .

Adults They know..whats going on from 'studies in school from
newspapers and other people. So they are able to form an
opinion and have the.right to express it.

Yes, many of the youngsters are 'truly interested in
political issues and-many of them have very good

They may have fresh ideas and helpful suggestions.

02 111
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

106 = TO HELP ELECTED OFPICALS

RAR02
PART B
501009-234

( -

Age 13 Because to give them more confidence in the election. To
-tell them how you feel about them.

I think they have a right to tell the government official,
that they stand behind them.

.Age 17 Yes, because to let their government know how the young
people feel.

Because then they know that younger citizens are pairing
attention to the-government--

A child that is intere0e4 in politics at their age should
be allowed to write to an official to let him know that
he does pay attention and agrees for what he stands fOr.

Adults NO samples given.

107 = YOUNG PEOPLE SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN THE GOVERNMENT

Age 13 I believe that all people should have their .opinions
expressed. Everyone should have their say.

Because we should have something to do with it.
--Age 17 The government' is for all the people of a country and if

any member is dissatisfied with the way things are being
run it is his right and duty to let government officials
know. Agp has nothing to do with it.

Adults A, person of any age should express their views on ,

government. It is important that they are interested
enough. to do so.

128 = PTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

kge-t3 Thev-covi-d-tearn-mare-abOat-politixrs-1.7f--drernmTult-vrite to
officials.

'Pthinkothey should%because it gives them a sense of being,
part of something and .also in being recognized in
society..

There could be something that,a lot Of the younger ones
need or want.

They could have a solution for any question you might have.
Age 17' Just because your can't vote doesn't mean you don't have
------- questions.

By doing so they may learn more about the government. My
children have done this in -school. The answers they
received helped them understand more.

Adults

93
112.,



Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAR02
PART B
501009-234

251 = HOT EXPERIENCED OR NATURE ENOUGH TO EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS

Age 13 Because if they are too young to vote they are too young to
tell their feelings.,

'No 'because they are too young to know what's going on.
They may not know much about it.
Because they are too young, not old enough to except the

responsibilities of life.
Age 17 No, the younger citizens aren't mature enough to know the

fulImeaning or value of- fife iss-HVN;--thus making it
necessary.

They don't because they might not know about these
political officials.

ilduIts ometimes-a-ro-un9-er-pesse-n-i-s-r-ea1-1-y--not-a-b-le to-express-in
the right way what he oeshe is trying to, say.

. He is probably not mature enough.

4

252 = :NO ONE WILL PAY ATTENTION Tg THEIR VIEWS-- WILL HAVE NO, EFFECT'

Age 13 If they are not allowed to vote then writing letters
wouldn't do any good. '

Because everyone tells: us kids to lust to get out of the*
way,so I know the'government won't lison to us*

Why not? It really doesn't matter.
Age 17 Because their response would be worthless for the reason

that they cannot vote. The representatives hardly listen
to the oneswho do, why would they listen to person who
couldn't.

Adults. They.would have no need to write letters to ,express their
opinion,because the officials wouldn't pay any attention
to their views because they are underage..

41
255 = COND OVAL - -IN SOME CASES THEY SHOULD BE ABLE TO EXPRESS

HEIR VIEWS
0

'Age 13 Everyone who is old enough to form an opinion correctly
shoUld be able to write letters, to publicly express their

. viewsson an issue. 4

Y think-every body has a right to his own opinion providing
he knows what he's talking about.

Age 17 I think if they're old enough to know what's going on they
should be allowed to do so.

I feel that younger citizens should have the right to
-express their views as long as they understand what they
are arguing about pertaining on their political views.

Adults Ng samples given.

94
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,Categories and sample responses are listed below.

256 = THEY DON'T HAVE THAT RIGHT

Age 13 Because they have no say so in the government-because they
aren't old enough.

Because all they are doing is bugging the government. They
can't vote,..so don't let them write' letters to the
government.

Age 17 -I feel the younger age group is too young to have that much
to do._with any,type of government.

Adults They don't have no rights.

298 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 If .there not the right age I don't think they shouhJote.
Because may be one.piesadent only lost by one vote and the

younger children wanted him and not the other one.
You have to go to the' government and report.

Age 17 Yes, because they have the right to vote as much as the
parents do.

Adtlts "The child is father of the man."
I don't feel that young people are that inteiested in

government elections. Therefore. I don't think they have
any views to express.

299 = I DON'T KNOW

4
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A. Indicate whether yOu agree or disagree with thi following

statement:

I 4.

Anydne who criticizes the use of United States
troops in military/action abroad should be pro-
hibited from expressing his views publicly.

c= Agree

c±, Disagiee

13:Prolleexplaryour position.
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Release is RAR05

RAEP t:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Suboblective:

502002-34

ATTITUDES..
Right's contained in the First Amendment.

V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and
can justify their belief.

_BNArPise__TYPPI_
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Packa qe- Exercise:
National P-value:

RAR05-04

.Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Text

Timing: (in seconds)
RAR05 Part A Stimulus:
RAR05 Response:
RAR05 Total:
RAR05 Part B Stimulus:
RAR05 ReAponse:
RAH05 Total:
RAR05 Exekcise Total:

*Time not limited by paced tape.

17_ Adult
09-17 07-16

80.64 ** 81.22

19
15
aw
2

140
142
176

'97
116



SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

sft

00. = NQ RESPONSE

RAROS
PART B
.502002-34

10 = FREEDOM OF SPEECH: CONSTITUTIONAL 11tHTSvSHOULD BE'ABLE TO
EXPRESS VIEWS

A40 17 This is a seatai of the ti
Everyone should be able to voice his opinion publicly. He

f
has the freedom of speech.

Adults: Freedom of speech. 0 .

Is a citizen' we have the right to voice our opinions'and
.views even if they are for or against the government.

Thig is basis freedom of speech as set forth in the

constitution.

11 = DUTY TO SPEAK VIEW; EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE A VOICE IN' THE

. GOVERNMENT
. -

Age 11 No samples given.
Adults Criticism is important in change of any kind. I policy

should not be accepted simply because it is a policy. A

person who is a responsible citizen has an obligation to

express his views.

12 .ADVNTAGEs OP SPEAKING VirEWS

Age 17 I feel that .the rebel is the most constructive part 'of a

dynamic society. Without changes, we would still be in

. the dark ages. The troops abroad represent the policies
made by 'the. people of the United States. Therefore, the

people should be encouraged.to express their view points

publicly.
Adults. NO samples given.

13 = LEGITIMATE CONDITIONAL

Age 17 According to the COnstitution of the United States,
everyone, regardlets of opinion is allowed the freedom to
express his views publically as long as he does not

advocate violent clovernmental overthrow, which this

example does not.
Adults Anyone should be allowed to speak out and criticize if it

does not hurt the 'security of the country.

r 98 117



RAR05
PART e _

502002-34
Categoried and sample responses are listea below.

14 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 Itss.unfortunate th9t in a country such as the U.S., people
should be condemned for expressing their views. Views on
this statement are personal convictions, and no one
should- be forced into a different mode of thinking. We
can't aaways prohibit things uncomplementary-to the-

Adults No samples given.

2Q = CONDITIONAL

Age 17 Freedom of speech states that anyone
views 'publicly as long as it is Ipt
I believe in the same.

Adults I think we should be able to criticize
-certain extent.

can express their
in profane langnag.

publicly only to a

21 = + PATRIOTIC STATEMENTS

Age 17 , You need troops abroad to halt the battle from spreading to
other countries.

,The people shouldn't criticize the troops in military after_-
all they's helping us.

Adults No samples given.

22 *DISAGREE= + STATEMENTS THAT OUR GOVERNMENT'S MILITARY POLICY
SHOULD BE CRITICIZED

Age 17 I disagree *because I don't
They are killing all oar men as well as others. There .

will soon be no men left and the women will have no
hilsbands.

Adults No samples given.

-2B = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, ANA? OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 No. Because people could say wath there one's.
Adults They would influence a lot of other people's thinking.

22 = I DON'T KNOW

'90
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Should a person who does not believe in God be allowed to hold

a public office?

Mb Yes

C=3 No

c=..) Undecided
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Release t: RAR07

MAIM t: 502012-234

4

Theme: ATTITUDES.
Subtheme: Rights contained in the First Amendment,

Objective: V. HAVE A REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

Suboblective: B. Believe in the freedoms. of the First Amendment and
can justify their belief.

Suboblective: A. Believe in the fundamental xorth of the individual
and can justify their belief.

Suboblective: O. Believe i open opportunity foi advancement and
can - justify their belief.

Exercise 'Type: Multiple choice ,

dcoring.Tyln: .
Machine

Administration erode: Group
Stimulus Type:. Text

.
.

Overlap: 13
R 17 'AMU

Package,,Exercise: 01-17 06-14 07-21
National P-value:

. RAR07 51.36 62.60 55.64

Timing: (in seconds)
RARO7 Stimulus: 11 11 11

RAR07 Response: 11 12 *

8AR07 Total: 22 23 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.



A. Should a newspaper or magazine be allowed to publish

something that criticizes an elected government official?

o Yes
o No

(=:1 Undecided

B. Please give a reason for any answer you selected.
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Release E:

!MEP R: .

Theme:
Subtheme:

Oblective:

Sabobjective:

RAR08

.502010-234

ATTITUDES.
Rights contained in the First Amendment.

V. -WE A UASONED CONEITNENT TO TUE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE socrm.

B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and
can 'Justify their belief.

exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
^Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:-
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RAR08-04

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Text

13 17 A4214
42-21 08 -17 :08-25

40.59 ' 66.12 10.57

Timing: (in seconds)
.RAR08 Part A Stimulus: 13
Ratios ,Re.sponse: 16
RAR08 Total:' 29
RAR08 Part B Stimulus:
'RANO8 Response: 85
RAR68 Total: 89
RAR08 - Exercise Total: 118

*Time not limited by paced .tape.
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HAROB
PART D
502010-234

SCORING GUIDE: .PART

Categories and sample responses are listed below.
.

20 NO RESPONSE

\,./ - 1 : ......f
- :

10 = FREEDOM pr THE PRESS; CONSTITUTIONAL. RIGHTS

Age 13 I believe in'the freedom oilthe press.
. Because, we have freedom of speech and the right to

. ./ t criticize the government.
__---IAge.17 The Bill of Right, the first ten amendment* to the

Constitution ,gu'arantee", freedom' of the press to all
. American citizens.

Freedom of press for all newspapers and magazines.
- . The cqustitution provides freedom of the press..

. Multi Freedom of speech.and press. .

Freedom of the piess is and should be a jealously guarded
. freedom. If we take away the right 0 the press to

criticize the government, we have taken aidangerous step
toward government censorship and an ensuing dictatorial

( form of government. r- . k .4c .

il = \itGHT TO SAT WHAT THEY FEEL \ ,
1

.

Age 13, .ihey should have Areedomto tell .. their readers what is
happening in their state or country.

Age 17 , They should because 'at, is there opinion and people should

, . 'have a ri ht to yoidttle there opinion.
I think .we

1
e right to criticize and the press

has-theright to--'p-rint----it--.----You should decide for
.

. yourself if it is true' or false criticism. .

Adults - Every publisher has the right to print anything critical of
the government or whom ever it wishes. ,

i

d
:21

12 = NEED TO13EINFORMtD AND /OR RESULTING CITIZEN ACTIONS
. .

.

Age,13 Because people have to know what is happening. ..../I
4,

.
We want to know all about our elected people lo we can have

.
-the best.

Age 17 Who will know about the ggyeinment Officials if they don't
publi'ih it? ,

They should let the people in on what kind -Of government
official he is or will make. "7°

Adults To let the public know.
This may `be a way of making'people aware of what is going

on.
Newspap4rswand magazines are two sources where citizens,
especially, those in a democricy and are decision makers,

' can learn how responsive, truthful, and honest their
representatives are.

123
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502010-234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

13 .= HELP.TRE OFFICIAL; HELP THE COUNTRY

Agt
r

13 Yes if he' doing a bad lob he should know abbut it.
Afi1/- .'kt helps keep them in line.

Maybe by someone criticizing,, they might try and start doing
things better. They have a lot to straighten out.

Adults No samples given. .

.7. LEGITIMATE CONDITIONAL

Age 13 The article may be printed if it-is true (Freedom of Press)
Age 17 Xf.it is true, why not?
Adults The public should know what's going on unless it effects,

the country's security.

15 = CONDITIONAL WITH RESPECT TO LIBEL. (LIMITS VREEDOM OF' THE PRESS)

Age 13 No samples given.
Age 17' It is a free country and the press should be able to ,

criticize whomever they want providing they aren't trying
'to gander the person.

Adults Freedom of the press as long as it is not slander.

16 = OTRZR ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age13 If i'that magazine or newspaper couldn't, this country
wouldn't be a democracy it would be under a military or
-dictator rule.

Age 17----Bitlifee--Ifthey--casi --criticizeanyone else. why not the
elected government official. .

,

.

Adults Some criticism makes people think and discuss. It could.
prove an individuals mind into thinking for himseltand
discussion could open.a closed mind.

.. .T,
.

. .
.20 = MAY 'PUBLISH STATEMENTS THAT ARE NOT TRUE

'Age 13 Because the 'paper or magazine may not know the "facts or
some of the facts could be changed around and mean
'something false.

Age 17 Most of the papers that are published and criticize a
'person it is not true anyway. Sometimes it make the
person look and feel awful.

Adults No, I don't think that the reporters should be .able to do
this because everyone is entitled to a mistake.
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

2i '/T ISN'T PAIR; MAY HURT, THE OFFICIAL

RHOS
PINT B
502010-234

---kqe.13 It is not nice and he may, get mad.
Because it may be embarassing for him.

Age 17, No, becatise the man that's elected is trying- to do his job.
No, because it would ruln'the'reputation of the official. ,

Adults No samples given.

22. = PAPER SHOULD tin CRITICIZE NO REASON GIVEN

Age 13 Because that is. not right.
Age 17 Because it is none of their business.
Adults No samples giyen.

23 = WOULD DESTROY PEOPLE'S CONFIDENCE IN GOtEBNDENT: START RIOTS

Age 13 Because this could cause a real big-confusion:
It .hurts the pride of the government. Some people can go

up and try to take him out of office by force.
Age 13 Because there might, he a war.
Adults I'don't think it is right. It will hurt their power and

respect for the government. Also this person would have
a rough time being re- elected.

25 = CONDITIONAL: OTHER CONDITIONS

Age 13 Undecided. My reason is becauswit depends on what the
government official is being critic1zei on.

Age 17 I think it depends on, who the government official is, and °

also who the newspaper reporter is!
It would depend on how criticle the article was.

idults I believe so but only if the official has an opportunity to
def4nd himself.

'28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCePTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 The publishers would be in trouble.,
Because the government official might find out about it.

Age 17 No, a constitutional amendment prohibits such action.
No, .they are already elected so we should support them.

Adults Newspapers and magazines should print news and be truthful
and fair.

The people voted' him or her in and so they should be with
him and not against him.

29 = I DON'T KNOW
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A. In the picture, there are many people gathered togetheir in a public park.

, iire mi
They are demanding changes which you do not agree with, Should these .
people be allowed to gather and make their demands in a public place? e , . MS
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p Yes (Go to IV

p No (Go to 111
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Release is

NAEP V:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjectives

Exercise Type:
Scoring Typi:
Administration
Stimulud Type:

vs

nal 1

502007-2311_

iTTITUDES.
Rights contained in the First Amendment.

V. 'lava a REASONED COMMITMENT WV\ THE VALUES THAT'
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.'

B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and
can justify their belief.

Longer answer
Semi-Professional

Mode:" -Troiviauil
Audio-Verbal/Visual-Picture'.

Overlap: ,.

I.
13 17 111111t

Package-Exercise: 38-11 10-12 . 01-02
National P-value:

MAR11-04 53.46 79.61 71.87

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.

Copyright Information:

National Assessment'Photograph by Tip High.
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I SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are.'listed below.

QO = NO RESPONSE

RAR11
.PART B

is 502007-234

10 = ,REFERENCE TO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OR APPROVAL OF THE RIGHT OF
"ASSBNBLY

Age-43 They have lust as much right to free speech as I do.
Freedom. of speech in America allows this. They should say

what they think. The demonstration could change things
by arousing other people that agree'with them.

Age 17 Free Speech.
They should be given the right to express themselves.

There'is no law against them gathering together.
The consitution guarantees free speech for everyone.
This' is provided' for in our Constitution--freedom of

assembly. They have the right to . make their views
known -- freedom of speech. Just because they disagree
with me means that they are wrong.

Adults The constitution gives them this right.
Zt is their right granted to all people to gather and1t0
speak freely. They has as much-right as people I might
agree with have.

I think in a true democracy there should be freedom of
expression in public places. No.

11 YES, BUT CONSIDERS RIGHTS .OP OTHERS

Age 13 They have thelright but it could get out of hand.
Because it is'pablic, anyone should be able to gather

there, providing they do no destruction.
If .there' aren't any violent they should be allowed to have

their say.
Age 17 0 They have a right to do what' they want, as . long as it

doesn't disturb anyone else. A public place is for the
public.

They have freedom of assembly as long as they -do not
destroy property, make a lot of noise and disturb what
other people are doing.

. Adults Yes as long as it doesn't interfere with the rights- of
others and is conducted in a peaceful manner and they
have a permit.

Well! Thats one of the bases.of our country. We have a

right to descent if it isn't of a violent nature.
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Categories and sample responses arelisted below.

RAR11
PART B

. 502007-234

12 = IT'S EDUCATIONAL TO HEiR DIFFERENT VIEWPOINTS EXPRESSED

Age 13 Because if they think something is'right they should go out
and_ try to prove it.

Aqe 1.7 This. shOws people who are in that public place somethings
they might not know. .

Cause if they don't the other people don't know how they
feel. By doing this they are shoiing_other_people_they
are interested in what'tKey-are doing.

Adults No samples given.

14 = INSTRUMENT FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

15 =1

Aqe 13 I suppose they have a write to do this if they want the
certain changes. .

Age 17 The people want .action now! We can't wait for our city
. council or state government to do something, they take

too long! We want they to get a clear picture of our
feelinqs, and this is the'way to do it!

Adults Sometimes this is the only, way officials recognize there.
are problems.

.

I

41 4

14 = 'YE§, AFTER GETTING FtRNISSION

-Aqe 13 If they have a permit. To express their own views.
Aqe 17 'Because they have rights lust like I do. If they feel

'their rights are abused they have the right to assemble
if they have a permit. .- -

Adults No samples given.
0

OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES r

Aqe 13 No samples given. -

Age-17 They are lust as equal as anyone else. -

Respecting opinions of other, it's not right to put your
own opinions above those of others without reasoning them
out.

Adults Just because I don't agree with them is no sign they cannot,
do this.

Their ideas will be as valid as my'Own. Just because we
disagree there is no necessity to believe I must be right
and they must be wrong.

111
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'Categories and saMpli responses are listed below.

20 = OTHER CONDITIONAL RESPONSES \

RAR11
PART B
S02007-234

Age 13 Depends on what they were againSt. Maybe they want less
income tax. I dorift think thef.\should be doing. it
because they could get in trouble.. \

Aqe 17 If that's the only way they'll be heard.".. .

'Adults Under certain conditioni they should be allowed.

..

21 = PARKS ARE FOR RECREATION

Age 13 A public park is a place for children to play in not for
people to come in and riot.

Public parks are not made for .riots. Parks are used for
, recreation.

Age 17 No samples given.
Adults Public place is set up for people to enjoy it--to use it as

a meeting place'is wrong.

22 = NO, THEY SHOULD' NOT USE A PUBLIC PAM

. Aqe 13 Because they should not 'ise a public park.
No, the park is a public place where everybody can go, they

can go some place else.
.Age 17 No samples given.
Adults They should not be doing this in a public place.

23 = THEY DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT; THEY CANNOT USE h PUBLIC PARK

Age 13 Because they do not have the right to protest in a public
place like a park.

Age 17 They don't have the right to go around with signs and make
a big deal of it.

Milts No samples given.

24 = NO, BECAUSE THEY .MIGHT_D_O SOME HAM:"

Age 13 They make too much noise and screaming. They could murder
somebody.

They might start a riot.
They disturb people in houses.

Aqe 17 It only causes confusion and fighting.
Adults No samples given.
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RAR11
PART B
502007-234-

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

25 = ALTERNATE PROCEDURE

Age 13 They shOuld vote on their grievance instead of crowding the
park.

If they want to do something get petitions _signed and - give-
to people who can do something about the problem.

.Age 17 I feel as if these people want it bad enough there-should
be a place and they should fill it but on a card and then
it.should be taken into consideration.

Adults I don't feel like this is the right way to.go about it. -If
its change these people want they can do it through right
channels, like civilized people. Resorting to change in
this manner- leads to mobs and riots -- which. is a report -
back to animalisni--creates bate an resentment.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Those who disagree with them cannot go there and use the
:park at the same time.

Cause they aren't going to get nothing out of:it.
Age 17 . What can they 11, lust picketing like that. Itss not going,

to help any. -

vote free.
Adultt Because of insufficient bathroom facilities for such a

large group.
I lust don't think they -should--thatss all.

29 = I DON0T KNOW

I
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A. Do you think people should be allowed to picket the holding of a rock

festival as a protest against it?

o Yes (Co to B)

I.. o No (Co to B)

o Undecided (Co to B)

o No response (After 10 seconds, go to C).

B. Please give a reason for your answer.

z.

(After response OR if no response is given in 10 seconds, go to C)

SI3213 I F-34

RFIR12.

9. S02016-3,4
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(CGntinued)

C. Do you think people should be allowed to picket a police station to

protest reported police brutality?

o Yes (Go to D)

o No.(Go to 19)

t= Undecided (Go to 19)

t= No response (After 10 seconds. go to next exercise)

D. Please give a reason for your answer.

(Stop if no response is given 1)1.10 seconds.)

5020 1 6-34

MP 1 2

a'

9-3020163,4
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Release I:

NAEP I:

Theme:-
Subtheme:

Objective:

Suboblective:

RAR12

502016-34

ATTITUDES.
Rights contained in the First Amendment.

V. HAVE A REASONED COOHITHENT TO THE VALUES THAT
SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY.

B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and,
can lustifrtheir belief.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package - Exercise:
National P-value:

RAR12102
RAR12B02

Titiing: No 'paced
exercise.

Longer. answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
TIxt

tape was used in-this
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BARI?
PART B
502016-34

SCORING GUIDE: PART B

,
Categories and sample responses are listed below.

NO RESPONSE

10 = RECOGNIZES CONSTITUTIONAL FREEDOH OR RIGHT TO PACKET

Aqe 1 People have the right.
Bill of Rightsfreedom of speech. I believe that orderly

picketing can do no,, harm. -

They have a right to picket things lust as parents do. .

Adults Citizens of a democracy are guaranteed the right to
protest.

ThiS is a free country.
Picketing is a, form of freedom of .speech.

ss

11 = SHOULD BE ALLOWED - REFERENCES 0 FAIRNESS .

e.. Aqe 17 If they can have a rock conceit it is fah for the .others
to protest" it. ...

,.

If they 4eren't allowed to, no one elie would be allowed to
picket anything. . t.

Adults Its a free country -- others are allowed to picket--why not
if they want to?

-.,
.k

12 = CONDITIONAL: CONCERN FOR PUBLIC WET (HUSri GIVE.'YES OR
UNDECIDED TO A)

Aqe 17 As long as it's peaceful.
Adults Everybody should be allowed to express their own views as

long as they don't ififringe on the rights of others.
I think it is alright as long as it isn't of violent
,nature.

As long as they are ppaceful and don't interrupt They
don't have a right to interrupt the festival but they can
protest.

13 w CONDITIONAL: LEGAL PERHISSION OUST GIVE YES OR UNDECIDED TO
A)

No samples given.

.= a-
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Categoriesand sarmle responses are listed below.

RAR12
PART B
502016-34

14 = YES, .BUT INDICATES CONCERN ABOUT ROCK FESTIVAL PROBLEMS

Age 17 . It is harming, the lives of other people.
Like at woodstock traffic was blocked and there was A
problem of food and sanitation.

Because 'they would make a mess of the grounds.
AdultsA lot, of rock festivals are noted for-having. dope and _they

'distyrb the peace.
Well! From what I've seen most rock festivals seem to tear

up the cuntry side or where they hold it. If they want
to stop use of illegal drugs and pot they ought to be
able to protest against it.

Because of the'things that go on at a rock festival that
shpuldn't.

0

.15 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

All ages It would be one way to keep more people from going in and
would show how you feel,.

It's like any other public demonstration. It's an ,

expression of their feelings:

t

20 = CONDITIONAL
.

Age t7' As long as they don't bother anybody and nobody bothers
them.

Adults If that rock festival is interfering with their rights - if
. they think so - they have the right to protest.
If they are quiet about it.

21 t= STATEMENTS 'WHICH WOULD NO? PEEiIT PICKETING BECAUSE THEY
SUPPORT OR SEE NOTHING,. WRONG WITH ROCK FESTIVALS

.

Age 17 Not a rock festival. It's an enloyment for some people.
-- .'No one pickets a golf course and that may be their

enloyment. They paid to see it: they should be ableto
enjoy it.
feel ghat a rock festival isn't hurting anyone and
therefore should be no reason to protest it.'

See no reason for not having the,rock festival. Don't
picket--just leave.

Adults. Cause a rock' festival is someplace where you're supposed to
listen to music not picket.

1
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RAR12
PART B
502016-34

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

22 = INDICATION THAT PICKETING SHOWS DISRESPECT FOR THE LAW OR IS
NOT RIGHT

No samples given. . . .

1

23 = PEOPLE DO NOT HAVE A RIGHT. TO PICKET, AOCAUSE OTHER PEOPLE HAVE
A RIGHT-TO HAVE A ROCK *FESTIVAL

Age 17 The old people have concerts, so why shouldn't the young
people have the same right?

Adults If people want to go out and have a rock festival, I think
they.should be able to.

I feel it is going against, constitutional rights of persons
holding rock festivals: You.have-the right to attend or
not attend, but lust because you, don't agree with, the
rock festival doesn't give you the right to picket it.

.25 = ALTERNATE .PROCEDURE

Age 17 I don't think people should go against something so many
people like.' They should comptomise in a decent way.

. They ought to take it to the'laWandlget it worked out that
way, and not take the law into their own hands.

They should find another way. If they don't like it, to
talk to the mayor of the city or other city managers.

Adults I'm lust against people- protesting out in public. I think
therees.ja way to do it without protesting.

28 i= 'VAGUE, IONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 If they don't like, rock music.
`Why. would they want to picket it?
They shouldn't be having rock festivals in the first place.
The peOple had to agree on it, for it to be there in the

first place.
-The peopld who pfotest are those who don't dig the younger
generation.

Adults I'm basically against^picketing. It could cause problems.
i Fights and hassles -with the police.

.?If they want to they can, but I don't think it will help
them.

29 = I DON'T KNOW

I
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RAR12
PART D
502016-34

SCORING GUIDE: PART D

«

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 -= NO RESPONSE1

10 = RECOGNIZES tONSTITUTIONAS RIGHT-TO PICKET

Age 17 Freedom of speech.
Freedom to do what they want. It is a free country.
They have the right to picket there. Ifs police are beating
on you, its not right. Why not picket and see what you
can do about it.

Addlts We aft given the rig-ht to protest in this country:
People have a right to picket peacefully if they can't

agree, This is the only form they have of protesting,
In a true democracy, everyone has the right to voice their

dissention.
They have the right to express their point of view, It's a

way to say,they disagree.
It is the right of the people to speak up and be heard

without worry that they Will pay for this right.

11 .= SHOULD BE ALLOWED - REFERENCES TO FAIRNESS

Ho samples given.

.12 = CONDITIONAL: CONCERN FOR PUBLIC ,SAFITY (MUST GIVE YES OR
. UNDECIDED TO A)

All ages As long as it!s a peaceful demonstration, I don't see that
that's any problem,

Right to protest, but protest should not impair law
enforcement.

People should have a right to pkotest as long as it did not
disrupt the functioning. of the people of the police
department.

13 = CONDITIONAL: LEGAL. PERMISSION MUST Glyn YES OR UNDECIDED TO
A)

No samples given.
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. ,
Adults Not all policemen -are right.

0
.

. Keep the police. from thinking they can do as they please
becauso,they carry guns and the name of the law on them.

RAR12
PART D
50 20 16 -34

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

14 = YES, BUT INDICATES CONCERN ABOUT THE PROBLEM OF BRUTALITY

Age 17 Because sometimes _the, cops get. gut of hand and 1474 the
power go to their heads.

If the ,truthsomes out under pressure,. it 'would either
clear .4 ?the scandal or` cause a constructive change op
the part of the police.

Maybe it was a friend that got beatu p for no, reason at
all. a

e

15 = OTHER ACCEPTABLA RESPONSES

Age 17 If you feel 'something is 'wrong, make .yourself heard.
A good'Ilay to express how you feel. .

i s
. Adults It is a very effective means of a public expressiOn. .

This is a way to get publicity especially if there are some
rumors of police brutality. .

.
.

20 = CONDITIONAL .

.

- Age 17 ilaie the right to picket provided they haie a sincere base
.; for their, protest. .

. . If they have proof of it they should be'able to protest it.
If it's in their community and it's real bad.
'Maybe the pegson was wrong.. If the police was.a?.med then

they should picket. . ,

Adults If they have a goO4 reason. . .

Reportedu police `brutality As noL necessarily valid.
Proven police .. brutality may' be a good reason for-
picketing a police station.

p

21 = WrATEHENTS WHICH WOULD NOT PERMIT PICKETING BECAUSE iTHEi
SUPPORT POLICE

Age 17- Police have to protect the public in any way they .can.
The police department is put there to protect the people

and.their valuables, and if a policeman is charged with
bruiality'he must have a hood reason for having done it.

Adults Police just doing their job.
The policemen are our city government. Their job is hard

and we have to support them if there is to be law and
order.

Well maybe the prisoners did something they shouldn't have
done, and they were trying to.protect their selves..

121
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RAR12
PART D
502016-34

22 = INDICATION THAI' 'PICKETING SHOWS DISRESpECT FOR THE LAW OR IS
NOT RIGHT

Age 1 I don't think people should go against the law. It is for
our own protection. No one should destroy any police
grounds-or property.

Adults I think picketing is All wrong to begin with.
We should respect the law.

25 = ALTERNATE PROCEDURE

104 17 That should be decided in court.
They should go to .the po/ice's superiors.
I think that to,protest, it is a violent way in a sense.

They could get better results if they were to find other
means to get their point across.

Adults Usually thingi like that can.be broight ep at city council
meeting's and have organized arguments. Picketing never
accomplishes anything.

I think they can find other ways than by just walking
.around with signs. There are letters they could write or
attend court sessions.or things like this.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES`

Age 17 . I wouldn't but some others might.
The people who picket would.be in sympathy with the victim.
That's useless, it won'tdo anything.
Because if they didnit see the brutality, they really don't

know the truth about it.
Adults Because, thii!re is always a lot of stuff going on around a

police station and people would just be in the way and
they couldn't get their job done.

I really think the reports and actual facts have to be
closely analized.

I don't .feel picketing is the answer to any problem. I
don!t say there aren't cases of police brutality. If
there is police brutality picketing would contribute more
to the problem than help.

29 = I DON'T KNO*
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Timmy bought a toy car for $1.56. He had to give the man $1.56.

The extra six cents was probably for which one of the following?

cz Interest

am Taxes

cz A tip

cz Wrapping

cz I don't know.
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Release 0:

NAPP

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKE0_1

403611-1

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics.

Objective: IV, IAVE, KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjettive: C. Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

'Overlap:
Package - Exercise:

= National]. P-value:
RKE01

Tinlinq: (in seconds)
RKE01. Stimulus:
RKE01 Response:
-RKE01 Total:

'Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

'

9
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83.18
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Jane went to the store with her mother.' Her mother said, "Eggs

cost more today than they did last month."

011

Which one of the following sentences gives a good reason why the

eggs cost more today than they did last month?

:= The chickens are laying more eggs.

MD The store owner is paying his workers more money.

:= There are more eggs in the store than people can buy.

=0 People are not buying as many eggs as they used to buy.

:= I don't know.
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Release A: RKE02

NAEP At.' 403007-1

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective: IV.

. Subobjective: C.

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics.

HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems. especially the American economic
system.

Mb. .

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:.
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type: ,

Overlap:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

Package-Exercise: 03-14
National.P-value:

RKE02 43.87

Timihq: (in seconds)
RKE02 Stimulus: 33
!Rd02 Response: 18
RKE02 Total: 61
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Billy went to a department store with his mother. s they went

into the store, Billy saw a sign in the store window. T sign

looked like this:

BUY NOW

PAY LATER

Which one of the following tenlences tells what the sign means?

o The store is having a sale.

c= Some things in the store are free.

= You can pay at another time for what you buy today.

o You can trade something you have for something you want.

c= I don't know.

. 413:31321- I
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Release A: RKW04

NAEP A: 403021-1

Theme:
Sibtheme:

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics.

Objective: IV.

Subobjective: C.

HAVE KNOWLEDGE, RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
$coring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:

, National P-value:
RKE04

Timing:. (in seconds)
RKE04 Stimulus:
RKE04 Response:
RKEO4 Total:

1

9
01-20:

.88.93

34
44
89

128

117
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IN

, exe,".

,Economists divide purchases into two groups: producer goods

and consumer goods. A farmer buys seed, fertilizer, a tractor

and a new coat for his wife.

Which one of the things that the farmer bought is in the group

of consumer goods?

4

t:=1 Seed

c=o Tractor

t:=, Fertilizer

(ND New coat for his,wife

(=: I don't know.

41)30 I0-

RKED7

I

9P403010-2,3;4

.

-4

Ills

.

DO NW (;o ON '10 "I'lfE NEXT

PAU.. UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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Release *:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKE07'

403010-234,

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics..

Oblective: IV. RAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIEPTISTS.

Suboblective: C. Understand some of the major characteristics of .

economic systems, especially the American economic
system. 401

Exercise Type:
Scoring. Type:'
'Administration.Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

Overlap: 13 17 Adult
Paeka6e-Uercise: 04-17 01 -09 06-12
National P-value:

RKE07 57.05 81.24 78.51

Timing: (in seconds)
RKE07 Stimulus: 27 26. 24
RKE07 Response: 9 8 *

'RKE07 Total: 46 45

*Time not limited by.paced tape.

130
1:19.
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.

t

1

VP

.
.

Which of the following things happen wh4 a country becomes

highly industrialized?.
%

I It
B. There is, greater emphasis on individual craftsmanship.

1 .
\

1-
(=)\3Ies

No

o I 6n% know.
I

t

.

. 1;

C. there is a movement of people from rural to urban parts

of the country.

Yes

o No

o I don't know.

Ilopia-2sii
111:1239

/

114050304,3,4

.1

..

131

150
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Release 1:

NAEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:
Subtheme:

Oblective:

Subobiective:

Subobiective:

UKE09
RKE09

405010-234-

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics.

. . History.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO 'THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

E. Understand some of the maior historical
developments.,

C. Und4Fstand some of the maior characteiistics of
economic systems, especially the American economic

.

systei. -

\
Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Oveilap:
Package-Exercise:

11_'
42-0

17
511:11

;Ant
02-16

National P-value:
UKE09A 65.48 60.26
RKE09B 40.77 66.00 52.47
RKE09C 67.44 78.34 83.42
UKEO9D 20.29 29.66 27.77

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction: 8 7 7

UKE09A Stimulus: 6 7 7
UKE09A Response: 11 11
UKE09A Total: 26 27
RKE09B Stimulus: 7 7 7
RKE09B Resp6nse: 13 12

1

RKE09B Total: 25
RKE09C Stimulus: 8 8 8
RKEb9C Response: 14 12 *

RKE09C Total: 28 *

UKEO9D Stimulud: 9 9 9

UKEO9D Response:. 13 12 *

UKEO9D Total: 31 29 *

Exercise Total: 118 111 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

132

151.1 =t
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,

1

.

\
'' The term "monopoly" describes a situation in which the market

. price of goods and services' is established by which one of the

following? .

c:::)* Many selleit

c= A single buyer

c=, 'Many buyers and sellers
. .

mo A single seller or a small group of sellers

c=-I don't know.

403032-34
RKEI2

f

orai ono

9-4030324 ,4

,

133

152

.
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Release V:"

NAM) V:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKE12

403032-34'

Objective., IV.

Subobjective: C.

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics:

HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF'SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand sale of ttia,, major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic .

system.

Exercise Type:'
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text'

Overlap: 17 'Adult
Package-Exercise: 03-07 08-20
National P-value:

RKE12 51.16. 56.4C

Timing: (in seconds)
RKE12 Stimulus: 21 19
RKE12 Response: 31
RKE12 Total: 62

*Time not limited by paced taps.

134



If the United States government were to stop supporting farm prices

and allow agricultural prices to seek their own level, OVER THE

LONG RUN which one of the following would MOST likely take

place?

o There would be fewer farmers and agricultural output would
fall.

on There would be fewer but huger farms and output would
continue to increase.

o The number of 'family-size farms would increase and they would
be more mechanized.

o There would be no reduction in the number of farms, but the
income of farmers would be lower.

(=, I don't know.

403031 -34

!IKE t3

135
9403031-3,4 1'74

1)0 NO'l GO ON TO THE NEXT

PM ;1 OLD TO DO SO.
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Release 1:

NAZI' 1:

am.

,RKE13 .

403031 -34

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: Economics.

,

Objective: IV. HAVE, KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE NAJOR IDEAS' AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: C./Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system.,

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimilus Type:

Multiple choice
'machine '

3roup
'Text

:

Overlap:

-1.
17

1...

Agliat
Package-Exercise: 06-06 06 -24
National P-value:

RKE13 21.34 30.34

Tinting: (in seconds) ..

RKE13 Stimulus: 38 37
RKE13 Response: 31 *
RKE13 Total: 81 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

136

155

.1.



The European Commori Market was formed for which one of,the

following purposes? , v

.

o To unite.the former colonies of Great Britain

c=) To strengthen the economies of underdeveloped countries

= o To keep peace in.-Europe by establishing a common armed force

mo To establish a pattern for the freer flow of resources among its
mem beiship

c=) I don't know.

41:00 11-234

RKE14

94030114,3.4

137
15f3

1)0 NO I 1 URN Till: PACI.

Ws. III. 1 01,1) "10 DO SO.
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Release 1: RKE14

NAEP t: 403011-234

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: Economics.
Subtheme: History.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: C. Understand some of tte major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system: ''

.

Exercise Type: 'Multiple choice
eV

ScoringType:
Administration Mcide:

s

Stxmulus Type:

Overlap:

Group
Text

'13 17 Mut
,:Package-Exercise: 06-04 07-15 07-17
'National P-value:

RKE14
f

22.14 44.64 - 55.06

Timing: (in seconds) . .

RKE14 Stimulus: 24 25 24
1N E14 Response: 11 10 *
RKE14 Total: 45 45 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

138

157



'I.

.. ,

\
The following statements describe various economic conditions.

I

For each statement fill in the oval which BEST describes where mo

the stated condition exists. The answer may be the United

States only or 'Russia only or
i
BOTI-fthe United Slates and

/.
Russia. ...-

1!

. ,

\ I
.

.\-

A. The country is rich in natural resources.

o United States only

o Russia only

am Both the United States Ind 'Russia

c=1, I don't know.

D. The organization of industry is based on government owner.
,

ship and control.

o United States only

m Russia,only

o Both the United States and Russia

cp I don't know.

WOOD 1134

MCI S

9403001-2,3.4

I

139 158
..\

.



Release II:.

NAEP I:

'Theme:
Subtheme:
Subtheme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

.RKE15
UKE15 ,

403001-234

KNOWLEDGE.
Economics.
Geography.
History.'-

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND .1
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS. .

C. Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKE1SA
UKE1513
UKE15C
RKE1SD

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

Timing: (in seconds)
IntrodUction:

RKE1SA Stimulus:
*RKE15A Response:
RKE15A Total:
UKE1513 Stimulus:
UKE15B Response:
UKE158' Total:
UKE15C Stimulus:
UKE15C Response:
UKE15C Total:
RKE15D Stimulus:
RKE1SD ' Response:
RKE15D Total:

Exercise Total:

*Time not limited by paced tape.

140

O

13
'03-15

54.11
34.83
33.85
53.55

03-10

71.76
59.71
21.65
79.24

Adult

72.-42
72.02
21.40
71.98

,

22 20 21

11 10 9

20 '21.
39 40 *

13 12 11

20 20 *

37 36 *

13 13 11

20 20 *

38 37 *

13 13 11
.

20 22 *

40 41, *
176 174

1:59
eo



1

A major American manufacturing corporation seeks to establish a branch plant in a

country that has rich natural resources but very little industry. The leaders of the

nation turn down the American corporation's request.

What reasons can you give for the decision made by the leaders of the foreign nation?

(1)

V

I' 1

...

1

Of respondent answers "None" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go to next exercise.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "Can you think of any other reasons for the
decision'made by the foreign country?"

...

Stop after 3 responses OR when respondent says "No" OR no response is given in 10
seconds.)

CD=0=
CE)C0ocooo

(I)000z)ooc:::
ocaDO

Ci:DCD
OCC)

(2)ocoo000
oanCo

COCO .00

(3)oc=x= tiflibil I -34000
00C2D RKE1S

=CD00
co 00 00 00O ODCCt 000 00O OCD 00 00
CD OCI) 00 04:=D00 OCi7 00

9-4060013 .4
141 160
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Release 1:

t ,NAEP

Theme:
Subtheme:

.objective:

subobjective:

Subobjective:

RKElk,

. 4060011;34

KNOWLEDGE.
Economic's.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT' TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

P. Understand some of the characteristics of the \
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of ;the United States.

C. Understand stome,of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic-
systemi.

1

Exercise Type:
Scoring Typef
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap: .

Packacte-,Exercise:
OationalP-value:

RKE16-24

short answer\
Prof \
Individual
Audio-Verbal

'17 higit
12-09 07-02

52.33 51.49

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.



V

RKE16
406001-34

SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

000 =

101 =
WY

All ages

102 =

NO RESPONSE

IDEOLOGICAL FACTORS NOT DIRECTED SPECIFICALLY TO U.S.

If they're Communists, they wouldn't let us.
Didn't want a capitalistic country trying to industrialize

them.
.Political regime not compatible with the American

1 corporation. .
,

1

'

;OPPOSITION TO POLITICAL OR ECONOMIC POLICIES OF U.S.
1 GOVERNMENT 4.11. 4

' .

All ages Maybe they weren't in agreement with the thinking of the

1

country that the company was giving the aid belonged to.
1 They may not agree with some U.,S. foreign policy.

103 = 'FEAR INFLUENCE OP U.S. GOVERNMENT OR OF PIRO ON THEIR
POLITICAL STRUCTURE

Age Maybe the foreign country didn't like the United States.
They -may be afraid that we will take over and run their

country.
Probably don't want .anything to. do with our industries

becaust we would take it all over.
They don't want interference in their affairs.
A- lot of people regard America as imperalistic country and
they night think that America wants to come in and take
over.

They have control of the country and don't wantto yield
any power to anyoje else.

Adults Fear of American oppression and leadership.
Make them dependable and obligate them too much toward the

U.S. \

Afraid they would be exploited.
Pearof theinfluence that foreigners would have upon the

. people and their way of life.

104 = POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INFLUENCES OF OTHER NATIONS

All ages They could be 'communist backed or funded
It depends - if they were ;lore on a communist side, the
want trade with a different country than ours.

143
o 162



0

RKE16
406001-34

Categories and sample responses are listed below. .

= COMPETITION FROM OTHER FIRMS OR COUNTRIES.

All ages Maybe another country made a better offer to them.
Competitive situation where someone else may be. interested

in the natural resources.

106 = FEAR DAMAGE TO INFANT INDUSTRIES OF THEIR OWN

Age 17 Usually When American business goes ,in, it usually takes
over the other business.

Don't want competition. .

Adults If we employ their citizens, there Would be less people for
:them to employ. .

101 = DESIRE TO DEVELOP THEIR OWN INDUSTRIES AND RESOURCES

Age 17

.

Adults

They felt they would 'rather do it themselves.
They wantea to nationalze the oil or what ever it is.
Their government matbe they could make it on their

own.
They just don't want tke resources used - they might be

keeping them until later needed.
Keep resources for themselves. They ldok forward to later

developing with their own future and rate of development.
That country would like to establish its own industry.

'log PRODUCT OR INDUSTRY DOES NOT FIT INTO COUNTRY'S ECONOMIC OR
SOCIAL PRIORITIES

Age 17 Don't want a little industry - prefer a bigger one and
could get more money for it. 6

It could be against their religion or moral values.
They may have determined that the product of industry is
more hazardous than beneficial to the country.

Adults No samples given.

,109 = ADVERSE EFFECTS ON OR NO BENEFIT TO THE NATION'S 'ECONOMY

Age 17 They probably wouldn't profit any by it.
Adults We're less likely to import their products, we'd be

importing our own back into our country.
The money will be leaving the country and not benefiting

them.
They may not have offered the country enough of the

profits.

144 163
.1 4



RKE16
406001-341-

Categories and sample responses arelisted below.

IID = ADVERSE EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES OF THE U.S. FIRM

Age 17 All executives would be American and if in time they wished
. .

to take over it would b-e
. Their people may not be trained and therefore people would

have to be brought in.1
.

Adults Because they underpay their employees - -suck as in Japan
,they only pay people pennies a day.

It, may take.people out of their present jobs into Oar jobs.
There may be problems among workers of a foreign country.
They fear Americans will take the jobsfrom their people.

111 = ADVERSE EFFECTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE COUNTRY
.-

...

Age 17 They didn't want their resources'rained and depleted.
They have probably seen other small nations natural

resources depleted by. the same thing and -ao not- care to . A
have it .done to them. -

.

They don't want to use up their resources.
Adults After resources are used up there tiould"be only waste. ,

S

They may feel Americans will take over their-resources.

112 ": PREVIOUS BAD EXPERIENCES 'WITH FOREIGN INVESTORS

Age 17 . Bedatise of previous.-association with the Americans.
Maybe because of liar or colonialization.
They have seen through history how American nations are
greedy when they have gone intca country.

Adults No samples given. '1

/

i13:= DONT LIKE AMERICANS OR AMERICANIZATION

Age 17 They didn't vant.Americanization to start in their
.

country.
Maybe they jastdon't want Americans there.'
They =might resent American intrusion into their, country.

$

Adults Don't particularly like American ideals.
Over-population,

.like
more American families and workers

into their country. t

lag FEAR OF FOREIGNERS IN GENERAL

All ages They wanted to keep the folreigners out. Maybe there was a
'feering that maybe'the foreigners were trying'to steal it
from theM%

They might not want a foreign industry in their country
because it might cause trouble.

Hate for all type of foreign intervention.



RKE16
1 406001-34

Categories and sample responses are ,listed below..

115 POLLUTION

All ages By seeing the pollution problem in the U.S.
Isybe they're afraid of pollution cause they probably don't

have,arly.
Air pollution and nofse.
They don't want their environment spoiled. e.

Possible threat of pollution and damage the country.

115 = POLITICAL - SOCIAL DISLOCATION.
. ,

Age 17 A lot of people would mote in and get overpopulated.
'' Didn't want large industry, to come\in apd disrupt customs

of their country.
Did not want city to put uli with all the problems that go

with industry.
. .

Adults , Teo much growth too fast for.them.
1 They might be afraid their Veople would make too much money

apd become too independent.
It d make too maw/ changes that they wouldn't want.

\

117 =' OSTgOY FLORA, FAUNA, OR LAND

Age 17 It'd take up, their land and if they grew real good crops on
it, it would ruin their land.

Because they want to preserve their wildlife and forestry..
Adults Fear of\destruction of their land by a foreign power.

It mightldisturb the natural beauty of the area.

118 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 They don't like what the company stands for.
People of their own country would resent this.
Maybe they weren't friendly with the corporation.

Adults Weaken the power of the dictatorship with their people.
Possibly' they picked the wrong area of the country to

l'ocate and where they don't want industry.

251 = COMMON DISPARAGING GENERALIZATIONS

Age117 They don't want to be up tw'date.
They don't want progress and they like what they have.
Probably didn't know enough about the industry and didn't

try to find out.
Adults They are stupid; lack of education.

Ignorance of what can. be done economically for them.

146
165



--
Categories and sample responses are listedbelow.

RKE16
406001-34

252 = INCORRECT REASONS

Age 17 They didn't nee& any of their kelp.
They don't want any more industry in their country.
Most likely they can get whatefter by trade.
I guess because they didre.t hgve enough land.
Not enough workers.
Maybe they don't want to get modernized.
They may not care to have the nation become industrialized'.
They may wish to keep the pe,Ople poor so as to make them

dependent on their leaderi.
The employment rate in this community may be up--new

industry not needed.

,
, i

298 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND ()THEIR UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 17 They don't have enough mo/ney or trading materials.
Tne merican has enough /big ind'ustry.
The big company might use it as a tax write-off.
They don't want us to progress any further.
Not/worth the time. ftt f
Tly're not used to halting industry.
Th re would probably be a money shortage.
Lopk at our industries! now.

Adults Upfset the economy. 1

1

I would be taking up i a lot of their space' when they
usually need it.

[ 1

Adults

Special interest grou
11)

s want to
,

keep the wage standard low.
T

[

e little people ar happy the way it is now.

229 = I DO0T KNOW
/

All ages I don't see any reasons.
I can't see' whyi they would turn down the American

anufacturer.

Acceptable: Named two thing6 in categories 101-118.

1
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t

Most of the, Great Lakes are located on the border of the United

States and which other country?

. mi. Canada b

CD England

p Mexico

c= The Soviet Union

o I don't know.

1431113 17 -1

RKEI3 I

4

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT
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Release t:

NAEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKG01

404017-1

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: D. Understand some of the major characteristics of
the geographic (spatial) distribution of man and
his activities, and of mans interaction with the
physical environment.

Exercise Type:
.Scoring TYPe:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National p-value:

RKG01

Timing: (in seconds)
RKG01 Stimulus:
RKG01 Response:
RKG01 Total:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
\Text

9

03-16

50.93

14
36
60

'49
168



I

. ,..

Fill in the oval beside the word "Yes" for eachliver listed if it

is in the United States. Fill in the oval beside the word "No"

if the river is NOT in the United States. If you do not know the

answer, fill in the oval beside "I don't know." An example is. 1

9-404018-1

done fo r you.

Example:

Is the Nile River located in the United States?

-- ,

o Yes
ans No

= I don't know.

You would fill in the oval beside "No" as is shown, because the

Nile River is not in the-United States. Now you do A through

E in the same way.

A. Is the Amazotn River located in the United States?

4:= Yes

IMP No

= I don't know.

41:1413113-1

R0132

150

169

[PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



I

(Continued)

B. is the Mississippi River located in the United States?

Yes

e=. No

. c=> I don't know.

D. is the Ohio River located in the United States?

Yes

c=o No

CD i don't know.

Mae 10"; 1 ts

watt

9.4040181

t

151
170
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Release 1: RKG02,
UKG02

NAEP V: 404018-1

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjectfie:

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography:

IV. HAVE .KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO 'THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

D. Understand some of the major characteristics of
the geographic (spatial) distribution of man and
his activities, and of manss,interaction with the
physical environmeut.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode:, ,GroUP
Stimulus Type: Text

'overlap: 9

Package-Exercise: 02-02
National P-value:

RKG02A 5705
RKG028 79.91
UKG02C 61.01
.RKGO2D 68.33
UKG02E 60.61

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction: 46

Stimulus: 8.RKG02A
RKG02A Response: ,--. 15
RKG02A Total: 31

RKG028 Stimulus: 7
RKG02B Response: 13
RKG028 Total: 25
UKG02C Stimulus: 8

UKG02C- Response: 16

MKG02C Total: 27
RKGO2D Stimulus: 7
RKGO2D Response: 14

RKGO2D Total: 25
UKG02E Stimulus: 8

UKG02E Responses 13
UKG02E Total: 26

Exercise Total: 180

152

171
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Which one of the following statesborders on the Pacific.Occan?

California

o Florida
o New York

o Texas

o I don't know.

..

1134172 i - I

Rklifig

0.404021.71

ii

.
4.

P
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Release 11:

'MEP

' RKG04

404021-1

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme.: Geography.

Objective: XV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS or SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: D. Understand some of the major characteristics of
the- geographic (spatial) distribution of man and
his activities, and of manes interaction with the

"'Physical environment.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimdlus' Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKG04

Timing: (in.seconds)
RKG04 Stimulus:
RKG04 Response:
RKG04 Total:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

9__
04-20

42.57

11
9

30

as



mml

Which one of the followingstates borders on the Atlantic Ocean?

cp California

cp Nebraska

alb New York

=.) 'Ohio

=NO

re

am
O®®

o
IMO

(=:1CC)
CDCDmol

IMO
AIM c

=:)a. az)
r. co

co

9-404032-i
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Release 0:

MEP 71:'

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKG05

404022-1

KNOWLEDGE.'
Geoggaphy.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE' RELEVANT TO THE L%JOR IDEAS AND
.coNCEANS01, SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subohjective: D. ,Understand some of the -ma for characteristics of ,

the geographic (spatial) distribution of man awd---"
his activities, and of manos interaction with "the
physical environment.

1 Exercise Type:
A

\Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
.Stimulus TYPe:

;Overlap:
,tackage-Exercise:
tational P-value:

RKG05

Timing: (in seconds)
. RKG05 Stimulus:
RKG05 Response:
RKG05 Total:

Multiple choice
.Machine
Group
Text

-9--01-14

37.37

12
10
32

4

15.6

175
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Which one of the following sentences tells why Christopheu

Columbus first sailed westward from Europe?

amo o To trade.with Africa

5::? To start a colony in the New World
....

MD To find a water route to India or Asia

o To bring religion to the natives of the New World

o I don't know.
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Release 1:

NA EP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Suboblective:

REGO8

405031-12

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography.
History.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT 20 THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

E. Underittind---_some---of-- -the- major ..historical.
developments.

Exercise Type:
. ecoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

o r

*Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
Natiofial P-value:

- RKG08

Timing: (in seconds)
RKG08 Stimulus:
RKG08 Response:
RKG08 Total:

Vr

Multiple Choice,
Machine
Group .

Text

01-10

24.36

P 158

20
30

'60

177

18
23
51
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.; :the table below gives the latitude'and longitude of five places

which' are assumed to be at the same altitude. Use the infor-

mationigiven in the table to answer the question below it.

Iv

I

e

Place Latitude Longitude

A 2°. N 65d W

B 46° S 171° E
, .

C 42° 11 83o W

-D 48° N 14° k .

E 30° S --t .31° E

-.)

Which one of the five places probably has the WARMEST

climate?

IMD A

R B

o. 1 don't know.

e

944040294.3.4

,41134129.-234
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Release 41:

NAEP *:

Theme: /
SubtheMe:

.. Objec

Subobiective: D. Understand some ofj the major characteristics of
the geographic (spOial) distribution of man and

his Ictivitiess .and of man's interaction with the
physical environment;.

,

404029-234

. KNOWLEDGE.
Geography. ;

ive: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND

CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTf..

I

1

'Exercise- Type:
. Scoring. Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlt.p:
Package-Exercfse:
National P-value:

RKG09

.Timing: (in seconds)
BK009.) Stimulus:
RKG09 Response:.
RKG09 Total:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text/Table

c,

*Time not limited by paced tape.

a

J

13 17 Adult
07 -08 02-12 03-20

29.87 33.74 22.00
/

27' 31 23
53 43 *

90 85 * k

,

i
i

I

f

, 160
1
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1

i
I All lives in the hot, dry

Ode from the market..
1-

a

\d

$

sect. Ali's family-lives a day's camel

.,

Which one of the folloviiing i the BEST reason for Ali to use a

,

1 I

camel to go to the mark1et?

o It is fun to rid; a camel.
1 i
1 o A camel listenp to ,ttli!s ordeks.

, o A camel's humps beep All fro falling off.
i

\ A camel can travel a long dista ice without drinking water.

..
1 .

i . .

c) I lon't know. 1

O

MO40 12-1

.ROM

-1----'-11;

404017.,1

&
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' Release A:

MEP A:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKG10

404012-1

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography.

Objective: If. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Saboblective: D. Understand some of the major characteristics of
the geographic (spatial)" distribution of "man and
his activities, and of manes interaction with the
physical environment.

C. Understand some of the major characteristics of
economic systems, especially the American economic
system. .

Subobiective:

\

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:,
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

9

Package-Exercise: 03-23
National P-value:

RKG10 89.22

Timing: (in seconds)
RKG10 Stimulus: 31

RK610 Response: 18

RKG10 Total: 60



1

Pt

On the map below, foot areas of the world are outlined in red.

Each outlined area contains a small red oval Fill in the oval

inside the area which as a whole has little rainfall.
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Release $:

NAEP I:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKG14

404006-234

Objective:: IV.

Subobiective: D.

KNOVLEDGE.
Geography.

HAVE KNOVLEDGE RELEVANT TO TIE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the major characteristics of
the geographic (spatial) distribu'ion of .man an&
his activities, and of man's interact ion, with the
physical environment.

'Exercise Type: Multiple choice'
Scoring Type: Machine.
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus .type: Text/Map

Overlap: 13 17 Adult
Package-Exercise: i1-13 07-09 07-06
National,P-value:

RKG14 52.69 60.03 46.96

Timing: (in seconds)
RKG14 Stimulus: 16 15 14
RKG14 Response: 33 34.'

RKGT4 Total: qg 61 *

*Time not limited by pacqd tape.



0

In which one of the following societies would you be MOST likely

to find a relatively low birth rateand a relatively low death rate?

-o In an agricultural village

is In a highly urbanized country

o Among a group of nomadic shepherds

o In a country in the process of industrialization

o I don't know.

402E11 1-34

rirGIS

9-402011.3.4

165
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Release V:

NAEP V:

'Theme:
subtheme:
subtheme:

objective:

Suboblective:

Suboblective:

RKG15

402011-34

KNOWLEDGE. ,

Geography.
History.

IV. HAVEACHOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
-coscifas OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

H. Understand some of the major relationships
involving culture, the group, and the self.

D. Understand some of the .major 'characteristics of
the geographic (spatial) distribution of man and
his.activities, and of manes interaction with the
physical environment.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
stimulus Type: Text

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

0 RKG15.

Timing: (in seconds)
RKG15 Stimulus:

° RKG15 .Response:
RKG15 Total:

*Time not limited by paced tp;.7.-7-\,

166

1S5,

4

17 Adult
05-14 01-13

18.84 30.38

-24

31
66

Fr

23



(Before reading this
to page 2.)

Please look carefully

this family adapted

exercise, give respondint the supplementary package opened

at this picture of a family living in a desert area. How has

itself to the climate and physical features of the desert?

(1)

(2)

(3)

=1, ,.
IM1111,

(If respondent has difficulty understanding this question ask, "What does the picture
show you about how thisiamlly has learned to live in a desert area?"

If no response is given In 10 seconds, go to next exercise.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "Are there any other ways this family
has adaped itself to desert living?" or "Does the picture show you anything else
aroTiv this family has learned to live in a desert area?"

Slop after 3 responses OR when respondent answers "No" OR no response is given
in 10 seconds.)

94270014,2,364

167
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Release .1:

'LEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

objective:

1Nubob1ective:

A

1KG17

427001-1234

KNOWLEDGE..
Geography.

/V. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS. AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SC/ENT/STS.

D. Understand some of the major characteristics of
the geographic (spatial) distribution of man and
his activities, and of.Manss interaction vith the
physical environment.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type;
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overl
Package-Exercise:
National Pvalue:

RKG17-17

Short answer
Semi-Professional 4
Individual
Audio-Verbal/Visual-Picture

9 .13 . 17 Adult
06-04 10-11 10 -03 05-01

39.94 59.87 71.06 77.31

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.

Copyright /information:

Betty Atwell' Wright; Living in Many Parts of the 'World,n Rural
BAucatiog Studieg: Level B NI Family Ys..." (New York: John Day
Company, Inc., 1967), picture 9. .Peace Corps photograph.

169 }
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RKG17
427001-1234

SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 = NO RESPCiNSE
I

10 = CLOTHING--DESCRIBES AND TELLS WHY

Age 9 They have white clot:ts to keep cooler.
The sandals don't fill up with sand.,
Wrapping cloth around their facEso sand won't fly in their
eyes.

...--- Age 13 Use Arm clothes to keep cool from sun. Hats to protect
. faces from the sun.

Wearing long capes around them and a thing from their hat
. they can put over their faces -to protect from the wind.

Age 17 They wear desert clothes, something to weal on' their faces
and robes to protect them from dust and wind storms.

Adults By the way they dress. The turbans and a lot .of clothes to
ProteCt from the heat.

jj = SHELTER =-DESCRIBE AND TELLS WHY

Age 9 They slv.p.Uhder tents to keep' in the shade.
They haqp.a.tent because it is too hrt to have a house.

Age 13 Their shelters are up against the mountains so i; there is.
a sandstorm, it won't go into their houses.

Age 17 ' They live in a tent so, if the water dries up they can move
easily-to another area.

Open air type tents would catch a breeze but protect them
from the sun.

Adults Shelter-they have a tent ,which gives them Prdtection from
blowing sand.

.Makeshift tent so they can move when food and water runsOut "
12 .= TRANSPORTATION--DESCRIBES AND TELLS WHY

The camel carries their equipment-, he can go for days
without water. He hasispdcial padded feet, and eyeltds
.to protect him from wind and sand if there is a store.

Using a camel for transportation. Carrels can go without,,
water for a long time.

The camel helps carry supplies and doesn't need as much '

,water..
Use camels for transportation ftcause they can last lOnger
than a car, a car would Overheat. -

Adults Transportation - camel - not many animals can qo' without
water, but camels can. /

ige 9

Age 13.

Age 17

1.70 t
4



Categories4and sample responses are listed below.

= P000 AND WATER-DESC4IBES AND TELLS WHY

RKG17
427001-1234

All ages They have animals for food. They know they can't raise
crops there and this having animals gives them food.

lq = GENERAL NODE OP LIRE

Aqe 9 They're settled by an oasis for water to drink and trash
clothes.

.

Aqe 13 No. samples given.
-

Age 17 They raise goats and sheep because they are easier to keep
"alive. They can live off of anything.

Adults Tiavellor food foi the L; animals. They. are a nomad
' family.

They have very few belongings. They can move to a new food
supply very easily.

15 = CLOTHING--GIVES'ONLY DESCRIPTION 04 REASON

Aqe 9 Wear cool clothes.
Their clothes are loose.

Aqe 13

,Age 17

They are wearing clothes that keep them from getting9 too
hot or too cold.

They wear sandals.
The-cflo-thes keep the-sand-Ecom-hitting them.
Clothing protects t em from sun and wind.
Clothes are white a d cool color.
Their clothing keeps the heat out and the body cpol.
They have learned how to dress to keep fFom getting burned

up. .

.

16 =. SHELTER-
%

-GIVES ONLY' DESCRIPTION OR REASON
/ . /

Aqe 9. lents for keeping the sun off'. 1
/ Tents for 'shelter. . /

They live in tents. '

Age 13 / They live in a tent instead of a house. 4e .1

0 Type Qf housing that they could move-alotag when they,got
ready - ...'

r.ge 17
.

Tents ta get out of the wind onrthe desert.
-Tents because of heat and mortilq.

Adults Their home is easy to move. (
.

Housing from hides of animals.
#

r

171 -1907



t

RKG17
- 427001-1234

.Categories and sample responses are listed below.

lar

17 = TRANSPORTATIONGIVES ONL(DESCRIPTION OR REASON

Aqe 9 Pack camels for travel.
They tide camels because they can haul:a lot of stuff.

Age 1.3 Learned to ride on a camel.
They have a camel which is adapted to desert living.

Age 17 They use camels because they can go without water.
Adults They have camels for transportation.

18 = FOOD AND WATERGIVES ONLY DESCRIPTION OR REASON

.Age 9 To keep animals for food.
Raise sheep for wool and meat. 1 r

Age 13 Have animals for meat to eat.
&ge 17 Like they. can use the goats for milk for drinking and use

the camels to carry supplict. i
,

Food-they probably eat dates, camel milk, whatever you/fidd
in the desert.. /

' Adults Sheep are adapted to desert living as they can pkist on
very little vegetation.

, ./
C..

.. 1:1 MODE OF LIFE -- DESCRIBES BUT GIVES NO REASON

Aqe 9 They travel all the time.
They learned to herd sheep.

Age 13 They have animals that can live inthe desert.
Aqe 17 They are protected from storms, 1w the mountains,. -- -.-

,

.
They have asupPlV of water. They raise animals and sell

them and they have a camel for traveling. .

Adults : They are nomads so they move around a lot so they travel
light:

Probably kill their own food.

fto. = RESPONSES WHICH INDICATE NEGATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD Lrrt IN THEI-
i

. DESERT

1Age 9 They need to take a bath. They look dirty idd Iveriiiia-
.new clothes.

.

. \ Thp Place is -all messed up.
They have tents because they can't affordAnytiUng else.
tie five inla.better area. .

13 Their poor, starving, the transportation is weak. Soil too
weak to make anything otf of it.

They ain't got much of a house, don't see no water.
ge 17 They don't have luxeries, they are unclotilized.
dolts Hard to live - -just existing.

They don't seem to be trying to.hetter themselves.
x

1"1to.
f

,. . ,

491.

St



Categories and sample responses are listed below.
,

23 .c SPONSES. WHICH INDICATE LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OF DESERT LIVING
, . 1

Age. 9 ney have to hunt for their food.
Niving there hasoade them poor.

,Age 13 Hot clothes on. r .

They have a farm with all the animals.
.Age 17 They look overdressed.

RKG17
427001-1234

They don.lt have, money foi normal living so they,, lust .

adiusted to what they got.
Adults They must have fobd brought in maybe by liglicopter.

They live in tents becauSe there is nothing else to live'
in.

s'
27 = VAGUE RESPONSES

Age. 9 Make tents.
They have _lambs and a camel..

They go camping together.
Ve tents.

Age 13 They have camels.
- All wrapped up.

Age 17 Wear things on their head.
They have a lot of camels.
All the People around there. The sheep.

Adults Built a tent.
Dress -:- completely- covered.

MORE VAGUE, IRRELEVANT, ANDiNONSENSICALiESPONSES

Age 9 They learnea to play together.
-They learned to hunt together.
Have to be smart to loot for an'oasis.
They have differnt homes.

Aqe 13, All of them -a-re smiling.
They're tanned. .

Born to understand the heat and live there.
AAV__.17 Clothes.

Animals.
Food source. -
They are alone; lust a family and all.
Mostly byotheclothes they are wearing.

Adults. :They '1:4ve adapted ,very well.
They are used to this climate.
Nature of survival.

I DON'T KNOW

'Acceptable: Named two things in categories 10-19.

192
173'-

O

2

4,



: (Before reading this exercise, give respondent the supplementary package opened
to page 11.; ..

...

This is 'picture of the construction of aItioway. What effects do ou think the

construction of the highway will have on the lives of the people ncarhy?

(2)

t'

,

. ..

/
(3)

(If respondent answers "Nutlike OR no response is given in 10 seemuls..go
to next exercise.

If respondent gives a one -word reply or very short reply, ask him to expkin
his answer more completely.

*respondent pauses after first response ask, "Are there any other effects you
can think of?"

Stop after 3 responses OR when revondent an.swers "No" OR no response is
given in 10 seconds.)
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Releate

NAEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

RiG18

404023-1234

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

D. Understind some of the major characteristics of
the geographic. (spatial) distribution of man and
his activities, and of man's interaction with. the
physical environment.

Exercise,Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlip:
Package-Exercise:
National F-value:

RKG18-18

V

Short answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal/Visual-Picture.

9 13 17 Adult
,07-11 08-03 . 11-03 0?-0f

44.10 '75.09 82.33' 84.63

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.

Copyright 'Information:

National Assessment Photograph by Tip

O

176 195'
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4 RKG18
. 434023-1234

SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responset are listed below.

00 = 10 RESPONSE-

° 10 = HEALTH HAZARD (POLLUTION, NOISE)

Age 9 I. would put some cotton in my ears--cause it, would .be so
noisy-- close the windows.

There will be a lot of dust, itwill be smoggy and noisy.
Making too much noise--can't h'ear what their family says

when they talk, can't sleep for noise.
Age 13 Noise pollution.

I think the people will ;get angry because they won't have
peace and quiet.

'Noise of the cars' wifl.keep them awake at night.
Air pollution.

Age 17 More tendency to have clogged up lungs from pollution.
Noise, dirt.
Exhaust.
Get their house and clothes Airty.
Noise 24 hours a day;
Confusion, noise, propertviamage.

Adults More noise in the area.
The neighborhood will be very noisy and not as pleasant a

place to live as before.
Pollution: from the cars.

11 = HEALTH HAZARD'(SAPRTY)

Aqe 9 Lots of accidents around your bdu'se.
Dangerous for little children.
Some people hurt by machines.
The, could have a wreck because of the deep.place and its

slick.
omitAge 13 A lot more people will drive on it and a lot more little

kids will get killed:
The kids might run out in the road.
It would be bad,if any little kids lived there if a ball
vent over a wall they might get run over.

Aqe 17- The little kids couldn't play outside.
Accidents.

. Animals, pets getting hit by cars.
Children endangered by equipment.

Adults Hazardous for children.
Children will have to be watched.
Dange'rous.
Danger is increased for the children and wrecks. (Might

land up. in yards'nearbv.)

177
i96

.0

s.



RKG18
404023-1234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

12 = DISPLACEMENT OF PEOPLEf.REMOVAL''OF HOUSES

Age 9 They willhave to get out tofthe house because they will
have to tear the hotise doign to build the highway.

They might have'tb move.
People's houses will get knocked down.

Age 13 They will have to start their life over.
Theyedvbe homeless.
*They will probably have to move the house.
Could destroy their housesprobably have to tear down

houses, heavy duty equipment moved shake houses.
Age 17 They might have to sell their house.

People will probably move away.
Lots Of them will,havq to move because highway will buy

land.
Have to tear down their house.

Adults Many people would have to sell their homes and relocate.
The people will have to move.
Many people will probably have to relocate, that is usually

a problem.

= DECREASE IN SIZE OR VALUE OF PERSOKAI: PROPERTY

Age 9 Disturb play area.
They might go thiough some of their-property. They might

ruin their garden` and house. . :1,
Age 13 May have to knock some of their stuff down that they made -\

, and that belongs to them.
Highway might cut through yards and cause people'to build

fences.
They won't get as much money for their houses.

Age 17 .Bring property value down.
Have a smaller yard.
Depreciate the house value.
The people living near have to give up some of their land.

Adults It'll take part of their property.
Heavy traffic will daMage the hdlise as t will cause the

foundation to shift and crack walls. .
,

lq = EXPENSES OF BUILDING HIGHWAYS (LOS OF TAX BASE, HIGHER' TAXES),

Age 9 Ask for more money to build it. .

Taxes--people would have to pay to build a.house again.
Age 13 Raise the level of taxes.

Raise taxes. I

.Age 17 ghe, expense of building the highway.
People's taxes will prObably go up. ..-

It's going to cost them some money.'
They might have to pay more in taxes."

Adults No samples given.
.

O 178
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RKG18
404023-1234

Cdtegories and sample responses are listed below.

-15 = REMOVAL OF EXISTING FACILITIES (BUSINESSES, PARKS, SCHOOLS,
TRANSPORTATION)

Age 9 Kill some of. the animals.
They tear down trees.
If there were trees they might have. to cut them down.- They

might have underground pipes and have to make another way
for them to go.-

Age 13 Boil erosion.
Messing up their land.:* ,

.

Will ruin their landscape.
. It would wreck the beauty of the neighborhood.

.4.

Age 17 It would also affect the wildlife that lives around there.
They'll take aily the resourcesfothe trees.

Adults It will cause soil erosion and destroy the beauty of the
landscape. . i

= OTHER ACCEPTABLE DISADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

Age 9 Thii machine could break and cause damage to a house.
Shake the house they might think its a earthquake.

Age 13 They won't have as much'privacy.

Age 17

Adult

Lights at night annoying:
Could be easy to /rob so close to the highway.
They von't"have much privacy in their yards.
Lights be shining in the windows all nights.
No privacy.
Men might lose. their lobs because they can't find another
home close enofigh to this place and they will have to
look for new work.

People° pollution, there are more people coming into the
area.

The people in neighborhood would have to watch out for the
workerse to see they, the workeisi didn't bring any harm
to their household. . .

11 I= REDUCTION OF TRAVEL TIME: INCVASED EASE OF TRAVEL: HELPS TO GO
PLACES

Age. 9 Make it easier for them to drive someplace.
It would help them because the highway's near where they:
live won't be so crowded.

Age 13 It would be good fOretransportation so they wouldn't have
to goall the way around.

Easier road to travel than gravel.
Age 17 it might help the people to get where they are going

faster.
k Adults Give access to better road and faster travel.



Categories and sample responses are listed below.'

RKG1B
404023-1234

le = CREATION OF FORCE FOR NEW BUSINESSES AND HOUSING

Age 9 New and better stores will be built on the highway.
There will be mere business.
The city would grow.

Age 13 It could bring in and build up industry and it might make
more tourist trade.

After the highway is built a lot more stores might be
built.

-There might be more people movie into the area.
More people would want to live ther.e.

Age 17 It will make business better for eating places and filling
stations.

If it 'is a small-town it frill probably bring business.
Adults Help people who have stores like luncheonettes.

Better business:
-Bring more business to where they are living.

19 = ;OTHER ACCEPTABLE ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

Age 9 They will be able to go to more places.
They might have less accidents. t

. Have a new highway to travel on.
Age 13 There is a good part. Less dust, fewer_ accidents with, a

better highwa*T. I
Keep a lot of traffic off smaller higuwaysz
PeoPli will have new routes to go.

Age 17 It could supply employment for some people who would help,
construct the highway.

Adults Increase property value.
Update the property.
Eliminate old run down buildings--better new ones.
It will provide better transportation facilities for those
living nearby.

It will be something interesting for the children to watch
if the workers will take time to explain their work' to
themeducational for theM.

20 = NOT CONCERNED ABOUT EFFECTS OF PROBLEM

All'ages Nothing
Wouldn't have any effect.
None. The house that is there is protected by a fence.

The other one looks like a vacant lot.
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. Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RKG18.
404023-1234

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 9 Car could be hit, glass fly up, and hit ewindow.-'
There might be accident from icy roads.
Children won't have any schools to go to. .

Age .13 .Keep litter away, more litter on, a gravel road than om a
highway. .'

Pain in the neck. (
Have a different environment..

Age 17 . Inconvience them.
Halt business.
The people who moved may become hateful and prejudiced

against progressiveness.
They will feel that this is the end of the -World.
Going to change their uay of living: Children wtIX-hlare to

learn to adapt.
Adults Too close to house.

It will be very hard for elderly'people to adjust to new
;iviitg.

21 = I DON'T KNOW
.I.

;

Acceptable: Named two things in categories 10-19.

s

I _ _

I.

.
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a

In Africa south of the Sahara, during the 1960's, tlitial alldgianas were often

stronger than a sense of nationalism. What reasons can you give for this?

( 1 )

4

(2)

...

=,,..111mgFall.1111

ti

ward+ MiN.10

S

.

(3)

(If respondent answers "Nolte- OR no response is given in 10 seconds,
go to next exercise.

5
If respondent pauses after first response ask, "Can you think of any other
reasons why irlbai dlegiances were often stronger titan a sense of nation-
alism?'

Stop after 3 responses OR when respondent answers "No" OR no response
Is given In 10 seconds.)

(I)00000
CMCD000

ors
CD=
C2D0

9-40504603,4

405Dirr-7-1

RKG213

1

1



Release II:

ma.

NAEP

Theme:
.Subtheme:
Subthefes

ObJective:

Suboblectiv:

RKG2O

405046-34 tkt

KNOWLEDGE.
Geography.
History.

IV.. HAVE'KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS or SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

E. Understand some of the major historical
developments.

Exercise Type:
.Scoring Type: .

Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package -Elprcise:
National f-value:

RKG20-26

Short answer
Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

Timing: No paced tape was used
exercise.

.46

O

in this

121- .1.0.91t

11-04" 08-08

29.58 36.70

individually

2o2

administered

c



RKG20
405046-34

SCORING GUIDE

CategorlesAand sample responses are listed below.

008 = NO RESPONSE

. 1

. , \

121 .= 1NE NENNESS OF NATIONALISM- -GOOD RESEIONSEI

kge '17 The tribes are older andmore established than the 6ountry.
Because that is the way they have lived for all these,
centuries they couldn't accept nationalism. .

They .were unfeOiliar with the national government but they
knew their own tribe tO they were loyal to it.

. Adults tribal history goes hack a lot farther than current '7,0,,

nationalism. . v
Because the 'nation was brand new and the tribes were

.

centuries old in traditions.

102 = THE NEWNESS' OF NATAOKALISN--NININAL RESPONSE,

Age 17.. Their fathers believed this way.
They would rather--- that's their tradition,.
They have lived in their tribes-a long time.

Adulti Well! National allegiances is a modern concept.
You are talking about heritage.

123 = SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BONDS OP THE TRIBE--GOOD RESPONSE

Age 17 'Life so interdependent in tribe - -don't need anything else
outside.

+heir tribal customs .might hold nakionolsm back.
Adults Tribal allegiance ass too closely related to their religious

beliefs.--they find it hard to make such a break.
The tribes try to peotect-.their own people and have own

laws and rules.
In nationalism they felt they would lose thekt identity.

A

104 = .SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BOtDS.OF.THE TRIBE-- MINIMAL RESPONSE
% "

Age.17 Religious beliefs.
The tribes always stuck together as a unit.

Adults Strong tribal ties. ..

They want to keep their own ways.
Security in past tribe rules and successes.
Heritage -- customs that came up through the elders.

- 184 203



II

Categories and sample responses? are listed below.

RKG20
405046-34

= COMPETITION BETWEEN'TRIBES--GOOD"WESPOMIt.

Age 17. When the EuropeWn powers set boundaries for colonieS they
t didn't pay attention to.tribat boundaries, only their own

Administrative eases thereby putting together' some tribes
who hadbeen traditional enemies.

Adults Tribes frequently warred with one another and) nationalism
put them in a social end:

This/is because of no understanding of each other and this
would lead to suspicion.

.

441

106, = COMPETITION BETWEEN ASXRF4S--MININAL RESPONSE
,

Age 17' No trust for other tribes.
+- Adults They didn't want to consolidate their tribes.

1Q7 = PHYSICAL ISOLATION, LACK 0# COMMUNICATIONS--GOOD RESPONSE

Age it qck of communication and education.
B cause in Africa the langles didn't permit' them to be'

. ,) ,

cause
united 'as a country. " i

= Adultd Ommunications and most of the small tribal groups 4eren't
in\contact *Iona their groups.

Lack of communication throughout the country caused the
tribes to stick together as A unit rather than as a
nation they could not see.

168 = PHYSICAL ISOLATION, LACK OF COMHUNIMIONSr-MIWINAL RESPOiSE
4

Age 17 Lack oftravel.
Adults They have no communication,vith much of the outside world

and they didn't trust others.

109 = LANGUAGE BARRIERS (DID NOT SEPARATE GOOD PROM MINIMAL)
.

Age 17 The/ probably couldn't get to the other tribes and .probably
couldn't speak their language anyway.- .6

So separated by language, lacktof communication /with 20th
century.

Adults .Language harriers.
This causes differences in language and customs and

philosophy of life.

18 5 2.-?4



RKG2O
40504634..

Categories and dimple responses are listed below.

2 111 .= 'EFFECTS OF COLONIALISMGOOD RESPONSE

All ages Africa has always had a tribal system of government.

4

112 = EFFECTS OF COLONIALISMMINIMAL RESPONSE

No samples given.

113 = POLITICAL REASONS, DISSATISFACTION WITH OW LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
, 'ABOUT THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENTGOOD RESPONSE

Age 17 Because. the nation was trying to tell the tribes what to
do.

' The African count\ es are still ycisng and they're not used
to the national mocratic way of life.

No real intrusion by 'a powerful government which would
1- influence_the peop It.

Adults, The leaders of the take don't want' the ontrol of the
. people ganged and with nationalism they' would lose this
'control.

Lack' of a stable national government.
Black tribes are starting to take pride in themselves.

They are trying to become a\nation and be recognized:
Most of the n4 ion states were of a despotic. nature and

didn't cLa.im to the people's allegiance.
Tribes operate as a Unit for survival reasons. Nation

probably doesn't do much for people to help it survive.
,A lack of a strong leader appealing to more than one tribe:

.. , .
114 = POLITICAL REASONS, DISSATISFACTION WITH OR LACK OF, KNOWLEDGE

ABOUT THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENTMIN/MIL RESPONSE

Age 17 They don't know what nationalism i4 or a government even.,
. They like to run their own tribes. ,

k,
.

. . maybe they didn't like the way.the country was -run.
Adults Lack of a central government. They don't feel apareo.f. a

particular country. .

There was no established nationalism.. Tribes very
independent, no formal government. -4,

Maybe they didn't undeedtand the nation's politics.
.

.. They may not have trusted the mational leaders. 6
Tribal dictatorships didn't want.to give up their power.

.
,

186
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RKG20
405046-34

Categories and.sample responses are-listed below.

115 = EDUCATION - GOOD RESPONSE

All ages People were probably illiterate and had no contact with the
rest of the natibn. Only identified with their own

- tribe.
. . Uneducated people find it hard to change allegiances.

They had their ma chiefs and the chiefs didn't want to
give up their-powerthey weren't _educated so it was\
difficult to understand other peoples culture.

146 = EDUCATION MINIMAL-RESPONS,;

All ages Their. lack of education.
Because they were illiterate.

O

. Uneducated people are hard to co municate with.
No education-whatever they re told by the witch doctors
Or leaders they b ieved.

Because of poor e cation. 1

,
112 = ECONOMIC FACTORS G20D RESPONSE

No samples q

a

118 = ECONOMIC FA ORS - MINIMAL RESPONSE

No samples given.
o.

0 119 = OTHER /ACCEPTABLE 'RESPONSES

All ages They hAve a lot of pride and want to show other people that
they can do for themselves.

.

121 = RACIAL FACTORS - GOOD RESPONSE

No samples given.
/

122 = RACIAL FACTORS,- MINIMAL RESPONSE

All ages Conflict between white and Negroes.
Racial problems.
They may have been afraid of the white man.

A

2" 6:187
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RKG20
405046-34

251 = COMMON DISPARAGING GENERALITIES

All ages They weren't really civilized enough to know they should
have pride in their country.

Ignorant and uncivilized, di4 not know about nationalism.

152 = INCORRECT REASONS (IDEA IS INCORRECT BUT RELEVANT:TO PROBLEM

All ages They only depended on one person and they would treat him
-like a king. It's up to him.

They felt that they wanted to progress and to progress,
this would be the best way.

298 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, IRRELEVANT RESPONSES

Age 17 They just had more respect for that god than they-did for
the person who set up the national boundaries.

There was starvation and medication for the diseased.
There are a lot of tribes there.
Nobodycared about nationalism.
It was hard to be united.
Like a power'from the government.
Because of their color.
Big companies moving in to find deposits of diamonds.
Maybe they wanted to'better educate themselves.
Tribes didn't want to be divided inlo different countries.

Adults They were backward when it came to progress.
Because the rsople have to agree for survival. That was

more of a, reality than the national course.
Superstitutions.
People in general are always considering only what.is
happening right around their own area.

Ignorance of the.unknown.
Economic reasons.
Maybe because the people make the country.

299 = I DON'T.KNOW

AccePtabte: Named two things in categories 101-122.

isq
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Up Which one of the follbwing countries has had the MOST influence
r. OD , on the way of life in the United States? .

ODi ani
..1. . a England. ;. = France.,

WM 0= Germany
... cz, Italy'MO

w

=) Spain.
. =) I don't know.

.r

MO

law
4es

o
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Releise

RASP V:

RICH01

405006-1234

Theme: - KNOWLEDGEe
Subtheme: History.

,

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE ,RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS."

'Subobfective: E. Understand some of the major historical
developments.

Ex.ercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine °

Group
Text

Overlap: - 9 13 17 Adult-.-
Package-Exercise: .01-12 04-15 07-17 01-05
Nation'al P-value:

RKHOI 39.77 67.30. 78.73 77.09

Timing: (in seconds)
RkH01 Stimulut: 14 15 14 14

RICH01 Response: 36 10 7
RKR01 . Total: 60 36 31 *

*time not limited by paced tape.

190-
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The American Revolution was a war to win our independence

from which one of the following countries?

o Canada
la England

o. France

o Spain
.

o I don't know.

t-40S040-1

L.

J.

;91
DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT

PAGI; UNTIL Tow TO 1)0 SO.

NMI
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Release II:

MEP II:

RKHO5

405040-1

Theme: I I KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: History.

0

.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO ',THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SPCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: E. Ondevstand some of the major
detelopments.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type: .

Administration Mode:.
Stimulus-Type:

Overlap:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

, 9

Package-Exercise: 03-20
National P-value:

Rims 44.74

Timing: (in seconds)
RKH05 Stimulus: 12
RKg05 Response: 36
'RKHO5 Total: 59

...eom'"
e

a

192
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CDC
CDC

CD

193

WhichLan.e_of the following is a reason the American colonies

rebelled against Great Britain?

o To abolish slavery

o To obtain more religious freedom

o to obtain the right to vote for all adults

as To obtain, more control over what they might produce or
with whom they might trade

don't know.

Lao 1-234
RON

940S01,12,3.4

lX) NOT GO ON TO TUE NEXT

PAU:, UNTIL T($l,i) TO 1)0 SO.

212
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. Release A:

NA EP A:

Theme:
Subtheme:

&

RKI106

405011-234

KNOWLEDGE.
History.

.

Oblective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR TDEA$ AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

olboblective: E. Understand some of the malor historical
developments.

...
Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text
L ...

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:

13
05-18

17
02-08

Mat
oawTs-----------1

National P.'4alue:
RKHO6 .-49.57 _64.02 _ 48.72_ _

Timing: (in seconds)
AK106 Stimulus: 21 21 20
RKS06 Response:
RKHO6 Total:,

28
60

28
60,

* .

*

*Time not limited by paced
.....,

.$

tape.

194 -
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le

s

What was the MAIN purpose of the Declaration of Independence?
,

c:=) To criticize King George III

cm To declare war on Great Britain _

c:=, To abolish the Articles of Confederation

air To declare the colohiei fee from Great

s

c I don't know.

V

LICIED41734

WAD

1= I

le

MOD
I= COCO

COCO
C3DCO
ODCO

OD
6 . OD
.. . CD
ie. ,CD

9-4 0 $04-14 0 4$------

6
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Release #: RKHO7

NAEP W: 405041-234

Theme: KNOWLEDGE..
Subtheme: History.

1.7

Objective: IV. HAve_ggannss-tlimum TO
------COWCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: , E. Understand some .of the
developments.

4

THE MAJOR IDEAS AND

major historical

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:

Hultiple.choice
Hachine-----7-------
Group
Text

12 kAgit
Package-Exercise: 07-12 08-01 04-09 -

National P-value:
RKHO7 77.22 85.. 02 78.55

Timing: (in seconds)
RKHO7 - Stimulus: 17 16 17
RKHO7 Response: 32 34
RKHO7 Total: 59 60

*Time not limited by paced tape.

196'
21
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1

Who was the FIRST President of the United States?
/

CD Dwi f(t D. Eisenhower

\CD John F. Kennedy

CD Abraham Lincoln

m-- George Washington

CD I don't know.

. /

t

1100211- I

MOB

1

.
4.4 0502 6.1

197

216
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bo NOT TURN THE PAGE
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Release A:

NAEP A:

RKI108

405028-1

We
Theme: KNOW,EDGE.
Subtheme: History.

4

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE utivaNT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: I. Understand some of the major historical
developments.

Exercise Type:
'Storing Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Package-Exercise:
NatiOnal P-value:

RKHO8

Timing: (in seconds)
RKHO8 Stimulus:
R0108 Response:.
RKHO8 Total:

L

Mpltiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

9
01-08

82.48

1 9R ,

12
38
61

2E7



I

I

Which one of the following events led DIRECTLY to the United

States' declaration of war in the Second World War?

o The sinking of the Lusitania
.---

$::= The German occupation of Fran-ce
-

A

.w
as. The Japznes: attack on Pearl Harbor

. . .

o The signing of a secret Nazi-Soviet pact

1

.

o I don't know. -
.

InOlt17311
RitH113

9-4050144.4

a
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Release 1;

,

Theme:
Spbtheme:

Objectives

Seboblective:

4

RKH10

405014-34

Exercise Types

KNOWLEDGE.
History.-

0

IF, HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the major historical
developments,

nq Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Machine
Group
Text ,

Overlap: . 4.4.1t
Package-Exercise: 06-12 03-03
National P-value:

RKH10 - 89,06 86.71I.
Timidg: (in seconds)

RKI10 Stimulus:
RKH10, Response:

23
'31

18
t *

RKH10 Total: 65-

*Timi.not limited by paced tape.

1.

a

200



A

MEI

MEI
American Indians, Black Americans, Oriental Americans, and Spanish-speaking Atnericans _. ... _ ..=

_ - -

have contributed a great deal to the history and culture of our nation. For each of the
MR

4.1=

UM
groups I read tell matte names of as many fa. mous or nationally known men and women

as you can.. .The person named ntay by either living or dead. Briefly (Ii..si-ribc each person's

contribution or field of work. Consider people in ANY field of wyk the Arts, Business,

Civil Rights,
-
Edwiation. Entertainment, Politics, Science, or sports.

.

x

A

t

- ,.... .='.., --_ 0
. .....__

...._ .. .

(If respondent does not appear to understand the terms "Oriental" or ".Vpanish-speaking."
you may explain that for this exercise the term .Sianishspeakhig refers to Americans of
Mexican, Puerto Rican. and Cuban heritage and the term Oriental rdi.rs to Americans of
Chi lese or Japanese heritage. If respoadent nentions or desires to include a person as
Spanish-speaking or Oriental who is not in 'me of thegroups mentioned above. include
the name Ad field of work of the person named and ask respondent if he kfunvs the ethnic
group to which the person named belongs. Place the name of the ethnic group next to the
field of work.

.

If respondent has difficulty understanding tlw term "contribution." explabt that this is
what the person named has done which makes him or her famous. .

-
For EACH person respondent names fill in the oval following the name given if you are
certain that the person is an AMERICAN famous either locally OR' nationally.- Also
fill in the oval.folhAving the field of work if you think respondent ha& ((erectly identified
the person's contribution or field of work. If you are not certain about the person named
or the field of work do NOT fill in the oval.
4
If respondent pauses before giving 5 responses bt«ny one of the groups ask, "can pm name
any other famous men and women in iltA grime" More to the net t group aftert3W17onsa
OR when respondent says "No" OR no response is given In 10 econds.)

4135134T 1334

RKI413

IMP

Mb

MI. .

411. WitID

4/
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'OD

O

IMP

_ (Continued)

PERSON

A me rica n Indians

CONTRIBUTION OR
FIELD OF WORK

A.
(I)

(2)' o
(3)

B.

(4)

(5)

Black Americans
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s
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.- -- (Continued)

C.

D.

PERSON

Oriental Americans-

c0NTRIBUT1ON OR
MELD OF WORK

w

(1) CD

(2)

(3) CD
(4)

(5) CD

(1)

Spanish-speaking Americans

o CD
(2) (=, CD
(3) (=, CD

(4) (=,
(5 ) (=,

ocomo
(Menial Americans
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Releafe A: RKH13

NAEP

Theme: .

Subtheme
.

Objective:

Suboblective:

405045-1234

IV.

E.

KNOWLEDGE.
History.

HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the major
developments.

Exercise Type:.
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKH13102
RKH13802
RKU13CO2
RKH13D02.

Short answer
Semi-Profesiional
Individual
AudiorlVerbal

Timing: No paced tape
exercise.

. 9
05-04

6.07.
7.90
.08
.54

was used in

13

08-09

histOritcal

17 -Adult
10-10 '04-07

17.81 34.71 40.77
33.97 64.01 72.82

..28 1.40. 4.06
"3.05 7.40 19.53

this individually administered

204
223



SCORING GUIDE: WORK CATEGORIES

Categories are listed below.

00 = NO RESPONSE

RKH13'
PARTS A,B,C,D
405045:-1234

o
a

01 = PUBLIC LEADERSHIP - Prior to 1940 =: Names field
Civil Rights, Indian Warrior, Indian Chief

02 = PUBLIC LEADERSHIP - Prior to 1940 - Names Contribution
`Gives a specific act

03_ PUBLIC LEADERSHIP -.Aft& 1940 - Names Field

.

04 = PUBLIOLEADERSHIP - After 1940 - Names Contribution
Gives a specific act

a.

05 = SPORTS Fit eneraLdesignat on or
Organizer

07 = ENTERTAINER.- (general - on T. V.)

08 = ACTOR, ACTRESS

Y.

09

10

11

12

13

= COI4EDIAN, COMEDIENNE

= SINGER

= ,MUSICIAN ON. INSTRUMENT - Mainly EnteFtains

= ARTS (Composer, Painter, Efulptor,
Opera Singer, Symphony Performers)

= AUTHOR, WRITER, POET

205
224



SCORING GUIDE: WORK CATEGORIES (convt)
0 .

. ..
Categories are listed below.

RKH13
PARTS A,B,C,D
405045-1234

17 = NATURAL SCIENCE (Geology, Biology, Agriculture, Conservation)

. - - ,

18 = OTHER SCIENCES (Engineeiing, Math, Chemistry,
Physics, Medical, Social)

..--/

20 = EDUCATION

21 BUSINESS, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT

22 = RELIGION

-----23--=-Wriiii.44-i, Lawyer. Policeman)

24 gel U. S. MILITARY

.1.

.

25 = COMMUNICATIONS (Newspaper Reporter or Writer,
Radio or T. V. News Broadcasteri, Photographers, etc.)'

26 = LABORER

27 EXPLORER )

58" . UNVERIPIED.NAME
...

I
59 = UNACCEPTABLE NAME OR WORK;CATEGORY

f

I.

1

v

.

4206 225

.
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, SCORING GUIDE: INDIAN AMERICANS

Categories are listed below.

02

oa

04

05

4 06

07

08

10

.11.

12

13

14

15

'16

17

18

19

20

RKH13A
PART A
405045-1234

.

.

Crispus Attacks

Black Hawk

Cochise

21

22

23

=

=

=

Jim Thorpe

Red Cloud

Chief Logan (Iroquois, N.Y.)

,= Crazy Horse 24 = Chief James Logan (Indiana,
PoUght in War of 1812)

= Geronimo 25 = Massasoit

= 'Hiawatha 26 = Samoset
)

= Chief Joseph 27 = Cher *ono

= Montezuma 28 = Johnny Cash

v- Pocahontas 29 = Ira Hayes

b Pontiac
.

30 =
,

Isi

= Will Rogers 31 = Burt Reynolds

= Sacaqawea 32 - Red Fox

=

=

Baty Ste. Marie

Sequoia

33

34

=
.

Chief Dan George,

Maria Tallchief

=: Jay Silverheels (Tonto)

= 'shitting Bull' 96 = Other Verified-Hales

= Sonny Sixkiller 97 = Verified Groups (Not Tribes)

*

= Squanto 99 = Unverified Names
. .

= Tecumseh 99 = Verified unacceptable Names

. , I

,



RKH138
PART B

'Categories are listed below.

01 = Hank Aaron

12 = Ralph Abernathy

03 = Muhammed Ali (C. Clay)

04. = Louis Armstrong

05 = Crispus Attucks

06 = Pearl Bailey

07 = James, Baldwin

08 = Ernie Banks

09 = Count Basie

10 =. Harry Blafonte

4 = Nat King Cole

25 = Bill Cosby

SCORING GUIDE: BLACK AMERICANS

45. = Sonny Liston

50 = Joe Louis

. 26 = Curly Neil (Globetrotters)

7 Angela Davis

28 =' Sammy Da: is, Jr.

29 = Fredirick Douglass

30 = Duke Ellington

31 = Charles dedgar Evers

32 = Ella Fitzgerald ;

.33 = Aretha Franklin

34 = Joe Frazier

35 = Marvin Gaye

11 -- Bobby .Bell 36 = Althea Gibson
. ':

12 = .Vida.Blue ° 37 = Bob Gibson

13 = Julian Bond 38 = Roosevelt Grier

14 = Edward Brooke 39 = Bob Hayes

15 = H. Rap Brown 40 = Jimi Hendrix,

16 = James Brown"(Singer). 41- = Lena 'Horne

17 = James Brown (Sports/Actor) 42 = Langston Hughes

18 = Stokley Carmichael 43 = Kareem Jabbar (Alcindor)

20 George'N. Carver . 45 = Jesse Jackson

21 =- Hilt Chamberlain 46 = Mahalia Jackson

22 = Ray Charles 47 = Leroy Kelly

'23 = EldridgeCleaver 48 = Martin Lather King
,..

405045-1234

r----fg--= Dianne Cirroll 44 = Name-any -Jacison-Five



RKH138
PART B
405045-1234

SCORING GUIDE: BLACK AMERICANS (con* t.)

Categories are listed below:

51

-52

53

54

55

56

57.

58

59

60

61'

62

63

64

65

66

67

'68

A

= Johhny Mathis 76 = Flip Wilson

= Mays 77 = Malcolm

= Meadowlark Lemon 78 Whitney Young
(Globetrotters)

= Greg Norris 79 = Shirley Cbisolm-

= Jesse Owens 80. _st _Phyllis Wheatley

= 'Sidney Poitier
r

81 = Clarence Williams, r/I

= .Adam Clayton Powell 82 = Stevie Wonder

= Charlie' Pride 83 = Beniamin.Banniker

= Willis Reed 84 = Ralph Bunche'

.=- Crank Robinson 85 = W.E. B. DuBois

= JaCkie Robinson 86 = Redd Poxx

.= 'Diana Ross 87 = Dick Gregory

= 'Wilma Rudolph 88 = Lloyd Haynei

= Bill Russell 89 = Huey Newton

= Gale Sayers 90 = Dred Scott

=' O. J. Simpson 91 = Bobby Seale

= Bubba Smith 92 = Nat Turner

= Jimmy Smith 93 = Handy Wilson

69 = Willi Starlierl-

70 = Carl Sto es

71 = Otis Taylor

72 = Harriett Tubma

73 = Dionne Wirwick

74 = "-Booker T. Washington

75 = Roy Wilkins

94--=Robecto-clemente

96 = Other Verified Names

97 = Verified Small Groups

98 = Unverified Names

99 = Verified Unacceptable Names



SCORING GUIDE: ORIENTAL AMERICANS

Categories are listed below.

01 = Harold Sakata (Oddlob) 126 = Charles L. Leong

02 = John Aiso 27 = Chin Y. Lee

03, = Manuel Bauken 28 = Wing Luke

04 = Dr. K. K. Chien 29 = Lisa Lu
4

05 = Theodore Chien 30 = Mike M.'Masaoka

06 =' Charlie Chu 31 = .4asuo Matsui

07 = Prank Chuman 32 = Patsy Mink

08 = Dr. Frank Co-Tui

09 = .Hiram Fong

10 = Xdm Porto 35 = Sadao Munermori

11 = Tom Fun/yang 36 = Dr. Hideyo Noguchi

12 = Lue Gfmgong. 37 = Isamu Noquchi

13 = Samuel I. Hayakawa 38 = Ieoh Ming Pei

14 = Sessue Hayakawa (ictor) 39 - Masaow Satow

15. = Yoshi Hayasak 40 = Monica Sone

16 = Don Ho 41 = Dr. Dwight T. Suzuki

17 = NiiIraM"HOttigawa-- 42 = Pat Suzuki

18 = James Ong Howe. v., 43 = Goro Suzuki

19 = Irving Huie '44 = Niit Taka

45 ----Jokich4-Vakamine--

21 = Johnny Kan . 46 = Larry Taliri

22 = Saburo Kido 47 = Shinkichi Taliri

23 = Dong Kingman 4$ = Vincent Taliri

24 = Uasuo Funiyoshi 49 = Dr. Kiyo Tomiyasu

25 = Ben Kuroki 50 = Sammee Tong

RKH13C
PART C
405045-1234

33 = Dr. Scott Miyakawa

34 .A Gen. Rilario Camino Moncadeo

210
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RKH13C
PART C

SCORING GUIDE:

Categories are listed below.

405045-1234
ORIENTAL AMERICANS (con't.)

51 = Kiyoshi 61 = Chi Cheng

-52 = Jade Snow Wong 62 = Nancy Moan

53 = Shirley Yamaguchi 63 = Tokyo. Rose

54 = To-Jo Yamanto .

55 = ligoro Yamasaki 96 Other verified- Names

56 .= C. K. Yang 97 Verified Small Groups

57 = Minoru Yasui 98 = Unverified Names

58 a Victor Sen Yung 99 = Verified Unacceptable Names

59 = Lin Yutang

60 = Zulu

e '
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SCORING

01 = Santos Alomar
, .

02 = Luis Alvarado

03 = Felipe klou

04 '= Jesus Alou

05 = Natty klou

06 = Luio Aparicio

/07 = Desi Arnaz

08 = Gistava Avila

09 = Romano .Bannuellos

10 = J6se.Cardenal.

, 11 = Leo Cardenas

-12 = rod Carew

13 = R'co Carty .

14 = P ul Casanovas

1

15 = Orlando Cepeda

16 = GiIorge Chakiris

17 = Cesar Chavez

18 = Ro erto Clemente

19 = Daid Concepcion

1

20 = Coronado

22 = Mile Cuellar_

23 = Xavier Cuqat

24 = Ti for Davalillo

25 = Ponce-de Leon

26 = De oto

GUIDE: SPANISH minims

1116113D

PART D
405045-1234

27 = Jose Feliciano

28 = Rawl Fernandez

29 = ..Jose Ferrer

30 = Carlos P. Garcia

31' = Gebrge Garcia

32 = Gil Garrido

33 = Henry Gonzales

34 = Pancho (Richard) Gonzales

35 = Jack Hernandez
f
',

36 = Joe Kapp

37 = cOco Laboy

38 = Fernando Lamas

39 = Mircelino Lopez

.40 = ,auan Marichal

41 = Jose'Martinez

42.= Felix Milian

43 = Ricardo Montalban

44 = Mario Moreno ;

45 = Rita Moreno

46 = Manuel Rota (Geronimo)
.

47 = Ivan :Murrell

48 = Narvaez

49. = Pedro Oliva

50 = Tony Perez

51 = Milciades Olivo
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kiCH13D .

PART.D
405045-1234.

SCORING GUIDE:" SPANISH AMERICANS (con't)

'Categories are listed below.

52 = Orlando Pena 71 = Trini Lopez

53 = Roberto Cesar Pena 72 = Jose Pagan
. .

54 = Tony Perez, 73 = Anthony Quinn

55 = Juan Pizzaro = gim Plunkett

56 it Eliezer Risco 75 = Joseph Montgya

57 '= Manny Sanguillbn 76 = Reies Lopez Tijerina

58 = Santana Brothers 77 = Herman Padilla

59 = Pablo Sequi 78 = Cesar Romero

61 = Jose Torres

62 = Lee Trevino 96 = Other Verified/ Names

63 .= Pecundo. Valdez 97 = 'Verified Small Groups

64 = Luis _Valdez 98 =
O

Unyerified Names,

65 =. Joan Baex 99 = Verified Unacceptable Names

66 = Vicki Carr'

Alehandro Reyes
.

6$ = Raoul Castro
(Lawyer-Ambassador)

69 Linda Cristall

70 = Tony Gonzalez

Acceptable: Named two American Indians, part A.
Named three Black Americans, part B.
Named two OrientakAmericane, part C.
Named two Seanish-30ahing Americans, part D.

.12!13 232



When Columbus sailed across the Atlantic, would he have been

able to do the following things at about that time in hjstory?

C.. Would he have been able to read a painted boo.kr

IM Yes

c= No -

p 1 don'ts know.

D. Wotild he have been able to travel fifty miles an hour?

:= Yes
No

:= I don't know.

#4USPOS64234

.013.1!4

1

9- 40$009. 4.2,3,4
.
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Release V:

NAEP V:

Theme: .

Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

UKH14.
RKH14

405005-1234

KNOWLEDGE.
History..

Air. HIVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE HIJOR IDEAS 1110

CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
E. "Understand some of the major historical

developments. 1.*

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Bode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

a

Overlaps 9 13 17 . Agglt
Package-Exercise; 02-10 03-10 08-14 07-19
National P-value: .

UKH14A 58.29 62.83 55.43 62.55
UKH148 90.90 91.88 98.77 97.53
RKH4C 48.91 56.64 54.11 60.81
RKH140 82.53 86.69 85.36 90.46

Timing; (in seconds)
Introduction: 11 1d 10 10

UKH14A Stimulus: 6 6 6 6

, UKH14A Response: 30 15 16

UKH14A Total: 44 29 29
UKH14B Stimulus: 6 7 6 6'

UK H148 ResppAse:
UKH148 Total:

30
41

.16
27

16
25

*
*

iltH14C Stimulus: 7 7 7 7

RKH14C Response:
RKH14C Total:

30
47

15
27

16
26

*
*

RKH140 Stimulus: 7 7 7 7

Rxg140 Response:
RKH140. Total:

30
45

16
30

15
28

*
*

t
Exercise Total: 188 123 118 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

215
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,

When Columbus sailed across the Atlantic, would he have been

able tttdo the following things at about that time in history?
Is .

..1

ONO

. 0.
A. Would he have been able to send a telegraph message? .

I 0.
0.
..s,o Yes ..,.

swo No
, ..

....
. 0.

o I don:t know. ...
.0.
. I
um,

C. Would he have been able to determine directions with a compass? - . -.0
, .

O M

EM

4. Yes ..,.
amoo No -
-.0
-.0
..,.

, . ..
- o I don't know. OM

mt

4135041!.:1231.1

'MIS

M±-4

.,

9-403041-1.2.3.4

i
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Release A:

NM. #:

Theme:
Subtheme:

objective:

subobjective:

,RKH15
UKB15

405048 -1234

Ili

KNOWLEDGE.
History,

, )

IV. HAW KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO. THE -MAJOR IDEAS AND \
°W,FCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

E. Understand some of the major historical
developments.

Eiercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration tiode:

.Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text 0

Overlap: 9 13 17 Adult'
Package- Exercise: 04-14 07-06. 02-02 01-03
National P-value:

RKH1SA 78.55 96.59 97.97 96.25
UKH1513 19,46 34.84 45.57 38.81
RKH15C 63.40 74.78 74,66 65.52
UKH15D 86.04 95.65 96.33 92.46

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction:

RKH15A Stimulus:
10
6

10
6

9
6

9
6

.; 41(615A Response: 31 16 15
RKH15A Total: 46 30 3.0 *

UKH15B Stimulus:' 7 .7 7 7

UKH1513 Response: 29 t5- 15
UKH1513 Total: 42 '27 26 *
RKH15C Stimulus:" 7 7 8 7

RKH15C Response: 30 15 15 , *

RKH15C Total: 47 27 27 *
UKH15D Stimulus: 9

9
8 8

UKH15D Response: 29 15 15 *

UKB15D Total: 43 3,1 29
Exercise Total: 188 125 121 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

O
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...

7

What is the name.of
f
theiniernational organization established after

the Second World War for the maintenance of world peac"e?

.

The United Nations

cb The League of Nations

o The Commonwealth of Nations

The Internatiotlal Labor Organization

cm I don't know..

,

...

4 NO
8 . WO

GIS

OM

1417233S-234, filla
or

RKH 17
=
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WM
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4
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Release RKH17

NAEP A: 405035-234

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: History.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: E. Understand some of the malor historical
developments.

O.

Exercise' Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Node: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap: 13 17 Adult
Package-Exercise: 03-18 04-0 06-17
National P.- value:

RKH17 67.15 69.74. 80.81

* Timing:" (in seconds) .

RKH17 Stimulus:
RKH17 '7 Response:
RKH Total:

20
'6

36 .

18 .

7
35

,

-19,

*

*Time not limited by paced tape.

4
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1

4

Which one of the following is the MAJOR goal of the United

Nations?

4:=:. To fight disease

. To maintain peace

c= To spread democracy

cz) To fight the Communists

c=, I don't know.

i:,

406009- 1234

RI14113

1 9.406009.412 3 .4

4

.

.
..
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Release 1: RKH18

NAEP 1: 406009-1234

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: History,

.

Objective: IV, HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEViNT TO. THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: F. Understand. some of the characteristics of the
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of the,United_States.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machinb .

Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap: 9 13 17 Adllt
Package-Exercise: 01-04 04-11 01-13 02-07
National P-value: ...

RKH18 46.85 76.45 41.76 88.46

Tiniing: (in seconds) .

RKH18 Stimulus: 13 '15 14 12
RKH18 Response: 37 > 6 5 1*

. RKH18 Total: 61 32 30 *

*Time not limited. .by paced tape.

I4s
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u ml ...
um, .

IIM
'IM

IIM
- Below are listed four of the many jobs that are done in a city.

IIM
IIM Which one of the jobs is done by the health department?
IIM

=10 = Selling food
IIMI (t=0 Directing traffic. P.I
OW

so = Putting out fires.
MO

A= an Inspecting restaurants
MO.
A=
=I

..C=0 I don't know. ,

. .

..
1

... IWO I....
...

MOIIM

MIN

A= i
CDOD

MID

CDCIDMIN =CD 4IIM
ho

aDMb
A= CD
MOP -OD CID
em ' CID

90200f-1

g

2.11
222
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Release R:

-NAEP -4:-

Theme:
Subtheme:

RKPO1

402008-1

KNOWLEDGE.
Political science.

Objective: IV. RAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE na OR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL:SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: B. Understand some of the major elationships
involving culture, the group, and the = lf.

ubobjective: P. Understand some of the. characteristi of the
major systems of government, particul rly the
political system. of the United States.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

multiple choice
machine
Group
Text

Overlap: 9

Package-Exercise: 02-04 -

Natiohal P-value:
RKPO1 35.92

Tithing: (in seconds)
RKPO1 Stimulus: 17
RKPO1 Response: , 35
RKPO1 Total: . 63

212
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OM

MEI

i
am
... =, I don't know.

am
fa. .
am / ,
am
an -.... (
IIMID

latm ..

,

%

In a court, which one of the following has the job of makingsure

. that the trial is fair and run according to the rules?

No The judge

=, The lawyer

c= The jury

c=) The person on trial

41Ine

am
am .
NM

IIIMP I

IIIMP

Gni

IMO

41313010 I

RKPEI2

9.406010

4

4

22 I)
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--Release --RKPO2

WARP W:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective: 1y.

Suboblective: F.

4060104

4.

O

KNOWLEDGE.
Political science:

HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL 'SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the characteristics of
major systems of government, particularly
political system of the United States.

Exefcise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimuluk Type: Text

Overlap:
-Padkage-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKPO2

Timing: (in seconds)
RKPO2 Stimulus:
RKPO2 Response:
RKPO2 Total: °

9

02-12

2

16
33
60

225. 214
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e

1

The head of government in the United States is the Ptesidene

Which one of the following is usually the head of goIernmene

in a town?

The mayor

c=k The governor

c=k The chief of police

c=k The schoaprincipal

=0 I don't know.

413151322- I

WPM

COCO
CEDCED
CDCD
CDCD
CDCD

CD
CD

CD

- 9:406022.1
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Release A:

NAEP A:-

Theme:
_ Subtheme:

t

Objective:*
\ ,

ubobjecti e:

- RKPO3

406022-1 -

'KNOWLEDGE. _

-Political science.

a

HATE KNOWLEDGE ReLEAANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.
Understand some of the charaCteristics of the
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of the United States.

Exercise Type
Scoring Ttpe:\
Administration\Mode:
Stimulus Type: \

Overlap:'
Package-Exercise:1
National P-Italue:\

RKP03.

?idling: (in seconds)
-RKPO3 Stimulus:
RKPO3 Response:
RKPO3 Total:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

.

-

03 -01

57.54

15
34
61

227 216



.. Whickone of the following is MOST interested in studying
* I - .

ft= government organization, powers, and functions?
=NO

IMO
4M

4:= An economist
..1..

> c= A geographer .

I

?..141

,
If 4:= An historianOm

, ° in A political' scientist
, \

. . o I ((poi know.. .,

..

I/
1111 *

OM , rt

,

1111*

OWN

4 4I
Mal 11

r
.0

I
-_1I

i40 11:1134-234

moI
.I1I

GI=

..

9.401004.2,3,4
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<

t
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DO NOT TURN THE PAGE
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Release V:

NM V:

RKPO4

401004=.234.

Theme; - itiOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: - Political science. 4

'

Objeciive: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT -TO THE MAJOR IDEAS., AND
. CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suhohlective: mUnderstand soMe of the distinctive modes of
inquiry (questions. and approaches) of social
scientists.

Exercise Type:
Sco ;ing Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
loacfcaqe.:Exercise:
National P-value:

/ RKPO4

/

Multiple chdice
Machine,
Group
Text

firtinq: (in seconds)
RKPO4 Stimulus:
RKPO4 Response:

i

PKPO4 Total:

:*Time not limited by paced tape.

13 - Aduli
02-13 09-04_ .07-14

49.46 71,64 /74.27

17 14 15
23 24
52 49

1



MI

Consider each of the following laws and decide which level of

government (federal, state, or local) would be MOST likely Co

pass it. Fill in the oval beside "Federal government" if the federal

government ifould pass it, the oval beside "State government" if

a state government would pass it, or the oval'beside "Local gov-

ernment" if a local government would pass it. If you do not know

the answer, fill in the oval beside "I don't know."

A. Which one of the following would MOST likely pass an act

to set up a central university with branches in several cities?
.

cD Federal government

alo State government

cD Local government

cD I don't know.

1

B. Which one of the foll'owing would MOST likely pass an act

to raise the rates for sending letters through the mail?

, \a. Federal government

4:=) State geverriment

cD Local government

cp I don't know.

4051:135-234

RKPOEI

.9.406035.2,3,4
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1 4, .

be

,

(Continued) -

C. Which one of the following would MOST likely pass an act

to lower taxes on goods coming into the country?

*

as Federal government

o State government

o Local government

e

O' I don't know.

.

D. Which one of the following would MOST likely pass ail -act -

to increase garbage collection service?

= Federal government

= State government

as Local government

o I don't know.

4051335 -234

RKPOB

Ms

1

b

,-

9. 4060354,3A
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Release'li:

)IAEP 11:.

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

RKPO8

406035-234

.:.

.KNOWLEDGE. , .

Political science.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE WW1 IDEAS AND
-C6NCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

F. Understand some of the characteristics of the
. major systems of government, pagtacularly the

political system o* the United States.

Exercise TYpft
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKP08A
RKPO8B
RKZO8C
'RKPO8D

Multiple choice
Machine
Gr.oup
Text ,

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction:

EMMA Stimulus:
RKPOSA Response:
RKPOSA Total:
RKPO8B Stimulus:
RKPO8B Response:
RKPO8B -Total:
RKPO8C Stimulus:
RKPO8C Response:
RKPO8C Total:
RKPO8D Stimulus:
RKPO8D Response:
RKPO8D Total:

Exercise Total:

*Time not limited by paced tape.

\

13
l '_12_,_ Mat

. 05-12 02-14 03-15

11.34 83.75 79.11
71.68 89.82 95.02
73.43 89.37 91.47
77.05 91.45 91,79

34 34 34
14 14 , t2'*

18 17 *

37 : 36 *
12 13 11
17 18 *
34 29 *
12 13 11

17 14 *
34, 34 *
12 12 11

.16 17 *

36 38 *
175 171 *,

232 25 1
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If a citizen of the United States wants to find a statement of

his civil rights, in which one of the following should he look?

(=> In the Bible

on In the Constitution

.(=> In the Articles of Confederation

(=> In the Declaratio. n.of Independence

(=> I. don't know.

413110138-734

RKPE1

- '7 9.406006 -2,3,4
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.Release A:

NAEP A:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:.

Subobjfctive:

RKPO9

406006-234

KNOWLEDGE:
Political science.

I

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJORaIDEASAND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENT7STS.

P. Understand some of the characteristics of the
mdlor systems of government, particularly the
political systeM of the United States.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode: -

Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
PackageExercise:
National'P-value:

RKPO9

Multiple choiCe
Machine
Group,
Text

Timing: (in seconds)
RKPO9 Stimulus:
RKPO9 Response:
RKPO9 Total:

*Time not limited by paced tape.

13 17 ,daft
07 -16 , 05-06 06-11

63.28 83.92. 78.23

234 "253

18
32
59

,18

31'
59
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\IMO s
.as

ar O M \. MO
The Supreme Court\8.14 riled that it is untonstitiitional to require

mp,
MO prayer and formal reigious instruction in public schools.

=II
MO \

mis ^ Which one of the following was the'basis for its decision?

=II \
=II

SIN
IS $:=D The requirements 1,4olated the right to freedom of speech,

.
MO

OM \ .

4. CD Theie was strong pressure put on the Supreme Court by
certain religious mitiorities.Ma

M

am
=No Religious exercises vy.?lated the principles of the separation

of church and state.441.

4m,

'gm cz) Every moment of the valuable' school time was needed to -
prepare students to earn allying-.MO

am
gm .

(= I don't know..... I ,

\

". L 14

!MI
OM

MM

MO ,
as
IMO

MM

as
as

:
as
as
....
.... - VEDOSa4
..... MCP 11

4=,
MO

UM a) i=
all 4=:)1=1

CDCM=MO

4=, C©©
IM 4=:Y=1

0:=IMO

Cr)
I -D CM
I Em CM

9.406005.3.4
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Release 1: RRP11

NAEP #: 406005-34

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: Political science.

Oblective: IY. HAVE KNOWLEDGE 'RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Suboblective: P. Understand. some of the characteristics of the
malor systems of government, particularly the-

.
poi/tidal system of the United States.

zlcurct6f-Irlpt. aultOTEendice
Scoring Type: . Machine
idministration.Mode: Group
Stimulus Type": Text

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKP11

Timing: (in seconds)
RKP11 "Stimulus:
RKP11 - Response:
RKP11 Total:

49'ime not limited by'pacedtape.

236

1

255

17 Adult
09-07 03-23

48.80 52.32

35 32
33
78 *



V

Which one of the following has the power to declare an act of 1

Congress unconstitutional?

cD The Congress

cD The President

on The United States Supreme Court

4:= The United States Department of Justice,

lee

0
...... - m ... =MI

t

4:= I don't know.

Me

t . . li .
I

.
.

1106019-271

MCP 13

9-406019.2,3,4

237
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Release 1:

NAEP

Theme:
sub+heme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

RKP13

400019-244

\
-

KNOWLEDGE.
Political science.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP\SOCIAL SCIENTISTS..

F. Understand some of the characteristics of the
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of the United States.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
A-dmiTristrattorr-Hode":---.Gr011ip-
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:

Text

17 Adult
Package-Exercise:

_11
\ 02-18 06-22

National P-value:
RKP13 . '34.84 70.93 61.85

Timing: seconds).(in
RK1,13 Stimulus: 16 15 16

RKP13 Response: 24 24 *
RKI,13 Total: .51 50

*Time not liMited by paced tape.



\,

.

I

. .

In the United States which one of the following-men is elected

to office?

MP A United States Senator
1-1= The United States Secretary of State
i

cD A United States Supreme Court Justicf
I

C:D The United States Ambassador to Great Britain
1

1

.

cRi I don't know.
I

I

tosa I 1.-234
RKP I 6. ,

CM000
CM=
00D

(r)
CD
tED
CD

, 9.446011-2,3.4
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11411
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Release It

NA EP

Theme:.
Subtheme:

'Objective:

Suboblective:

'RKP16

406011-2.34

KNOWLEDGE.
political science.

-/V. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

P. Understand some of the characteiiitics of the
malor systeks of government, particularly the
political system of the United States.

Exercise 'Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:'

Multiple choice
Machine

. Group
Text

Overlap: _13__ 17 Adult
Package-Exercise: 07-02 08-12 07-04
National P-value:

RKP16 73.69 81.4.4 89.69

Timing: (in seconds)
RKP16 -Stimulus: 18 17 17
R15.P16 Response: 20. 22 *

= RKP16 Total: 48 50

*Time not limited by paced tape.

240. -
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a a

.1

Theresidential candidate for ep,ch major political party is

formally nominated by which one of the follo'Wing?

1

f=:. The Senate.

. 4=11 A national primary
. .

4111 Anational convention

4=:t The: House of Representatives

4=:t I don't know.

1 '-'

t

47 4131012-234

RK1117.

9-4'06012.2 3 4

a

;

/

.
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ye
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Release V:

WARP #:'

RKP17

406012-234

v.

Theme: KNOWLEDGE. ,

Subtheme: Political science.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO 'ME MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: F. Understand some of the characteristics of the
major systems of government, partitularly the
political system of theUnited States.,.

o.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
StimUlus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

Overlap: - 13 .

A ..,

17 Adult
Package-,Exercise: 01-09" 05-11 . 02-19
National P- value:

.
1 RKP17 1705 48.51 59.66

..
\ .

Timinqgtan sconds) \
RKP17 Stimulus:: 17 17 16
RKP17 Response: 4 5 *

,RKP17 Total: 32 .31 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

2.12

261
O



The ballot below was used in a gener;a1 election. Look at the ballot

to'answer the questions on this and tL folloWing two pages.

OFFICES

1

LEGISLATIVE

,
.1

COUNTY

. .

SENATOR
IN CONGRESS

(vote for one)

REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS

..
(vote for one)

i
r

,
6)1INCILMAN

(vote for two)

TAX ASSESSOR

(vote for one)

DEMOCRATIC),-

.

Alan IF.

KI K
John G.

SMITH

.

/
I

Mar/ tha G.

DAVIS

Peter V.

MOSS

.

REPUBLICAN).-

.

/

iJames M.

/ONES

Mary

OCONNOR

John

1 RICHARDS

1

i

Michael M.

MERWIN

Joseph L.

LASKI

A. If you wanted to vote for Kirk for senator, could you also vote

for 0' 1onnor for member of/the Ikuse of Representatives?

Yes

o No

o I don't now.

406D 17 .-34

R143113

:3,4,

FI-1:ASII GO ON TO "11 oc11; Nir PAGE.

243
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- . 1

(Continued)

B. Could you vote for both Davis and Moss for councilman?

4ID Yes

cp No

CD I don't know.

C. Could you vote for both Davis and Merwin foi councilman?

as Yes

cp No

cp I don't know.

4111.

D. If you were registered as a member of the Democratic Party,

could you vpte for Laski for tax assessor?

Yes'

cp No

cp I don't know.

*

40513 F7-34

MP le

- 244

9 -4 0 60 i 7.3 ,4

LPLEASE TURN THE PAGE.
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\

.

I

,

(Continued).

E. Could you vote for both Kirk and Jones for senator?

..

404011- 3al
RIP te

9 .4 0 60 1 7.3 ,4

o Yes
,..o No

o I don't know.
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Release 4:

NAEP 1:

RKP18

406017-34

Theme: KNOWLEDGE.
Subtheme: Political science.

Objective: IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Subobjective: F. Understand, some of the characteristics of the
major systems of government, particularly the
political system of the United States.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:.
Packa:4e-Exercise:
National P-value:

RKP18A
RKP18B
RKp18C
RKP18D
RKP18E

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
.Text/Sample Ballot

_17__ AAglt -

'04-04 01-15

72.80 74.42
83.15 74.09
73.57. 70.64
62.59 69.68
90.05 90.20

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction: 15 15

RKP181. Stimulus: 12 12
RKP18A Responde: 16
RKP18A Total: 36
RKP18B Stimulus: 8 8
RKP18B Response: 16 *

RKP18B Total: . 29 *

RKP18C Stimulus: 8 8
RKP18C Responde: 16 *.

RKP18C Total: 29 *
RKP18D Stimulus: 10 11

RKP18D Response: 16 *

RKP18D Total: 31
RKP18E Stimulus: 8 8
RKP18E Response: 15 *

RKP18E Total: 30 *

Exercise Total: 170 *

*Tille not limited by paced tape.



c

Bob and Tom are playing. They have three balls, a game, and some

other toys. But both Bob and Tom want to.play with the same

ball and they do not want to play together. So they begin to fight.

Which one of the following is the problem here?

1:= There are not enough toys.
..

.
o Bob and Tom should be working, not playing.

o Bob and Tom should watch television instead.

mr Bob and Tom don't know how to shari their toys.

o I don't know.

21:11000-1

Rt1219

CDCD0=
COCO
CDC=

CD
CO
CD
CD

9.201008.4
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a.

Release t:

NhEP S:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Subobjective:

RKP19

201008-1

KNOWLEDGE.
Political science.

I/..USi ANALYTIC-SC/ENT/P/C PROCEDURES EFFECT/MY.
A. identify and define problems and issues.

Exercise Type: 'Multiple
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap:

choice

Package-Exercise: 02-08
National P-value:

RKP19 92.41

Tihinh: (in seconds)
RKP19 Stimulu4 35
RKP19 Response: 44
RKP19 Total: 91

Fs

248
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r.

Why does every society have rules and regulations?

.

v.%

1

41.12000-234

RICP21

94020062,3,4
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Release 4:

NIEP 4:

'Theme:
Subtheme:

. Objectives

Subobjective:

Subobjectives

RKP21,

402006-234
.

KNOWLEDGE..
Political science.

r 4,

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE
CONCERNS OP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

B. Understand some of the major relationships
involving culture, the group, and the self. .

F. Understand some- of the characteristics Of the
major systems of °government, particularly the
political system of the United States. ,

MAJOR IDEAS AND

Exercise Type:
,Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlaps

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Text

.,

13 17 Ad=

1

Package-Exercise: 04-22 12-17 0.4-15

National P-value:
RKP21-01 67.03- 83.65 '68.59

TiMings (in seconds)
RKP21 Stimulus: 5 5 5

RKP21 Response: 185 85 *

'RKP21 Total: 190 90 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

.
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RKP21
402006-234

SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

= NO RESPONSE

10.= TO MAINTAIN ORDER (PREVENT DISORDER) OR FACILITATE ORGANIZATION

Age 13 So that everyone would be well organized and not be--
disorganized (starting riots and yelling and throwing
things).

rflie didn't. then there would be complete chaos.
To keep order in their community.'
To keep society in order. So. they w ill' li sten to the

leader. 0

So that people don't get out-of hand. re you don't have
rules people wouldn't know what was right and wrong.

Age 17 So they will be more organized, and they will have order.
So they can keep things under control. It would get out of

hand without them..
So that you will keep the society in one piece.
To keep everything under control and in good working order.
To have something to follow when they-geein a lam. ,

A society has rules' and regulations so that people can be
controlled in a reasonable manner. This of -course
doesn't mean that the people should be unordinarily
suppressed by.the government.

Each society hat rules and regulations in order to keep a
certain amount of order. ,Without some kih2 of- order,
things would all ció as they please and our society would
simply collapse.

AdultA To keep order.
Society could not fuhction without them. There would be
chaos and we would return to the jungle and/or stone age.

Rulei and regulations-are needed to have less confusion on
how and what to do.

11 = TO PROTECT FREEDOM, LIBERTVOR JUSTICE

Age 1.1 To make rules in the world so theY have freedom.
So they can keep justice. 4

So everyone and their rights will be protected.
Age 17 So it can be run farely.

To protect the innocentfand to improve living conditions.
Adults In any society there are a few who would infringe upon the

right of the majority. To govern .the conduct of the, few
is the' purpose of rules and regulations.

So that everyonS's right are not violated. Civil and moral
rights.

251
270



RKP21
402006-234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

1Z = TO PROTECT LIFE AND/OR,PROPERTY

Age-13 To keep the society at as much peace as they
.e

can.
Because people can be dishonest. Rules are needed in
society to control some `people.

Because if there were no rules it wouldn't be safe to walk
the streets that's why thereai rules.

Aqe 17 To help cut down on crime rates. Or in other words, to
help protect the people in a society.

So the people don''t kill each other or rob others property.
For the benefit and'protection of yourself and others.

Adults For maintaining some harmony and peace within a society.
1 To keep law and order lust as the universe is regulated.

For people to, use as a guide line so they'May live with-
. stheir fellow man more peacefully.
Everyone should observe rules and regulations .otherwiqe

there would be no law and order.,

13 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Sp people will know light from wrong.
To punish the wrong doers. a ,

So people know what they can do and what they can't do.
Age' 17 So everyone lives according to certain standards.

There would be standards and laws to live by without such
claws, the society will collapse.

Adults 1) Rules commonly agreed upon and enforced make others
actions predictable..therefore afford security. 2) Rules
assure that ney generations which are taught those rules
can be assimilated by the society. 3) - Rules, enfotcec4
protect the majority of the society from a minority who
would disruptthe commonly agreed on standard.

In order to'keep-the-society running smoothly. . You have to
have a set of raes(and-requlations set .up kind-4g-as la

set ,of boundaries as to how far each and every perSon has
to abide by to keep the group from getting out of hand.

So that the people can have:some-type of system to follov
and be governed by.

I

14 = TO PREVENT FRICTION: IFETTLE DISPUTES. KEEP PEOPLE FROM
BOTHERrNG EACH OTHER t 4

Aqe 13

Age 1
Adults.

a.

To help pepal get along together.
So the people get along better.
No samples given.
No samples given.
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1

Categories and sample responses are listed below.
t.

RKP21
402006-234

'20 = STATES RESULTS OP RULES AND.REGULATIONS, NOT REASON FOR HAVING
THEN

Age 13 So the society will be a better place to live in.
Every society has rulers cause they'want there society to
'be the best.

To mikeJt more 'good for their society.
To try to have .a better place to live in.

Age 17' To o-have a better city.'.
To make life better.

Adults . No,samples.given.

24 RULES ARE UNNFCESSARY OR' INEFFECTIVE

Age 13 I don't know. I don't think many of them are lust. People
should. dot, be governed by such brdad and general class
iws. A-person loses his identity in the world in such

an environment. Public schools do this to me.
Age 11 People have rules and regulations because they think it

will prevent crimes, but all it does is drivie it
:underground, making it harder to catch the criminals.

Adults No samples given.

/8_ = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Because if they didn't it would do some
To keep the States from fighting.
Bectitse'someone might not agree with a suggestion.

AWE 17 So they can folldw them and not have a bad_ organization.
If they didn't this trill probably get more people to r
loin.

So a member can be considered a regular member and so the
member has to participate in the activities.

Because the rich want to own everybody. The rich want to
have everybody pay homage to them.

Adults In order to have any type of .club or anything rite r -mustf
have rules to govern anything.

To keep certain people in or oW.
Every society must have rules to govern themselves by.

29' = I DON'T KNOW

253
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L.

Suppose a friend of yours says children wiih.black hair and blue eyes are smarter

than others.

a

A. Tell me what you think about this.
dr

r

4...0,

r
. Mb

... . MI,.
MI

/
/

of t

(If respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go
to next exercise. . . . ..

If response is given, go to B.)
......

B. Why do you feel the way you do?

(Stop if no response is given in 10 seconds)
.
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Release t: RSIOI

NAER 1: 205013-1

40

Theme: SKILLS.
Subtheme: 1 Interpreting information.

Oblecttve: ' II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Suboblective: E. Detect. logical errors, unstated assumptions, and

unwarranted assertions: question unsupported
. generalizations: -are aware of. the complex nature

,

.
of social causation and understand that the .

.. .: sequence or relationship does not necessarily
imply causation.

Oblectivel V. HAVE A, REASONED COMMITMENT TO THE VALUES THAT
. . SUSTAIN A FREE SOCIETY. .

SubOblective: B. Believe in the freedoms of the first Amendment and
can juStif their belief.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
AdniinistratiOn Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Short answer
Semi - Professional.
Individual.
Audio-Verbal

Overlip:' . 9

Package-Exercise: - 07-12
National P-value: .0

' RSI01-01 63.66

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exircise.

I
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SCORING GUIDE: PARTS A&B

/

. t

Categorles a
/

d sample responses are listed below.
t1

-= ,NO RfSPONSE

RECOGNIZES THAT GENERALIZATION CANNOT BE SUPPORTED AND CAN TELIk
WHY, AND STATES THAT DISCRIMINATION IS WRONG

know some smart people With blond hair and green eyes who,
make straight A's. don't think it's nice to say people
aren't smart because of theway they look.

10 =

11 =

12 =

RSIOI
PARTS A&B
205013-1

RECOGNIZES THAT DISCRIMINATION IS WRONG

No samples given.

RECOGNIZES THAT GENERALIZATION CANNOT BE SUPPORTED AND CAN TELL
WHY

I don't think it's true, its just the way people think.
Anybody could be smart or not smart, does not depend on
what color eye or lair they have.

It's not true. There is a girl in our room who has. black
eyes and blond hair and she is not.smartet than anybody.

It's not your4hair and eyes that make ,you smart,' it's the
way you think, because everyone is different.

I don't think it's true. Some are smarter than people with
black hair and blue eyes.

Its nonesense. It doesn't matter the way you look., What
counts is the way you work. ,

No. All people are the same. L have a friend with black
hair and blue eyes and I'm sometimes smarter than she is.

a

12 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSgS

No samples given.



I

1 RSIO1
PARTS A&B

1 205013-1
, Categories and sample, resp4ns s are listed.beXow.

ti

4

20 = RECOGNIZES THAT GENERA IZATION CANNOT BE SUPPORTED AND DOESN'T
.TELL WHY ,

1

4 It wouldn't be true. Because nobody is smarter than other

\
people. 1

I don't think !that. his is true. It could be true but I
don't think iti would be. I don't think God would make
them that way.

\
I wouldn't thi k it was true. Because it would be a

supersition.
That's silly. Because i is not true. '

1
I don't think i l's true. Cause I'm happy with my life.
That isn't true. People, some do, it probably isn't true.

L . I

21 = 'Os NOT DISAGREE WITH THE STA BRENT

k

Why can't it be that people with blond hair and blue eyes
are smarter than others: If people with blond hair and
blue eyes are smarter, why can't they be the same?

I'd turn my hair black and my eyes blue. Because I want to
be smarter. !

If they were and you diAn't khow how to do something, yod
could, ask them how to do0.t. If they were smarter and
you wanted to be too, the nlou could practice more.

Sometimes its true. My dad hds black hair andblue eyes. 0

I'd 'ask them why they think thWs is true. There might be a
reason for him to sa7 this like there,was a famous person
with black hair and blue eyei who was smart.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNAC PTABIE RESPONSES.
0.

I think they're dumb.
I think they should change eyes \and be smarter. I don't
like people' with blue eyes, not very much.

He was brought up right, he isvidrt and he pays attention.
Re's smart enough to answer a1i1. the questions that people
ask him.

They should' have the same cl)lorso they don't pick at
people.

I wouldn't say anything, nobodid perfect.

22 = I DON'T KNOW

257



These are some things that we know about the United States.

Texas is a LARGE state.

Colbrado and Kansas are MEDIUM-SIZED states.

Massachusetts is a SMALL state.

2.,

Using the above information decide which one of the

follbwing sentences is true.

es Texas is larger than Colorado.

=i Massachusetts is as l'a* rge as Kansas.

Q Colorado is smaller than Massachusetts.

=i Kansas and Texas are about the same size.

=I, I don't know.
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Release A:

NAEP A:

Theme:

,RS104

204020-1

SKILLS.
Subtheme: Interpreting information.

Oblective:
'-'SubobIective:

'Suboblective:

II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
D. Distinguish facts from opinions, relevant fiom

irrelevant information, and reliable 'from
unreliable sources.

E. D(tect logical errors, unstated assumptions, and
unwarranted assertions; question unsupported
generalizations; are aware of the complex nature
of social causation, and understand that the
sequence .or. relationship doei not necessarily

'imply causation.

Exercise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group'
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap:
Rackage-Fxdrcise:
National P- value

RS104

9
04-16

67.47

Timing: (in seconds)
RSI04 Stimulus: 37
RS104 - Response: 71
RSI04 Total: 119



^
o..,..

.-- It is true that many people in India do not have enough to eat.

Which one of the following does this fact tell,us?

o=:« India is a very large country.

o People in India eat a lot of meat.

OD Some children in India go to bed hungry.

o Many people in China do not have enough to eat.

c:=1 I don't know.

...
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_Release 1: RSI06

. NAEFN: 205002-1

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Subobjective: 'E.

SKILLS.
Interpreting information.

USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Detect logical errors, unstated assumptions, and
unwarranted assertions; question unsupp4ted
generalizations; are aware of the complex nature
of social causation and undetstand that the
seguehce or relationship does not necessarily
imply causation.

Exercise Type,:
Scoring Type:
Administratinn Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

9
Package-Exercise: 04-22
National P-value:

RSIO6 69.49

Timing: (in seconds)
RSIO6 Stimulus: 25
RSI06 Response: 24
RSIO6 Total: 60

O



:

40

o;,.:-.---

.

Read the two statements below and then answer the question. ., ,

which follows them.

I. Freedom of speech is necessary to a democracy.

2. There was no freedom of speech in Nazi Germany. .

Which Oile of the following statements is a logical conclusion to

the two statements above?

o Hitler made very few speeches.

OM Nazi Germany was not a democracy......

c=o There were no democrats in Naii Germany.

o Countries which opposed Nazi Germany had freedpm of
speech.

c=o 1 don't know.

205011:1-2311

RS111
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Release *: RS111

N4EP 205010-234

Theme:
Subtheme:

SKILLS.

*

In'terpreting information.

Objective: II._UsE ANALYTIC, - SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjectivi: E. Detect logical errors, unstated assumptions, and

unwarranted assertions; question unsuppoited
generalizations; are .aware of the complex nature
of social, causation and understand that the
sequence or relationship ,does not necessarily
imply causatiod.

Exefcise Type: Multiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

OvErl &p: 17 Adult
Package-Exercise:

_13
07-04 04-10 01a-23

National P-value:
RSI11 59.49 80.4'8 /6.35

.

Timing: (in seconds) .

RSt11 Stimulus: 36 37 37
RSI11 Response: 28 26 *
RSI11 Total: 75 74 *

*Time not limited by paled



1

00 Read the following statements made by four speakers. You will

be asked to tell which speaker bases his opinion on facts rather

than on his personal feelings.

.

-

Speaker 1: 1 think Hunter lost the election because members
. of his own political party failed to support him. I

heard frotp Walters that the Crash Party decided at
a secret meeting not to work for Hunter but to sup-

. port his opponent, Pallor.

o
93040062p3 p4

Speaker 11:

Speaker Ill.

Speaker IV:

t

I don't think so. Hunter's campaign manager told
me that Pallor's workers were buying votes. They
were offering the people two dollars each if they
would vote for Pallor.. That's why Hunter lost.

I disagree with bWh_ o 1 yo u.__Ac eo rd in g_ to_ a poll
taken after the election, 84 percent of the people
questioned said they voted for Pallor beciuse he
promised to lower taxes. Hunter lost the election
largely because of this issue.

It is perfectly obvious that Hunter lost because of
his religion, I've heard people all over town %xhisper-
ing that they would never vote foia member of that
religion.

Which speaker bases his opinion more on facts than on his personal

feelings?

C Speaker I

c? Speaker I I

IND Speaker III

cz) Speaker IV

c._ 1 don't know.
9 '

.

1
l

30413135!-231:1
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Release 1: RSI13

NAEP 304006-234.

Theme: SKILLS.
Subtheme: Interpreting information.

Objective: III. ARE SENSITIVE TO CREATIVE - INTUITIVE METHODS OP
EXPLAINING THE .HUMAft CONDITION.

SubiOlective: D. Distinguish personalized explanations of human
affairs from scientific-objective explanations. .f

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type.:
Administration Mode:

-Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
ft :chine

Group
Text

Overlap: 13 17 'Idult
Package-ExerJxqe: 07-15 02-10 03-13
National P-value

RSI13 77.48 91.25 88.99

Timing: (in seconds)
o RSI13 Stimulus: 80 82 77

RS113 Response: 29 27 *

ESI13 Total: 120 120

*Time not limited by paced tape.

V
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Following are four statements based on the results of a research

study. Which one of the statements is the MOST precise?
1

. fo If cigarettes were harder to obtain, students would be less
likely 'to smoke.

o Students with poor grades seem to have certain psychological
reactions that lead them t smoke.

el I Only,one-sixth*of students with "A" averages smoked, whereas
two-thirds of 'students with "D" averages smoked.

o The freshman college student is more likely to smoke if he has
poor grades and does not participate in campus activities.

.
.

f=3 I don't know.

Y

.

.
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Release if

NA2P

O

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

RSI16

304003 -34
A

.
SKILLS.
Interpreting information. 4

III. ARE .SENSITIVE ITO CREATIVE-INTUITIVE METHODS 0.7
EXPLAINING THE HUMAN CONDITION.'

D. Diptinquish personalized explanations of human
affairs from scientific-objective explanations..

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus-Type:

Over140:,
Package-Rxercise:
National P-value:

RSI16

Multiple choice'
Machine
Group
Text.

Timing: (in seconds)
RSI16 Stimulus:
RSI16 Response:
RSI16 -Total: e I

*Tio4 not limited by paced tape.

267

17 I "moult
03-01 01-10

39.25

*39 39
12
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S

Some things CAN BE proved to be true or false. Some things

CANNOT BE p'oved to' be true or false.

,
Read each of the statements below and decide whether it can or

cannot be proved. If you think it CAN beiproved, fill in the oval

beside "Car' be proved." If you think it CANNOT be proved; fill

iirthe oval beside "Cannot be proved." If you do not know the

answer, filiin Ili') oval beside "1 don't know." An example is

done for you,

Example:

The earth is almost round.

Can besproved

Cannot be proved

don't know.
.

.

You would fill in the oval beside "Can be proved" as ir'shown,

becase it an be proved that the earth is almost round. Now.

you do A through E in the same way.

31341:113S- 1234

os117

I

.0

. 'PLEASE i30 6N TO TI Its NEXT PAGE.
i
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rs
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4

1,

00*

.

. N

C. People from Me4ico are nicer than people from CanaIda.

1 c.= Can 6eproved
...

WY Cannot be proved k

o I don't know.

. D. bite religion is betteroilian another eligion.
) . .

4=6

ZO,

...

=w,

4.

4
1

0 Can beproved

4i Cannot be:plioved
. \

( 4.

c=) I don't know:

Z 4:

.., *,...

30400E 1234
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Release I: USI17
RSI17

NAEP #: 304005-1234

Theme: SKILLS .

Subtheme: Interpreting information.

Objective: III. ARE SENSITIVE TO CREATIVE-INTUITIVE METHODS OF
EXPLAINING THE-RUMAN CONDITION.

SubobieCtive: D. Distinguish personalized explanations of human
°affairs from scientific-objective explanations.

,

It

Exercise TypeS MIdtiple choice
Scoring Type: 4 , Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

3verlap: 9 13 17 Adult
Rackage-Exercise: 03-05 05-15 05-08 05-03
National P-value:

USI178 76.40 95.67 97.75. 95.40
RSI17C 53.10 71.00 78.81 72.33
RSI17D / 57.02 80.42 86.67 82.44
USI17E 91.56 94.49 97.07 96.84

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction: 62 58 60 5§

.' UsI1713 Stimulus: 7 7 7 7

UsI178 Response: 29 17 15 *

USI178: fatal: 40 28 25 *

RSI17C Stimulus: 9 9 9 8

RsI17C Response: 29 16 15 *

RSI17C Total: 42 29 20 *

RSI17D Stimulus: 7 7 8 7

.RSI17D Responte: 28 16 15 *

RSI17D Total: 42 27 27 *

UsI17E Stimulus: 8 7 8 . 7

USI17E Response: 30 16 15 *

USI17E Total: 47 28 30 *

Exercise Total: 233 170 170 *

Time not limited by paced tape.

NOTE: There is no data for Part A.of this exercise.

270
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t ,

A

Below is a discussion that was held in 1966. As you read it, try to

decide what the two 'speakers primarily disagree about.
0

Speaker 1: The United States should fight a limited war in
Vietnam while seeking a negotiated settlement:
Winning of the war in itself won't do any good.
The United States must aim instead at seeing that
the South Vietnamese have improved education,
democratic government, security of life, and then
deal,with poverty and the lack of medical care.
Financial aid, advice, and technological know-how
are what are really needed, but we can't make them
effective while South Vietnam is being invaded.

Speaker 11: Improving living conditions is a good idea, but our
primary job is fighting. The United Slaw can't per-
mit itself to be pushed Out of an area where it is
committed. if we withdraw, we would be telling
that part of'the world threatenedby Coin niunist
aggression that we either cannot or will not main-
tain our position. All that really matters is our power
position in.international affairs.

'a.

What do the two speakers primarily disagree about?

f= -What power and poverty mean in international affairs

f= Whether the United States is actually capable of controlling
South Vietnam by force,

-3

el. The extent to whicirthe United States should be involved in
Vietnam and the motives for its involvement

= Whether Communist aggression in Vietnam is worse than a
lowered standard of living in the United States

f=, I don't know,

2011:101.511 -

l. R51113

9.201001-3,4 '
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Release t:

NAEP II:

--.

.

RSI18

201001-34

Theme: SKILLS.
Subtheme: Interpreting information.

..

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTXVELY.
Sabobjective: A. identify phd define problems and issues.

.

.Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine .

Group
Text

e

.
.

Overlap: _17 Adglt
Package - Exercise:

.
05 -15 -07-12.

National P- value:
RSI18 75.42 78.88

Timing: ,(in.seconds)
RSI18 Stimulus: ,101 . 98

RSI18 Response: 31 *

RSI18 Total: 141 *

P 4

*Time not limited by paced-tape.
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.

D.

.

The American Declaration of Independence states.:.'

...

"We hold these truths to be self- D .
evident, that, all men are created equal,
that they arendowed by their Cieator , .
with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of HappinessThat to secure ..

these rights, Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers .
from the consent of the governed ..."

4

,
Do the following sentences restate ideas expressed in this

..-

quotation from the Declaration of Independence?

,C. Some rights can never be rightfully taken away.
MI

)
Mb Yes

c2) No

4
4

,=1« I don't know.

!

D. Governments get their-right to govern from the people.

.

aim Yes

ap -No
.

.

.

0 I don't know.

gaga 12-234

RS1213
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Release A:

NAEP #:

Theme:
Subtheme:
Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

USI20
RSI20

405012-234

SKILLS.
Interpreting. infbrmation.
KNOWLEDGE.
History.

IV. HAVE KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR IDEAS AND
CONCERNS OF SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

E. Understand some of the major a historical
developments.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Multiple choice
Machine,
Group
Text,

Overlap: 13 17 - ALMA
Package-Exercise: -04 -07 09-02 05-07
National P-value:

USI20A -92.72 94.61 96.04
USI2OB '68.68 67;34 64.20
RSI2OC 74.97 79.50 -77.97
RSI2OD 80.44. 89.93 93.95

Timing: (in seconds)
Introduction: 38 33 3q

US/20A : Stimulus: 8 6

USI20A Response:
USI20A Total:

13

29 .

15
30 *

(ISI20B Stimulus: 7 6 6

USI20B Response: 12 15
Us/20B Total: t 23 25
RSI2OC Stimulus:
RSI2OC Response:
RSI2OC 'Total:

9
13
26

7
A5
26

7
*

.*

RS/20D Stimulus:
RSI2OD Response:

8
14 .

7
17,

7
*

RSI2OD Total:
Exercise Total:

31
147

29
143 *-

*Time not limited by paced tape.

4.
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.s

Look at the graph and answer the question below it.I

1900 1

1910 1

1920

J930

1940

'1960

Passengercor Use
In the United States

O

Population
in Millions'

76

5 10 15 20 25 30 35
tars used per 100 people

92

106

123

132

179

Does this graph show that more money was spent on building and

improving the roads in the United,States in 1960 than in 1900?

_ Yes

mi No

o I don't know.

203022-234
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Release Af.

HARP I:

RSI21

203022-234

Theme: SKILLS.
Snbtheme: Interpreting information.

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC- SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

... Snbobjective: D. Distinguish facts from opinions, relevant from
_ irrelevant information, and reliable front

unreliable sources.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:-
Stiniulus Type:'

aultiple choice
liachine
Group
Uxt/Bar Graph

Overlap: _17
Padkage-Exercise: 02-15 01-17 04-12
National P-valve:

RSI21 44.26 67.26 53.61

Timing: an seconds)
RS/21 Stimulus: 23 22 17

RS/21 . Response: 26 28
RSI21 Total: 60 61

*Time not limited by paced tape.

4
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O

. Look at-the graph, then aqs.ier the question belOw it..

MONTHLY AVERAGE RETAIL PRICES
FOR EGGS AND APPLES IN CHICAGO

(1938-1%2)

40

30

tess
ifet 0010

1,04$
P404

O

10

/On %At May iory Sem 07c

O

The average retail price of apples was highest in which month?

9 0 302 9 .2 .3 .4

ct) January

es July

October

=a December

p I don't Iknows

203029-234
8523

277 226

vo NOT Go ON TO 'I NEXT
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Release #:

NAEP t:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RSI23

203029-234

SKILLS.
Interpreting information.

Objective:. II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTDVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
kdministration
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:

Nultiple choice
Machine

Node: Group
Text/Graph

_17 idalt
Package-Exercise: 01-19 02 -06 08-10
National" P-vilue:

^ RSI23'. 89.41 96.43 , 99.98"

. Timing: (in seconds) 6.
RSI23 Stimulus: .22 21 16

RSi23 Response: 27 29
RSI23 Total: 60 60'

,

--------- -*Time-not-limited by paced tape._

Copyright Information:

Reprinted by permission of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Comparing the U. S. and 'the U. S.S.R.
This is haw long on American works

". to buy the food" he eats

POTATOES (5 LB.)

FLOUR (2 LB. )-

CABBAGE ( 2 LB.)

SUGAR ( 2 LB.)

EGGS (I D07..)

MARGARINE ( 1 LB.)

RICE ( 2 LB.)

BUTTER ( 1 LB.)

COFFEE ( .1 CBI

O
O

This is how long o SovOt citizen works to
buy the some things .

4 .I HOUR

.

According to the graph above, which one of the following statements

is . TRUE?
ft.

c) Russians eat more cabbage than Americans.

cm Russians work more hours per day than Americans.

cm More coffee is grown in Russia than in the United States.

so' Russians work apKoximately 6 times loner to buy a dozen
eggs than Americans work.

cm I don't know.

9-206012-2,3A

205012-234

R512S .279

1 298
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Release I: RSI25

N&EP 4. 205012-234

Theme:
Subtheili

Objectives
Subobjective: E.

(

SKILLS.
Interpreting _information.

USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIFELY.t,
Detect logical errors, unstated assumptions, and.
unwarranted assertions; question unsupported
generalizations; are aware of the complex nature
of social 'causation and understand that the
sequence or relationship does not necessarily
imply causation.

'Exercise Type:
ScoringType:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Types

'`Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text/Graph r-r

Overlap:.
Package-Exercise:
National P-valug:

1A
04-13

17
09-13

Malt
02-22

RSI25 24.02 -42.36 54.30

Timing: (in seconds)
Stimulus: 28 24 25

RSI25 Response: 52 * -

RSI25 Total: 91 88 .* et

Time not limited by paced tape.

Copyright Information:

Mabel Casner et al., Italy
Harcourt, Brace & World,
of the National Industrial,

gf the American Nation (New fork:
1932), p. 639. Reprinted by permission
Confgrence Board.



The table below gives the latitude and longitude of five places.

You may use the map on the opposite page to answer the

question below the table.

Place Latitude Longitude

A 2° N 65° W

.11 469 S 171°E

C 42° N 83o W

D 48° N .14° E

E 30°S 31 °E

. \
Which one of the five places is located IN or NEAR the pacific

MCI
NIP

Imo

Ab

'wM
CMS

CM

1lMk

1lMk

Ocean?

0 A

o D
E

c= I don't know.

26302S-234

RIV2E

281

C

t

IMO
.

IMO

=4.
Mel

4114i

.010

min

444

ILLASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Release 0: RS126

0

NAEP 0: 203025-234

Theme: SKILLS.
Triterpretimrintormatiom:

Theme: . KNOWLEDGE;
Subtheme: Geography.

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Suboblective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

Exercise Type:
. Scoring Type:
administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:,

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RS126

Timing: (in seconds)
RS126 Stimulus:

4 RS126' Response:
RS126 Total:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text/Table and Map

*Timt not limited by pacedotape.

283' .

13 17 Adult
04-11 08-09 02-11

23.58 33.93 3.39

29 27 25
50 51
88 89

3 9 2

C
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I
(Before reading this exercise, give respondent the supplementary package opened
to page 7.1

This 'is a picture of a-mother and her children. Look at it carefully and tell me ai

much as you can about this family.

.s

.

0

ft

/

4
(If respondent answers "Nothing" 01? no resynmse is givto.in TWENTY seconds, go
to page 10.

If respondent gives:only literal interpretation of picture such as
"There are three people."
They are Mexicans."

"They are sitting together."
ask, "What du you think the drays wants MU to think about tins Pinny?"

Stop when respmdent answers "Nothme 01? no response is given in Hi seconds.)
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Release I:

NABP'11:

BSI28

302012-1234

theme: .

Subtheme: Interp4ting information.

Objective: III. ARE SENSITIVE -_ TO CREATIVE - INTUITIVE METHODS- OP--
.

-,
EXPLAINING THE HUMAN CONDITION.

Suboblective: B. Obtain insight into human affairs froil history and
philosophy._ and _from_ fiction and other forms of
art.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:,
- Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RSI28-01

Timing: No paced tape
exercise.

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal/Visual-Picture

13 17 ''

05-11 09-04

80.69 95.29

Adult
11-05 02' -05

96.82 96.92

was used in this individually administered

Copyright Information:
r.

Diego Rivera, Aother Ind Child (New York: Gemini Smith.' Inc.).
transparency purchased from and reprinted by permission,of Bradley .

Smith. New York.

O
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SCORING 'GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

10 = RECOGNIZES POVERTY, LOVE AND SADNESS

Age 9 Their look sad' and poor. The mother and children are happy
to be together.

They'look poor, but happy. The, little girl is glad she has
a little -playmate to play with. :They look pretty nice
but pretty poor -- nothing in house -- pretty sad mother.

They are not very rich. They are very sad. They love each
other.

Age 13 They're poor and lonely. They love each other.
Very poor, there is no father. . They are sad they' don't

have any furniture. The mother cares about her children
very much. They love each' other a.lot.'

Age 17 They are very poorand. lonely. They- are worried about
where tbeiE next meal will come. They live in a
different country in. a poor .area. They love each other
and want to look out for each other.

That family's loving, poor. The woman loves the child and
daughter. They have a close relation the mother, has a
deep sense of gratification. They're lonely. They care
for one another. That's the only gift she- has in the
vorldher children.

Reminds me of a poverty family, kooks like a picture of
India, how times are hard, and starvation,- shows the
sorrow and the'pressures, you can see a lot of strain in

_the mothers' face holding tvo kids. You can tell. by her
hands and her.-__ face hOtw_slie works and still shows
affection for her children. -

-.Adults I feel that they are poor and fatherless. I feel there is
lovt and tenderness. .Its.a picture of the East it gives
"an impression of something sad just happened.

Its a.sad picture. They look like they're poor. The
mother lodke'sad for- her children. Also looks like they
loie one anothet:

They are a close family. The mother looks like she has had
a lot of.heattachevadd pain and the older child looks
like she loves the little one and they look like a close
loving family.' They show love, and the mother shows
hardship but that love in a family conquers all, its more
important than poverty.

They have love.for-one another. They seem to be poor, but
sad:

Iff128

30201;2-1234
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

11 = RECOGNIZES BOTH POVERTY AND LOVE OR HAPPINESS

1115128
302012-1234

Age 9 They are poor. They love each other. They're black. It
looks. _as though they wished they had food. .Itlooks.as..__
though t fiey-haven't had nevClothes awhile. Looks as
though the mother would want food for the children, not
for, herself.

Theyare poor. They love each other.
They're poor, cold (cuz they're. all bu nched togetheq.

They love each .other very much.
Aqe 13 I think their father left them and the moth ,has no money.

She is trying to keep them warm and tellIqg them she
-loves them and that she will stay with them. The mother
looks--weak physically but stronger at hea The
daughter looks like she understands the problems.

Lot of love in the - family,_ might be poor, may be cold.
NM, very wealthy.. They'love_each other. They look like

they _are Indians in war times.
They are poor. They don't' have anything- to sit on or

anything; they have a close relationship.
Aqe 17 They're close, a close relationship. It doesn't looklike.

they have too much money.
Poverty stricken. Closeness in family. Old' mother, lot of
hardships..

Poor, have a hard time, love each other, seem religious.
Looks like a scene from the -jungle in Chicago in' early

1900's, foreign, poor, no furniture, probably'looking for
work. One looks oriental, the other Spanish, seem to be
strongly attached to each other.

Adults They seem to be very happy even though they are ,probably
living in poveity.

They are foreign perhaps some kind of Mexican or Spanish.
'°he room is closed perhaps with fatigue. Their. lives
appear to be serious and difficult. There's no father'
around. The image is largely maternal. The pose .

suggests 'that the family is well knit, close to one
another.

There is warmth, protection. and affection. A true Ontle
identification between the three figures. Poverty is
accepted without question.

2 88
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RS128
302012-1234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

j2 2 RECOGNIZES POVERTY AND SADNESS

Age 9 They're sad. They don't_hame_a lot of things.
Age 13 Family is poor. Looks like they don't have any food. They

are staying close to mother because they will protect
her. Looks like baby is going to die because they are
hugging it and mother has eyes closed like she is crying.
Could. have been 'during war and soldiers were lust there.

Look very sad as some tragedy his happened. No father-
maybe and no one to help them get food sifice winter is
coming.

Age 17 They look very poor. They dodet have a very good home
life. It looks like something happened to make them
really sad, maybe the father died.

They are probably starving. The husband is gone or dead:
They are very poor. There is nothing in the room but the
blanket rug. I thihk they arc Negroes. "They don't look
very happy.

13 = RECOGNIZES POIARTY ONLY

Age 9 They are poor and need a home.
Their, poor. Because their cold and they have no food.

They have no fire to keep them warm, they have only one
blanket. And they don't have any sofa to sleep on or
anything like that.

They're poor.
Age 93 -- They are poor; Indian. The artist wants you to think what

we've -done to them, in case we hive driven them' off the
land.

They must be poor, theic-house has no furniture.
They're a poor family, Mevidim--They probably don't have a

father. They probably only have-the-clothes they Have
on. They look scared.

Age 17 They are poor. Foreign. They are hungry for-Nfood.
There's no- furniture. It looks like they sleep on,the

4
floor.

Poor, cold, hungry mother loo ks sick, no furniture in thN
.house, most likely, they're going to get evicted.

Adults, They are poor and hungry and they need love.
It l6oks like an Indian family. The mother appears to be
-older than her .actual years--probably a result of a very
hard" life. They seem to show the effects of poverty by
lack'of furnishing in house, lack of any oblects that
show any love or warmth. Over all impression is just
pathetic.

J. 289
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RSI28
302012-1234

.

14 = RECOGNIZES LOVE OR HAPPINESS BUT NOT POVERTY
... _

. Age 9 That they love each other.
They love each other very much. Theylare happy.
His mother care about him and his sister care about him.

Age 1.3 Family seems to be happy about the newborn baby.
Age 17 Like love and peace between a mother and her kids. The

-mother seems like she has worries and she's comforting
her kids. Like the little girl, her eyes are lust
shining like she don't have a worry in the world. Like
the mother's eyes are closed, .she's wondering what

!tomorrow will bring.
Adults They seem like they're a happy family. Shows the

s. 0 expression of closeness.

15 = RECOGNIZES SADNESS BUT NOT POVERTY

Age 9 That we shodid take the food over to them. They are sad.
"They're all together--They've lost . their dad it looks

like--They're not hippy. _Looks like the mother is
crying.

. ige 13 Something happened to the father lust recently. The family
ilit found out and are in mourning.

Togetherness' in grieving. They come together when
something tragic happen.

Age 17 Loneliness, sadness, unhappy, maybe they have nowhere to
go.

They look sad. The mother is trying to nomfort the
children because something happened to the father.

Adults No samples given. - .

16 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 9 That they're thankful for what they have.
Mother is trying to make them feel safe. They are
comfortable with their mother. .

Age 13 Some kind of storm name and all the furntture was taken
out. The father went to work and they were scared..

They're- close together, they act like they're scared or
something.

Age 17 Looks like there's a war (ming on. They're all scared and
holding on to one another for security.

Looks like- they're praying.
Adults Seemed like the baby is sick by the look on the mother

face. Site look as if she is praying for better for the
future. .

309
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RSI28
302012-1234

Categories and sample responses are listed beim,

20 = SEES NO SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS, A LITERAL READING OF THE PAINTING

Age 9 It looks to me like they live in Africa. Well, there's a
girl and a baby and a mother. They're- sitting on the
floor:' It looks like their mother is asleep. And
thby're all-close up together. They're sitting on the'
rug. They have. long dresses on. They all have dark
hair. The girl's awake.

Age 13 They live in New York. Their names are Bradley Smith. A

mother, and her. children, looks like the husband and
father died. They are Negroes. Their clothes were old,

Age 17 They are in some kind of a prison. They aren't starving or
anything.

It is a mother and her daughters, they are sitting on a rug
in an empty room, they appear to be Indians.

Adults Looked like an Indian family. Maybe they were huddled
together because it was cold.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

No samples given.

22 = T DON'T KNOW

291 310'
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Look at the cartoon on the opposite page. What idea is the artist

trying to put across in this cartoon?
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Release $: RSI31

SAEP $:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:

Subobjective:

302019-234

SKILLS.
Intewetinq information.

III. ARE SENSITIVE TO CREATIVE-INTUITIVE BETBODS OF
EXPLAINING THE HUMAN CONDITION.

B. Obtain insight into human affairs frowhistory and
,-* philosophy, and frdm fiction and other forms of

! art.
Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

Exercise Type: Long4r answer
*Scoring Type: _Semi-Professional
Administration Mode: 13 Individual

17 Group
Adult Group

Stimulus Type: . 13 Audio-Verbal/Visual-Cartoon
17 Text/Cartoon
Adult Text/Cartoon

Overlap: _13._ _12_ JAW&
08-15Package-Exercise: 10-05 03-17

National P-value:
RSI31-01 82.86 88.14 91.28

Trmigq: (in seconds)
RSI31 Stimulus: 10 9
RSI31 Response: 49
RSI31 Total:, . 59

*Time not limited by paced tape.

CoPYright Information:

Herbert Block, "Richest Country in the World" from Herhlocrs are
And 12w (New York: Simon & Schuster, 19551. p. 273. Reprinted by
permission of Herbert Block.
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RSI31
302019-234

SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below. .

00 NO RESPONSE.

AO' * IDENTIi1ES CONTRASTS OR RELATIONSHIPS IN CARTOON

Age 13 Peop14 are more interested in building factories and making
money than in education.

We're the richest country in the world--selve got problems
with ove-population and crowding, crime and poverty.
We're not using the money wisely.

Big cities ace rich in material things but often poor in
thingi.that count--like education.

It may look rich but it's overcrowded.
Age 11 Our society is drowning in. its own 'affluence. We are.

reaping harvest of unplanned', illogical industrial
growth. Herblock is pointing out the- irony. of our
wealth; it has gotten 'so out of hand that we are its
victims. Also, note the lousy priorities--schools 'come'
last.

*Rich* .is.signifyimg over population, over crovdedness and
technology. Obviously, .the situation doesn't depict a
rich country.; it depicts a nation that has not raced the
reality of all the problems it has or will have.

Adults With all the wealth, rib one took time to build schools,
which has created overpopulated classrooms.

That 'there is more money going into buildings, cars,
plates, etc, than schools--as the school system is
crumbling.

11 = MENTIPES 'MORE THAN ONE OP THE MAJOR POINTS MADE IN THE.
CARTOON RUT DOES NOT NOTE ANY CONTRASTS OR RELATIONSHIPS.

a Age li Air pollution. Crowded conditions.
Traffic lams., Problems with the schools in that they don't

have enough room. Not enough farm land there either.
Over-crowded schools, traffic lams,- unclean cities.
What is happening to our city--ruined by population and
polution.

Age-17 The overcrowding in the schools, on ti highways and'in the
air.

-

'I think it means that the country used to be full of
natural resources and now it is losing all them and the- -
country is over-populated.

frAdults No samples given. -

4
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302019-234
.--Caiegaries and sample responses are listed below.

12 = IDENTIFIES ONE MAJOR POINT MADE IN CARTOON BUT DOES NOT NOTE
ANY CONTRASTS OR REL4TIONSHIPS

'Age 13 Otetpopulation in the schools.
An overflow in the city: The city is too crowded,.

Age 17 The school ,is not modern, over crowded and lack of
sufficient supplies.

Not, enough time and money are put into the schools.
Adulti We nee-more schools and better ones

Crowded conditions in.cities.

13 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES . {NO SAMPLES GIVEN)

= FAILED TO NOTE ANYTHING OF InilORTANCEIN CARTOON

Age 13 School fall down, airplanes are flying.
tchool, city stores.

Aqe 17 The student is going in school building and airpYanes are
flying above it and tall buildings., -

Adults 4 No sample's given.

21 = COMPLETELY MISSED THE POINT OF THE CARTOON OR MADE POINT NOT--
DEPICTED BY CARTOON

.

Aqb 13 They're trying to build houses.
Cars -- someone. is trying to get to places they want to go.
-They'Fe blowifig their hornt. -

Aqe 17 A war is going on. The plane dropped bombs on the school.
To get a good job you need a good education..
Education is taught everywhere.. A city with its .._

skyscrapers and traffic jams still demands education.
Adults The idea that all' communities need the things displayed in

"Richest Country in the world ".

28 = 'VAGUE. NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 The' picture is'otthe richest country in the world.
Aqe 17 It is portraying the town,in the air and in the streets.
Adults Higher education.

29 = I DON'T KNOW

.*"
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_ Please listen carefully to this recording of "Walk A Mile In My

Shoes." While listening, try.io identify the main tdea of message

expreised in this recording.

WALK A MILE 1N MY SHOES

If I could be you and you could be me for just one hour,
If we could find a way to get inside caci other's mind.
Ifiou could see you through. my eyes instead of your ego,
1 believe you'd be suzprised to sec that you'd been blind.

Walk A Mile ln My Shoes,
Chorus Walk A Mile In My Shoes,

AnfFbe fore you abuse, criticize and accuse,
Walk A Milein -My Shoes. a

Now your whole world you sec around you is just a reflection
And the law of common says you reap just what you sow.
So unless you've lived, a life of total perfection
Youd better be careful of every stone that you should throw.

And yet we spend the day throwing stones at one another
'Cause I don't think or wear my hair the same way you do.
Well I may be common people but I'm your brother
And when you strike out and try to hurt me it's a-hurtin' you.

Chorus repeated

There are people on reservations and out in the ghettos
And,brother, there but for the grace of God go you an. d I.
If I only had the wings of a little angel
Don't you know I'd fly to the top of the mountain and then I'd cry..

Chorus repeated

3020 t 4-23

R5132

940i014.213

'PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT'PAGE.
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(Continued)

1

What is the main idea or message expressed in this recording?
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J.

%Release 11:

NAFP 4:

RSI32

302014-23

Theme: SKILLS.
Subtheme: Interpreting information.

Objective: III. ARE SENSITIVE TO CREATIVE-INTUITIVE METHODS OF
EXPLAINING THE HUMAN CONDITION.

Subobjective: B. Obtain insight into.human of from history'and
philosophy, and from fiction and other forms of

art.

Exercise.TYPe:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RSI32-01

Timing: (in seconds)
RSI32 Stimulus:
RS132 Response:
RS132 Total:

Copyright

Joe South, "stalk a Mile in Ny Shoes," Donll It Al kg Iou ante Go
floge?* Joe South, arranger and singer, Capitol Records, Inc.*
'Hollywood* ST-392. Copyright 1969 Lowery Music Company, Inc.* P.O.Box 9687, Atlanta, Georgia 30319. International copyrightsecured.' All rights reserved. The artist appears thiough the

- courtesy of Capitol Records*" Inc.

Longer answer
Semi-Professional
Group
Text/Audio-Song

'AL- 17
02-22 07 -20

32.73 43.13

274
129
405

.262-*
148
410 .

299
31s



t
SCORING GUIDE,

. Categories and sample responses are listed below.

9
00 = NO RESPONSE

RSI32
302014-23

10 = RECOGNIZED IMPOITANCE OF UNDERSTANDING OTHERS'- FEELINGS,.6.--
ACTIONS, LIFE-STYLE .

Age 13 It means that before you go and talk about someone youshould take their place and feel how they feel and. that
everyone is different and have their own wayi.

This person is a hippy and, people don't like him. Re--safi
if only they ,would be him for an hour, they may begin to
like him or at least not hate him or begin to understand
him.

If yom haven't tried it, don't knock it.
That they are brothers_and its-not-hurting-him as much as
---it-is-buttiarepihers. And if you could be him you 'Would

understand how it is to be criticized and accused.
Age 17 I believe that the main idea or message.expressed in this

recording is one of human nature: It tries to get you to,
feel and think the way .another person would. It. says
that you don't understand other_people-because-y6W-dein't

That people today should put theirselVes in somebody elses
Place before they criticize other people.

Look at people for what_Ahey.are not for what they looklike.
You should try to see another person's point of view before °
cutting them or condemning them of'something.

Adopt me as I am. Before, you do any talking about "who's
Wietter than who", take my place for lust a little while.
.See how there's not.much of a difference between me and
you,. We're all brothers and sisters and in order to live
and live- have to try-to-understand'and acceptone another.

11 = RECOGNIZED IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING OTHERS' FEELINGS,ACTIONS, LIFE STYLE - MENTIONS A SPECIFIC GROUP OR

319

"MINORU! O.RORPE.4.U.S_EDLIONLY_EOR_AGE 17) vt

Age 17 Don't criticize'somebody if they have long hair or someother physical appearance that you don't like.unless you
see what they are like.' Their personalitly may be
different..

300



RSI32
302014-23

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

20 = DID NOT UNDERSTAND ilEANING,OP THE SONG, BUT DID SEE SOME SOCIAL
. INPLICATIONSAUSED ONLY FOR AGE .17)

,Age 17 The main idea of this record is that no matter what race or
how you dress no one has the right to talk about the way
you look or act. Because under your skin we're all
brothers.'

You should not criticize people unliss you are perfect.
That everybody is really in this world together:

Long-haired people_shoolft be treated like common people.
to criticize a certain grodp or kind of

people you are really criticizing 'everyone,
Wake up you imperfect, prejudiced bigot.

,21 = REPEATS TITLE OR WORDS IN RECORDING WITHOUT EXPLAINING MEANING

All ages To walk a mile in my shoes.
Beforeyou abuse; criticize, and accuse.
Walking a mile in my shoes.

28 = YAGUEeNONSBNSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 That he was trying to get people to walk and stop driving
cars and we would have less polatution.

That someone what to go with a person.
Don't disobey the '-law before you accuse somebody of
. something.. -"
Don't walk so much in a- nice pair of shoes .when you have

other shoes to wear. -

Age 17 That he would walk;a mile for- a."camel."
That they could be each other in life.
No matter what you!re doing, you can always walk away from

it..
-

29 = I DON'T KNOW

301
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Please listen' carefully to this recording of "Carefully Taught" (mo
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from South Pacific. While listening, try to identify the main c
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.... . OM
idea or message. _ ..
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You've got to be taught MD
. To hate,and fear im

Yoii've go! to be taught NM
From year to year OM
It's got to be drummed - IMII
In your dear little ear .
You've got to be careftilly taught. ..
You've got to be taught . sub
To b,e afraid

. . .., Of people whose eyes are oddly made .
And people whose skin is a differenshade a.
You've got to be carefully taught._ . OM

. You've got to be taught before it's too late 4i=
Before you are 6 or 7 or 8 . OM

*

Toliate all the people MO
Your relatives hate. .
You've got to be carefully taught. ,

OM
You've got 'to be carefully taught.

.
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Release

NAEP 8:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RS133 .

302017-24

SKILLS.
Interpreting information.

Objective; III. ARE SENSITIVE TO CREATIVE-INTUITIVE METHODS OF
EXPLAINING THE HUMAN CONDITION.

Subobiective: B. gobtain,insiciht into human affairs from history and
philosophy, and from liction and other forms of
art.

Exercise Type: '.Longer answer
'Scoring Type: Semi-Professional
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text/Audio-Song

Overlap: 13_ 12;._ Outt
Package-Exercise: 03-22 34-19 01-25
National P-value:

IS133-01 22.20 .39.33 38.85

Timing: (in seconds)
RSI33 Stimulus: 100 100 - 102
R$133 Response:
RS133 Total:

169
269

144
244

1

*Tile not.limited by paged tap,.

Copyright Information:

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II,
Carefully -Taught, lull g/fig.
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II,
Williamson Music, Inc., New York and 1111011
radio) station).

30$
322

ItIou've Got To Be
Copyright. 1949 by

Used by permission of
(University of Michigan

4



SCORING GUIDE

Categories and aample responses are listed below.

00 = NO RESPONSE

RSI33
302017-234

\ ...

10. = .REFERENCE TO-THE-LEARUING-OF PEAR, HATRED, PREJUDICE

Age 13 You are not born prejudiced, your parents and friends teach
you to be with their. actions and words.

It is &bola -stereotyped bigotry--racism and _hate are.

learned feelings. They are not instinctive. A child,
_ separated from otherhumans, would-not be racist..
Any prejudices that we have are really the opinions of our

parents, that we hear so ,often, we start to believe them
ourselves.

It abOut people who try to make you hate someone just
,because they are different.

Age 17 Eirplaining the prejudice, hate and fear passed dOwn to
youngsters from the older generation. Prejudice and hate
are learned, not inherited.

The song lashes out at parents and people who try to impose
their prejudiced views on young children. The children
could probably' overlook the differences between them
(color, sex, creed) if they were allowed. The older

.people should/ really learn from the children.
Adults Discrimination is not something that is anatUral instinct.

It is taught.
The manner in which racial prejudices are inculcated.
About a number of the sentimental fair-to-middling-liberal
.cliches Oscar Hammerstein mistook for thought: or hate is
not innate.

11 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSESMORALIZES ON THE BASIS OF THE SONG

Age 13 To teach people not to dislike people if they are not white
and not to hate-people if'your relatives hate them.

You shouldn't make funof people because of race, color,
religion or how he talks.

I think its a crtticism-of-ve-orptel-s--hatred, it is trfa14--to
get people to-see how stupid it is.

Age 17 It. is sarcasm *which makes fun of the way children are
taught prejudice. It's main idea is to say that this is
wrong.

Adults It means to love one another. ,Doesn't make any difference
because of'the color of your skin.

To love your neighbor or peoples of all races 'and creeds.
In order for there to be equality and no race
discrimination, children. should be _raised in- an
environment where they learn by every day occurances that
all men are created equal.

304 323



ps133
302017-234-

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

12 = COPIES THE MAIN IDEA OR MESSAGE VERBATIM PROM SONG

All%ages You've got to be taught to hate and fear. You've got to be
-taught-from year to year. You've got to be carefully.
taught:

",You've got to be taught to hate all people your relatives
_hate."

',You've got to be taught to hate and fear.'"
That you have to be taught to be afraid of people whose

eyes are oddly made and people whose skin is a different
shade.

20 = DOES NOT :HUY RECOGNIZE THE MAIN IDEA OR MESSAGE

Age 13 -The song is about preiudice.
That the kid has to be taught that he thinks like his _

relatives and not his own thoughts.
Age 17 It is a song about teaching children to hate people

(Negroes, Chinese, etc.) that are different than
themsel4es.

It is. about racial prejudice. It is written ironically to
view the thoughts 'of bigots.

Teach to hate people.
Adults .Prejudice and discrimination.

Taught to hate.

21 = REVERSES MESSAGE OP SONG OR THINKS THB SONG SHOWS pOsinirn
ATTITUDE TOWARD PREJUDICE.

A4e 13 This song is about children who should be afraid of peoples
eyes or peoples color and-you got to be carefully taught.

That yob should hate all the people that are different-from
you. .

.

Telling you how you should be taught to be bad. .

'Age 17 About someone who has to be taught to hate and to fear.
That, .you have to be afraid of things. To hate everybody
your parents hate. out you must be carefully taught on
hat-in--this-morld.

\The song is teaching a small person to hate people
dif ere in color or- a person that is different from
him. He is being taught to be prejudiced toward everyone
his relatives hate.- The person is taught not to accept.

Adults No sample- given.



RS133
$

302017-234
Categories and sample responses are listed below.

22 = COPIES PART OF SONG VERBATIM OR ALMOST 'VERBATIM (DOES NOT'
COMPLETE MAIN IDEA OR MESSAGE)

t

Age 13 You've got to be carefully taught. I.
It says you have to be taught before its too late.

Age 17. The song is about you got to be taught to year to year in
your dear' little ear you've got to be carefully taught:',

Adults Carefullitaught to hate and fear.'
You've got to be taught before it's too late.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13' That us children cantt always be briie.
You got to learn.
To' be brought up in a nice family and try to -follow your

Parents.
Age 17 You should learn all you can in each year, a,:± stay in a,

clean group of kids. And 'so you can, be something when
you grow up to have a good job.

You've got to be taught abbut lite while your still young,
so you'll know the right from the wrong... You've. got to
know what obsticals you'll encounter. ,

This song is about watt ping oct'for.black people.
About the war in the..,South Pacific in NV II, it seems to

Portray'ormake fun of the opposition,to the mar.
Adults You have to be taught to do everything.

.1 think it is a song depict hoM life was years ago: how the
feelings were kind ofAa one train of thought.

29. = I DON'T AMON.



Suppose your class is studying about Peru, a country in South America. A man from

Peru is coining to visit the class. What two questions would you want to ask him

abali country?

(1)

(2)

(If respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response is given In10-se,conds,go
to next exercise.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "What else would you want to ask
hint about hisrauntry?"

Stop after 2 responses OR when respondent answers "lilothing"OR no response
is given in 10 seconds.)

1D11312.-1

Rat 1

(1) (2)

MM. "CtzCm, (=(=,
=CD aDM 0=

. CDCD CDO 4=3CD
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Releise

KAU 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:
Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Suboblective:

p

RS001

101012-1

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.
KNOWLEDGE.
'Geography.

I. HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUNAN AFFAIRS.
A. Raise questions and'seek answers.

Exercise Type:
.Scoring.Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Short answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

Overlap:
Package-Execcise: 07-04
National P-value:

RS001-15 68.94

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.

308
32
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RS001
10101?-1 .

SCORING GUIDE

'Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 = NO 'RESPONSE

10 = QUESTIONS. RD TO connuprqaTioNs (WRITING OR SPEAKING)

Do the children speak English?
If their language is different from,oArs.

11 = QUESTIONS RELATED TO LIFE STYLES OR CUSTOMS

How they get their food.
What kind of clothing do they wear.

12 -= QUESTIONS RELATED TO LIVING CONDITIONS (HOUSING; PUBLIC
SERVICE)

Arithey poor?
What kind of homes they live in..

= QUESTIONS RELATED TO EDUCATION

How do, they treat the children at school there?
If they have schools.like ours?

14 = QUESTIONS RELATED TO RECREATION OR HOBBIES

''What .type of games they play.
Are there kids to play with?

15' = QUESTIONS 'RELATED TO GOVERNNENT, HISTORY OR POLITICAL ,ATTITUDES

It they have many .wars.
When- was it discovered?
What is the capitol of his country?

4. -



1,,

1

Categories and sample responses are listed below.
' . a

16 = QUESTIONS RELATED TO pUYSICAL CONDITIONS (GEOGRAPHY,
POPULATION, WILDLIFE, WEATHER)

,,..

What's the climate ?"
Are there any real big towns?
If it's very hot or cold down there?
How his country look like, how the inside look like?

'

RS001 ,

101012 -1
...

f

.17 = QUESTIONS RELATED TO OCCUPATIONS, INDUSTRY, ECONOBICS ..

. .

What does the money look like?
What kind .cif work he do?'
What was their farming like?
If they have metal or steel like we have.

:

-

18 = SATISIPACTIONWITH'LIFE IN PERU.

How he like his country.
"How do you like it there?

.
11 P OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Is it modern like the U.S.?
If their skin is the same color as ours?
What is -it like?

4,

20 = DOES NOT SHOW INTEREST IN COUNTRY OR kir/ OF 17/FE

Do you have any children?
, Where were you born?

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES
-

About how it's running:
. what is the strongest animal in Africa?

29 . =, I DON'T KNOW

a,

AcceptcOle: .Asked two questions in categories 10-19.

,
4

I.

310 329
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AM

A. Do you like to learn about how people in other lands live. work, and play? '' "*"

f

o Yes (Go to 81 .

o No (Go to C).
, o I don't know. (Go to C)

o No response (After 10 seconds; go to C) s .
MP

.

S. Why do you feel Mb way you do?

I

$

,

,

. ..

e

113102112

MO

.

9-1'0 I 022.1.2

311
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Releitse 0: RS003
US003

NIEP 01. ..

**

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:'
Subobjective:

101022-12

*
*s

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

.

I..!HAVE CURIOSITY ABbUT HUNAN AFFAIRS.
A. Raise guettions and seek answers.

.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
'Stimulut Type:,

°

Shbrt answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal,

Overlap:- . 9 13

Packacie-ftercise: 06-10 09-01
National To-value:"

RS0031304 83.37 84.07
US003D02 77.26 81.60
Us003F02 74.28 70.89

. . .

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.

.

.0

a.

E

C.4.,

a.,

/
4,

331 .
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RS003
PART B
101022-12

SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 = NO RESPONSE

10 = INTEREST IN TOPIC, PER SE

Ale 9. It's interesting. .

. ' . ,

.. Then I would know more about history in other lands.
.

They, mAy have i different world. I want to know. -

I want'to know what kind of food they, eat.
Because I like it. Becapse,I.never saw them.
It gives.me something to read about or think-about. .
le already knoi how ite live.
It's 'exciting tb learn games and learn how they live.

. .

Age 13 Because I'U.ke to learn. about how different people live and
. work: and how their schools are.

I feel sorry for them; I like to kno:w how they talk; same
place's they don't have food and they die of hunger; their
clothes are weird, long skirts in Japan.

Its fun seeing how other people manage and. live.
.

'I lust like to know about them. s.
Ciuse it tells me what the world's abbot in 'Other

countries. .

."; The way they do different things --how they eat and dress.
r

11 = IHTEREST-IS-COMPARING THEIR COUNTRY OR,TitiE ITH OURS'

- Wile 9 To see if the laitd is ike our country. . -

Because.I want to see i$ they live, work and play the same
way we do. , ?

I want to know if%they play something like 'we do.
Age 13 'I like tb have interest in other lands and find out if we-

have it a lot better than they do. . .%

I, like to compare, the way they live to the way We live.
I don't Wow, I guess just to see how other people are

different from us.
'Because, it*p interesting to find out how thei.diffe,r-from

us.
It's good to know how other people live and the difference

in their environment and ours.

313
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

RS003
PART B
101022-12

12 = INTEREST LEADING TO APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE

Age .9 If I go. there, I would want to know. about it:
We could do the thing. they do and it could be fun, but for
that we've got to learn what they do.

If somebody from another .land came down the street and ask
me about%our country, and then iik me if I know anything
abodt their country and say "Yes."

. Becauge my dad said we were going somewhere
Age 13 If we know about other people, 'then we can learn more aboit

Ourselves.
Nice to khow so we can help them 'in other countries or-
Aprade with them.

AVOWSo you Can tell other people when they ask you.

I
12 ,OBLIGATION OR NEED TO GET INFORMATION

No samples given.

20 =. NOT INTERESTED IN OTHEI COUNTRIES' .

No samples given.

28 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

. Age 9 Because some people need lobs and God put them a different
way from us.

.Just because.
Age 13 No particular Leaton.

29 = IDON'T KNOW

31.4



1.

g

A. Which ONE of the following people would you MOM" want

to talk to?

1:=> City planner

= Labor leader

1:=> Lawyer
_

0:=> Mayor

c=1 Sheriff
,,

0:=> TV newsman

a

c=71 None of the above. ,

B. If ydu selected one of the people above, what is the ONE

...... ,

question you would ask him about his work?

1

../

I

-161021-1274 _

MODS

9-101021-1,2,3,4

..:

'A

315
334.

...

/

r.

DO NOT TURN Tilli ['AGE ,

ON'l 11.101.1) JO I)() SO.

...



Release 8:

NA EP'

Theme:
Subtheme:

Oblective:
Suboblective:

s

RS005 4

101921-1234

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

I. RAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUMAN AFFAIRS.
L. Raise questions and seek answers.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
'Administration Mode: 9

13
17

Stimulus Type: 9
13
17

*14
Adult

Short answer
Semi-Professional
Individual
.Gtoup
Group
Group
Audio-Verbal
Tixt
Text
Text

Total:

Overlap:*
-Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RS005-07
.

Timing: (in seconds)
Part A Stimulus:

Response:
Total:

Part B Stimulus:
Response:
.Total:

07-10

73.40

*

*

-13--
03-21

66.93

16
18
39
8

26
34
73-

171_ As1411
04-17 05-25

66.21 61.97

17
15
'38

7
28
35
73

17
*
*

8
*
*

*Time not limited by paced tape.

4
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RS005
PART B
101021-1234

SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responies are listed below.

00 NO RESPONSE

10 = DESCRIPTION OP JOB (OR QUESTIONS HE COULD ANSWER AS EXPERT IN
THE FIELD)

Age 9 Are all the plans alike?
Is it really hard--every minute does someone come giving
him papers? .

What mostly do you do in your lob?
What does he do to help the people of his town?

Age 13 ,Es. it hard to keep track of 411 the work you have to do?
Age 17 Are you your own boss?

What is the hardest part of his lob?
What are his 'duties?
How long does he work?
I would ask him if he did his lob with -justice?
What his duty demands of him?

Adults Is Your work hard?

11 = MONETARY ASPECTS, REMUNERATION

Age 9 How much money ,do you make? _..._

Aga 13 Wow much -do you get paid for a murder case? .

Age 17 Are his expenses paid when he goes abroad on assignment?
Adults How much do you charge to, take a case?

,,.

-.12 = APPLICATION, QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING

Age 9 - 'How he gets to become one?
How did they train'him?

Age 13 - How hard, is law school and how long" does it take to
complete its

'

Why did you want to be Sheriff?
.

What do you have to do to qualify for a TV news reporter?
How do people get on T.V.?
How did he become a Mayor in the United States?

Age 17 I would ask him how much training thit was required hii
type of -lob.

How did he get the lob?
Do you have to be skilled?

Adults How many years of study did it take him to become a good
experienced lawyer?

Why are the qualifications of being a sheriff so rigid?

317 336



Rso05
PART B
101021-1234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

12 = SATISFACTION "WITH JOB; LIKING FOR JOB

Age 9 Is .his work interesting or real bard or sorts easy?
Is it fun?
Do you .like the fob? Do you like going around helping

other people?
How do you like your work?
If he' ever got tired of it?

Age 13 How much fun is it to chase people when they run a red
light?

Is it interesting talking about. news?
Do you find it to be an exciting life?
Isn't your work deptessing?.

Age 17 Does 'be enjoy his work? Does be find it entertaining?
What ability you need "for the job?

'I would like to see if they get a personal satisfaction out
of reporting crimes and bad news. They Never seem to
have anything good to say.

Adults Does he' like to interview important people and fine out
some peculiar things.aboutthem?

14 = SPtCtlIC QUESTION ABOUT NATURE OP JOB, WHICH WOULD USUALLY ONLY
APPLY TO ONE TYPE OF. PERSON--APPLYING THE JOB

. Sheriff
All ages Hoy many people he arrests a day?

TV Newsman,
All ages If you get embarrassed in front.of the TV set?

What is most important thing he has to keep in mind wbeh be
is on air?

If he reports the news as'it is or if he changes some of it
or doesn't tell it like it is?

Ifbe helps get TV film?
Lawyer

All ages What is the most important case you have ever done and did
you succeed in your job?

Do you have your own.morals when you work or do yoil do as
your orient wants?

Do you ever take any cases that you do not believe, and why
or why not?

How do you go about preparing for a case?
Mayor

Alk-ages--Why-doesnct-he-havemore-done-for-his-district?
Does he make decisions for the settlement of a situation or

does be make decisions to influence his re-election?



- .

II

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

44

RS005
PART B
101621-1234

%.1

15 = QUESTIONS WHICH WOULD BE ASKED OF A PERSON BECAUSE HE IS_ AN
EXPERT IN THE FIELD, BUT DOES NOT DIRECTLY R ATE TO JOB

Sheriff
Age 9 Ask him.to_tell me all the laws.

Is there any crimes lately?
Agq 17 What is the main reason for so many crimes and what does he

think would be the best thing to help?
Do you think crimes.will ever diminish in number?
Why .is there so' much -emphasis on'petty crimes or civ 1

.
disobedience rather than malor crimes in small towns?

Adults What is being done about the slums, drugs and delinquency
in the area?' -

CIA/ PlAhner
Age 17 DoeS-it cost as much as they say to run a city?

Why all towns don't have some type of recreation for young
people?

Howis the city going to be changed in the future?
How we would go about getting new-roads in our town?

3
Labor, Leader

..__...

mAqd 14 , Is organized crime involved in labor 'as' -much as is
implicated? _ _

What are the current.working conditions?
What does it take to Aet what you want without violence?
Lawyer

Age 17 What rights the schools really have over students?'
Why teenagers are forced to pay higher auto insurance even

though you don't have a wreck? ._

TV Newsman - -

Age 17 If he had been in various war zones, I would ask him about_
warfare and his true feelings toward it.

20 = ANY RESPONSE TO B WHEN'NONE SELECTED TO A

All ages None of the subject areas above are appealing.
I would like to talk to President of the United States. I

would ask, °Are you helping our country or lust keeping
people satisfied for now ?"

I don't care. I wish with all but it is impossible.

,..



RS005
PART B
01021-1234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

21 = QUESTIONS NOT RELATED TO THE .WORK BEING DONE BY THE PERSON
SELECTED

git/ MOM
Age 9, Why doesn't he get a plane and spray poison to kill bugs in

tomatoes?
Adults ^ How would I go about getting in on bidding for some, of the

. lock work?
Labor Leader

Age 9 What does he ask criminalsU.
Age 17 I would ask him if he had an opening I could fill?

Sheriff
Aqe 9 Where do you come from?
Age 17 How do' you feel about different races of people?

TV Me/sman
Aqe 9 If he had a wife and kids?

H6w he makes 'cartoons and that? -
If I could be on TV with'him?

Age 13 Why do you sometimes start laughing at the beginning?
How do they make T.V.?,
LAmitr

Age 13 When he sentences a person,-do other people put him down?
Age 17 How. is the situation of our country economically and

.politically?

= VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

-Age 9 Could you help me?
I want to be a police girl when I grow up.

Age 13 if its over five dollars. forget it.
I will ask him.
what does your wife say?
The freew0s are too.small.
Where are you? .

I would like to ask a particular T.V. newsman why he don't
shut up. , That would be the biggest service he could
perform for .his country.

Age 17

Adults

Acceptable: Would tail( to one person and asked a question in categories
\\ 10-15.

320
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Suppose there are two men running for mayor in your town. Ohe candidate thinks

a large area of land in your community should be made into a public park. and the

other candidate thinks the land should be used for industry.

A. . Tell me two things you could do to find out why each candidate thinks as

lie does.

(2)
4,

3

(If respondent answers "Nothing" OR no response L given in 10 seconds,
go to B.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "ls there anything else you
could do?"

Stop after 2 responses OR when respondent answers,"No" OR rut
response is given in 10 scrawls.)

(Go to B)

11:1 1 021)-734 -

A

9401020.2,3,4

321
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-Release I:

NAEP #:

Theme:
Subtheme:
Theme:
Subtheme:

25006
05006

101020-234

Objective:: i.

Subobjective: A.

Objective:
Subobjective: C.

Exeicise Type:

r.

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.
KNOWLEDGE.
Political science.

HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUNAN AFFAIRS.
Raise questions andleek answers.
USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Obtain information from a variety of sources.

.Short answer
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:

Semi-Professional
individual

Stimulus Type: Audio-Verbal

Overlap; 13 Alait
Package-Exercise: 09-10 12-04 06-02
National P- value:

RS006A10
US006801

42.10
69.65

62.18
75.13

68.86
7S.154

4

Timing: No paced tape was used in tuts indi7idually administered
exercise.

322 34.1



RS006
PART A
101020-234

SCORING GUIDE: PART A

Categories and sample responses are listed below,.

011 = NO RESPaNSE

10 = Q, ESTION\pANDIDATF (ACTIVE)
\

All ages Intervi'eM them.
Talk to 4them andlet them tell you what they think. Find

out what they like.
Ask him it.hy.he wanted a public park.
Get a group together and'try to communicate with him.
I could tOr to make an appointment with them.
Write a letter and ask for a reply.
C0.1 and ask their opinion about things.

11 = RESEARCHES CANDIDATES' BACKGROUNDS OR ATTITUDES

Age 13 Talk to someone real cloSe to them, a running mate or
someone.

.Age 17 Look into their past.
Go check on his records. Go down to the administration and

find out ebout him.
Ask someone whois in office with him.
By looking up their background history.
Find out where the candidate lives to see if perhaps this

might influence his decision. . .

Adults Talk to other-people in the neighborhood he .lives in to
find what he's really going after.

Find out if either.of them has any financial interest or
stands to profit.,

Who is backing each campaign.

13 = RESEkRCHES USE OP LAND. OR NEEDS OF COMMUNITY `THAT .MIGHT
INDICATE CANDIDATES' THINKING

Age 13 Check the land to see yhich purpose would be better.
, See how many induptries there are and if there's too much

smog, .And ask the people to see if kids need the park or
get industry to progress ahead.

Age, 17. Fieid out what is most helpful either to keep' kivls off this
street or industry.

I guess find out what industrythey were going, to' put on
the land. if it was a needed industry for the community.

Adults Check what it would mean to the community as a')tax relief.

323 3127
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RS006
PART ,A
101020-234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.
'

13 = ATTENDS MEETINGS, SPEECHES AND DEBATES .'(PASSIVE)
-

All ages. Listen,. to a speech or talk they gave.
Listen to him speakon radio, TV ocrthcough the news media.
You could go and hear'them speak -at campaign parties.
'Listen to his speeches and read his campaiv literature.
Attend campaign callys and meetings.

14 =. OBTAINS INFORMATION FROM,MRDIA AND CAMPAIGN' MATERIALS

All ages Read their booklets an other literature.
.

.

Contact-his-headquaT4eis.
'Go to a newspaper where theyl.ve done research on both

candidates and find out that way.
Read the papers and on T.V. different editorials.
Check at campaign headquarters.

4-

15 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Ask your friends for opinions.
Look at the surrounding's, dee which I would want, sae why

they'think by putting myself in their places.
Age 17 "Go to the city hall.and find. out.

Get different opinioni from other people and see if they've
talked to the candidates.

Adults - N,o sampleg Tiven."

28 =. VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE - RESPONSES

Age 13 The one who wants the park is a good idea. This will give
them some place to go and, keep them off the streets. -

I'm against this because the industry would make air
pollution.

One man .wants. to Ma ke a good impression on kids.
Go to the Almanac and look t up.

Age 1.7 They don't need no park.
Well, I would say, the one making for the the park, he

trying to build this nation and he making the pack to
keep kids out of trouble.

Adulti How were they raisedone would think play more important,
the other income more important.

29- = I DON'T KNOW

Aoceptable: Named two things in categories 70-16.

343 o.



A. What do pit' think are three important problems generally facing large cities in

the United States?
-

(1)

(2)

3)
Or

(!f respondent answers *Wow" OR no response is given In 10 secot.ds. go
to next exercise.

If respondent pauses before 3 problems are given ask. "Are there any will
problems you can think of?"

Stop after 3 responses OR when respondent answers 'No" OR no response
is given in 10 seconds.)

(Go to B)

B. Which one of the problems you named would you MOST want to ask questions

about?

'

Problem 1 (Go to C)

Problem 2 (Go iu C)

Problem 3 (Go to C)

Any other response (Go to next exercise)

No response (After 10 seconds go to next exercise)

(3)

(=ocapcm000000
OCD

aD0
0000
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t

..

. ..

(Continued)

C. What two questions would you ask about this problem to find out more about it?
(This refers to the problem respondent mentions in part 13.)

. .
Mt ,

(2)

I ..

.. _

( If respondent answers "Ntme" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go to D.

If respondent pauses befbre 2 questions are given ask, "Is there anything
else you would ask to out more about this problem? ' .
/
Stop after 2 questions OR whet, respondent answers "No" OR no response
is given in 10 seconds )

(Go to°I)1

D. Nime two sources that would help you learn more about the Probleln you most

,

0
want to ask questions about.

(I)

(2)
,

( If respondent answers 'Wane" OR no response is given in 10 seconds, go to
next exercise.

If respondent pauses after first response ask, "Can I1114 name another source?"
t

Stop after 2resi?onses OR when respondent answers "No" OR lu) response is
given in 10 set lids.

If respondent giv only I source. go to next exercise.

If respondent gives ures, go to 10
- C \.' D

(1) (2) (l\ (2)NCH= o© (=((=, \ (==
1 0 i 0132-271coo mc=i c=x= cn=0 00 00 0 RS0137cn CI) CD 0,,0 0 0 . CD0 0 0 tiD

CM 0 ... ) CM0 0 00 CD aD CD0 0 = 0
326 3.15.
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'a

(Continued) .

,
E. Name as many additional sources as yjno can that would help you learn more

about the problem you MOST want to ask questions about.

.........-.....1...

.. '

(Stop when respondent answers "None" OR no response is &en in 10 seconds.)

10.002.- .134/

RSO c?

1.

)

.5:00 =0 CC= C..)(=>

00 =CD CtsCin oooo - o cn op"co o cn o
cip o CD 0
CID CO 0 00 0 Cn 00 CD CD CD0 0 0 3.1
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Release : Rs607

HARP ft:

Theme:
"Subtheme:
Theme:
Subtheme ::

101002-234
.1

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.
KNOWLEDGE.
'History. .

Objective: I. HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUNAN MAIM
Subobjective: A. Raise questions and seek-4nswtfs.

Exercise Type:,
Scoring Type::

Short answer
Semi-Professional

AdministiatiOn-Hode:
Stimulas-Upe:

Individual
tudiortSer-bal

Overlap: 13__. 4 17
Package-Exercise:. 10-03 11-11
"National P-valise:

RS007-44 37.93 58.7 7
-

Titainqr No paced
exercise.

tape

?Ault
02-02

66.14

was used in this indivi ually administered

328 3.17



SCORING.GUI9E: PART A

Categories_and sample responses Are listed below.

bog, = NO RESPONSE

- 101 = POLLUTION

Aqe 13 Noise.
Air pollution.
Pollution--smbg.
Water pollution.
Pollution all over.

Aqe 17 Ecology. . /
Adults Pollution and problems .of industrial pollution.

Waste disposal.

1/

.102 = OVERPOPULATION; LACK OP HOUSING .

/

/

Adults

.

Crowded conditions in-inner city.

Overcrowding.

Population--too many people.
Need more houses.

Aqe 17
Population increase.'
Growing too fast'.(over-population).

Aqe 13 Overcrowded popdlation.

People living too close together--not enough space.
Not enough housing. .

RS007
PART A
101002-234

1,03a = POVERTY AND POOR HOUSING

Aqe 13 Poverty.
Housing -- better homes for people in the slums.

Age 17 Slums.
Ghetto problems--housingfeeding people.
honey for the poor.
Poverty and slums.
A lot of people still live in shacks and places that are

fixing to fall apart.
Poorness.
Inner city--slum acees.

Adults Ghetto.
Stum and poverty areas.
Poor housing crowded areas.

18



RS007
PART A
-101002-234

Catetgiries and sample responses are:listed below.

104 ITERGROUP RELATIONS

Aqe 13 Racial differences.
Age 17 Racism:

Arguments between younger and older pe -ple.
Segregation.
Acceptance of integration.
Everyone is thinking they are better than everybody else.

Adults Racial strife.
Racial problems between black and white.
Discrimination.
Busing.

105 = CRIME

Age 13 Lots of killing.
Vandalism.

.
Crime rate has increased.
Halloween -- putting dangerous objects in the treats.
Robberies.

Age 17 - Juvenile delinquency.
Adults Improper use of certain laws.

Coping with spreading crime situation.
Crime is very big especially because of drugs.

1Q6 = SOCIAL DISORDERS (RIOTS)

No samples given.

107 = ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Aqe 13 Strikes.
Not enough jobs.

Age 17. Trying to get a job.
Labor anion problems.
Ladk of jobsunemployment.
Prices and costs--taxes.
Low wages.
Economic growth.

Adults Poor financial supervision.
Bad economies- -a lot of people out of work.
High cost of living.
Lack of money for development and needed services.
Not enough money coming back to the city from. the federal

government.
A lot of businesses are moving to the suburbs.

330
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RS0074
. PART A

101002-234
Categories and sample response are listed below.

't

\

108 = TRANSPORTATION \
Age 13 Traffic.'

Reckless driving.
.\.

Age 17 Too man* car accident.
Adultt Inability to get from place to place by subway, cars, etc.

Traffic handling. .

Drunken drivers.
.. '

102 = EDUCATION

All ages Need more schools built.1
'.. Overcrowded schools.

Schoolsbusing and not 4nough teachers and schools.
$

i

1

Age 13 The-way the.law should-be timproved.
Age 17 Official neglect-misrepresentation-unfair representation .

Controversy in government.(political problems). s.

The people that are suppose to be ruling over. U.S.
problems, mayors and thingt, they usually don't know what
the people want, they just do what they think.

. Politics (people not wanting to' do a good job) .
Adults Decline of city's ability to serve its residents.

I 110 = GOVERNMENT

111 = HEALTH PROBLEMS

Age 13 - Bad water. ,

Age 17 Food -- starvation in ghettos.
Not enough doctors for sick.
Sanitation.

Adults Garbage collection.
Alcoholics.
Proper health care.

112- =

Age 13

Age 17

DRUGS

Dope. I

Drugs and how they get smuggled into the United States.
Drug abuse.
Drug addiction.

Adults Heroin and Marijuana.

331
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Categories and sample responses are listed below.

113 = :MORAL CHANGE

Age 13 No respect for law.
Too many bad people..

Age 17 Lack of interest in religion.
Coldness of people to one another.
No trust of people.

Adults No samples given.

1.4=--NIITUAL DIsitiEfT

Rso07
PART A
101002-234

No samples given.
4

115 = ,OTHEB ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 No room for exercise and activities.
Not enough organizations for kids (boy scouts, girl scouts,

etc).
Age 17 Not enough land for people to do things recreation wise.

Kids not having enough to do.
Too much uniformity--apartment houses all look alike.

Adults Fostering growth and development for city's future.
Entertainments for younger people not enough-'-need parks

with supervision.

298. = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL AND OTHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

.Age 13 Social studies.
Accidents. ,

Work.
Age 17 Anti-war movements.

Don't know all the people personally.
Indu§try.

Adults The war.

299 = I DON'T KNOW



SCORING GUIDE:
4
PART C

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

00 .= NO RESPONSE

1Q = QUESTIONS ABOUT THE NATURE OP THE PROBLEM

Age 13 What causes the most pollution?
___Where_the_drugs_tirst qgma_from/
f What effect,drugs have on people?
How many people are on dope?
Why aren't the races getting along?
How much ,of our air is bad?
Why do prices have to bi so high ancrwages so low?
Why do they take drugs? What do they see in it?
Why do they make all the smog?

Age 17- , Why it occurs? (Official-neglect)
Why do people commit crime?
How has pollution been allowed to get so out of hand?
When you go 'to the emergency room, why do the doctors go on
to the other and leave you?

One good reason why marijuana should be legalized?
Why do people permit drimetto happen?
What chemicals.Afe in the air?
What are the weather facts?
Are there enough teaching facilities?
How. many people face povertia.
What starts people on drugs?
Why can't they'get'along together?
What types of crime are there?
Why do educated people treat each other like animals?
What causes the slums?
Are there enough teaching facilities?

Adults Why.they drink-that much and get on road?
What industries are being cut back?
Is there any wide spread standards as to what constitutes

pollution 'and the forms used to measure it?.,
How is money being used for the housing projeOts?
Why must there be a lack of decent housing when it seems -
the govet is always collecting taxes to use for this?

Why is the equipment -used in transportation so old?

RS007
PART C
'101002-234

HAve a breakdown on where my taxes are going.
Why Are the' prices so high?
ihat are the causes of pollution?

33:3
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\ RS007
\ PART C

101002-234
Categories and sample responses\are listed below.

\

11 5 QUESTIONS ABOUT SOLVING THEE PROBLEM

Age 13 How can we help life at home so people won't need drugs?
Can you clean it up?
What are some ways,we can

\
\help to prevewt it?

Age 17 Hdw can it.be solved? \

What's being done to get addicts off drugs?
Are the existing laws effec 'tive, and if not, what Would be

better legislation? \
--------HUV-I0 cult.aTfriT-Aown and not hurt industries in cities?

What can I do to help bring the, crime -rates down?
Why hainot the government done as much as they could?.
Why can't everyone have equal opportunities and make use of

them when they get them?
.\

How could law enforcement be madestronger and not as weak
as it is now?. \

How could prison reform be made better? .
e Why couldn't they spend more money'on kids rat der than all

the money on space and war? \

Waste removal--What to do to dispose of it? "Landfill?
Adults How to keep them off the road? .

Who is going to hire all the G.I:s froM Viet Nam?
What future industries are predicted to\foster city growth?
What partidular type of pollution can be\avoided?
How to give more people opportunity to work!
Hcni could we have more training programs to-help people?

12 = OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Would it be overruled by something else later?
Age 17 How do the people feel about the ways that are being used

now to stop pollution?
Adults No samples given.

29 = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AND OTHER UNACCETiABLE ,RESPONSES

Age 13 Is'he very smart?
About the books are they different from any other\books?
How the teachers act about you missing a problem? \

Age 17 Go to police to ask them to check on people. \
\

Ask neighbors if they would wa,tch my place. \

Adults No-- because I'm never taken \any.
1

29 = I DON'T KNOW

334
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. SCORING GUIDE: PARTS D&E

Categories and sample responses are listed below.,

00 =' NO RESPONSE

1

10 = NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES.

R§007
PARTS WE
101002-234

A1* ages --- ary---magazine-sectkomr. / .:

Articles in papers and magazines. .

. Everyday magazines ,and newspapers have article about it.
Read newspapers. ,

1

N
11 = RADIO, TV AND FILMS

I

All ages TV commercials.
TV, radio.
News media. TV.
films at scaool.

.

1

12 = BOOKSI..-LIBRARY

1

.

All ages F iacts n thealibrary.
Reference books.
Library books. encyclopedia.'
Read a book about crime.

1

0

13 = GOVERMMENT OFFICIALS, WORKERS OR AGENCIES

Aqe 13 Police.
Department of Health.
Going to the.government and asking about it.
City Hall.

Aqe 17 The mayor. --

Juvenile Detention headquarters.
";Dept.,of Interior .

Federal government.
State gOTiernmerit:
Talk to the environmental boardi
A politician, like a congressman.

Adults City Commission. -

Wild life commission.
Food and Drug Administration.
Dept. of Health. Education, Welfare.
I could attend some city council meetings.

t
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PARTS D&E
. 101002-234

Categories and sample responsbs are listed below.

.1

14 = GOVERNMENT LITERATURE
4

Age L13 No samples given.
$

Age 17 Pamphlets from Washingtod.
Government pamphlets (Write off for them- -the.Stiie Dept.

of Agriculture). r. ft,

Adults U.S. government *of figures or projections.
Reading_on government studies on these problems.

15 = DIRECT OBSERVATION OR TALK TO PERSON INVOLVED IN PROBLEM

All ages I guess I'd go to someone on,the drugs to ask them their
opinion.

Factories that produce pollution. . , .

Going t9 nearby lakes and streams and try to help clean
them up.

'People involyed in the'riots.
Go to the ghettos to, see how they live.
People that commit crimes..
Going to a school that's integrated.

16 = AUTHORITIES (TEACHERS* DOCTORS* SCIENTISTS)
.. ,

Age 13 Doctors.
. A good pharmacist.

A scientist.
Age 17 From a sociologist.

Ecology professors.
Sup erintendent.of schools.
Go to.sanitation companies.

Adults The works of specialists and'urbanologists.
Reports from water re-cycling plant.

, .

17 SPECI11. INTEREST GROUPS

Age 13 Visiting places that help fight air pollution.
YMCA-- Church.

Age 17 Wildlife federation.
Conservation people.
Family Parenthood Association.

Adults Labor Unions of each state.
Organizations specializing in working to curb pollution.
Drug clearing house.

sy slp dr.t) 00
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RS007
.PARTS DEE
101002 -23k

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

18 '= OTHER ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Al) ages Business owners.,
Psychological reports on what causes crime.
Church. ,

.

Sociology class in school.
...

a = VAGUE, NONSENSICAL, AWD'OtHER UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 See what parents think about it.
A grown-up who l.ves in a big city.
Go to the office.
Ask around (some people) no one in particular.

Age 17 Write to individualt concerned.
People. 0

A close friend.
. Listening io people.

Adults 'Dept. that's supposed to be in charge of all this.
-Children of today seem to know, guj.te' a bit and are

concerned.

. 20:1 = I not ft Km))

Acceptable: Named three problems in categories 101-128, was interested
in one of the problems, asked two questions in categories
20-22, and named twa.sources in categories 10-18.

I) pftI
t.11011



We can find information by using:

''. ..:/-
A dictionary

An encyclopedia

,A globe

A map .

A' newspaper
.. ,

.

Suppose you had all of these in your room. Which would bp

BEST to use to find the things asked.below?

A. Which one\of the followingould be BEST to use to

find hoir toga spell a word?
, ..

'
.

9403002.1

I

OD A dictionary

o An encyclopedia

c=) A globe
\

cD A map

,= A newspaper

= 1 don't know.

4

..
.
: go..)quo

1

I.

'PLEASE CO ON TO THE NEXT PACE.

fi .T.: .7
R,..-..., I

0

o



CD01
CD0
COCO1

CMG:iCDO

01
CD
CD

1

CD 1

9.20130020

(Continued)

D. Which one of the following would be BEST to use to

find information about the history of Mexico? .

c:= A dictionary

MP An encyclopedia

c:= A globe

c:= A map

c:= .A newspaper -
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Release it:.

NAEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

%

RS008
US008

203002-1

SKILLS.
Obtaining information..

0

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDUAES EFFECTIVELY.
Suboblective: C. obtain information from a variety of sources.

Exercise Type:
/ Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RS008A
US008D
US008C
RS008D

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text

-Timing: (in 'seconds)
Introduction:

RS008A Stimulus:
RS008A Response:
RS008A Total:
US008D Stimulus:
US008B Response:
US0088 Total:
US008C Stimulus:
US008C Response:
US008C Total:
RS008D stimulus:
RS008D Response:
RS008D Total:

Exercise Total:

e;

.....9

02-2;:

91.07
- 78.70
95.45
75.74

24
14
38
63
16
38
58
15
37
62
15
37
59

266

a
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1

Fill in the oval beside "Yes" if the book or thing listed below

would probably give you information about the early settlement

of yOur state. Fill in the oval beside "No" if it probably would

E. not give you information. If you lo not know the answer; fill

1 in the oval beside "I don't know."

A. Would a DICTIONARY give you information about the early t..*

settlement of your state?

'1

1o Yes
,. ow No

4,
.

9403030.1

o 1 don't know.

1

i

B. Would an ENCYCLOPEDIA give you information about the early

settlement of your state?

so Yes

o No -

o I don't know.

203030- 1

RS009

4E4

MS

MS

ow ...

,

PLEASE CO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. iiii ...
341 am ..,
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Release 1:'

. NAEP 1k

Theme:
Subtheme:

Obiective:
Subobiective:
SublablectiVb;

RS009
US009

203030-1

SKILLS. t

Obtaining information,

-TI. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
C, Obtain information from a variety of sources,

----1G-tristinguish facts from opinions, relevant from
irrelevant- plormationo and reliable from
unreliable sources,

1....

'

Exertise Type: . Multiple choice
Scoring Type: - ,Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap:
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

RS009A
RS0(198
US009C
US009D

9

01-06
...

68,36
80,39
74,19
e2.25

Timing: (in seconds) .

Introduction: 23
RS009A Stimulus: 7

RS009A Response: 27

RS009A Total: '34
RS0098 Stimulus: 9

RS0098 Response: 25
'RS0098 Total: 34
US009C Stimulus,: 10
US009C Response: 26
US009C Total: 36

US009D Stimulus; 8
US009D Response: 31
'US009D Total: 40

Exercise Total: 179

,

\

it

'e

. .
312 .

361
1



MIS

IMM
.. la

i Mlle

A boy looked in his history book, but Fe could not find out where as

awl.
Abraham Lincoln was born. Which one of the following should he 7
do?

\ IMM
11M1) IMM

..4.2
IMM

o tLook in an atlas . .
- 'look in an encyclopedia

; .
I .s,. o ;Look in a geography book e

lailb

WM
o Ask a friend to help him .

.

. .
o I don't know. - w'i.

mt
Mf

UM

OM

SEW

IMM

OM

11,
INI.

O MNI

OM

MINI.
OM

g MO

el=
MO

I. aim'

301 Er. 1
4. .
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Release A: RS01.1

NASD 11: 203016-1

-

Theme:
Subtheme:

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

#

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.
Subablective: D. Distinguish facts from opinions, relevant from

irrelevant information, and reliable from
unriliablesources.

Exercise Type: flultiple choice
Scoridg Type: Machine
Administration Node: , Gro4p
Stimulus Type:- Text

1..

Overlap:
Package - Exercise:
National P-value:

RSO11

9

03-12

67.53

Timing: (in seconds)
RS011 Stimulus:_ 20
RS011 Response: 28
RS011 Total: 59

I



OM

1

(Before reading this exercise, give respondent the supplementary package opened to
page 12.)

Pablo found an arrowhead in his backyard. It was shaped like the arrowhead in the

picture you are looking at.

Pablo was interested is finding out who made the arrowhead, when it might have

been made, and what it could have been used for. How could he find out?
. ..

(1 )

(2)

.4

Of no response is given in 10 seconds, go to next exercise.

lf respondent yau.sts utter first response ask, "Is there any other way he could
find out?"

Stop after 3 responses OR when respondent answers "No" OR no response is
given in 10 seconds.)

CI
.. -

OD.. alb. 1$11

..
kw.

ON

.11.

4:3D00=
COCO
CM=
0::)C32)=

. CD
CDf:

(1)
t=c=0oo
CD==ooo'

t=a -
co
CID

(2)
cocz)oo
o0=1

(=ID *oo
c=oo
CM

9-203040-1 .

. (3)
coo 20304D-100oo fi50 13

cnoo©
cn

34 364 i



Release

NA EP t:

RS013 .

203040-1

Theme: SKILLS..
Subtheme.:' .-. Obtaining information.

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

Exerc4e Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
Package7Exercise:
National P-value:.

RS013-11

Short answer
Semi-Professional

Audio-Verbal

07-02

78.51

. Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
. . exercise.

0

A
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SCORING GUIDE

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

Of! = NO RESPONSE

iS013
203040=1

'10 = RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES (PEOPLE) FOR CHILD

Take it to a museum, ask someone there they know about
fossils\and stuff at museums.

Go'toiXibrar4 lady and ask.
Go to a lab and ask a scientist.
From the Indians.
Ask my teacher:
He'd go to a rovkexpeit. I can't think of the name.
Go ask his teacher where he could find people who could

tell him about it.

11
al = OTHER POSSIBLE PERSONAL SOURCES

He could ask around his neighbors to see who made it.
Ask me I know a lot about them I have books on them.
Get his 'dad to tell him.
Ask my mother.
Ask my parents about it.

12 NUSEUH OR RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS

Take it to a museum.
Go to a museum about Indians.
A. museum.

a = SPECIFIC WRITTEN OR PICTORIAL SOURCES

7 Look- in a book on arrowheads, look for the book in a
library or maybe -in a. school.

Look in encyclopedia.
Find it in. dictionary - little bit.
A movie on arrowheads in school.
.By a social studies book.
Look in a science book.
'Look in some Indian History books.
He could look it up in the encyclopedia to see about how

the Indians made them.
Go to the library and ask the librarian for books on Indian
artifacts.

t*le

tf
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-
Categories and sample responses are listed.below.

- e

RS013
203040-1

'4 14 = GENERAL WRITTEN OR PICTORIAL-SOURCES

--- Maybe a book from-the library could he/p him. .

Ask people - get a book and find out:.
Try to get a book about 'it and figure it out by himself:

,

. 15 = OTHER AIOCEPTABLE' RESPONSES ,

He could look on the back of it to see if it has the name
i of the place on it where it was made.
i Take it to a laboratory.
t 1',

21 '= \IRRELEVANT SOURCES OR METHODS
. - -

s.

e

1

. I
k

.

Look on it for a date. . A
Take it to the police and ask them. -
Take it to the mayor and ask 1)&10.
Tike it to a psychiatrist and ask him about it.''
It usually tells how they were, used in story books.
Take it to a friend.

..

4

VAGUE, NONSENSICAL AND OTHER1UNACCEPTA6LE RESPONSES
44**

Go to India where they might make them.
He could ask my grandfather he has a whole collection, only

he died.
Ask somebody.

.

Take some wild guesses.
)

-

-Find the person who shot it - ask them about it.
Take it- to a shop.

. He might know: - himself.

.

29 = I DON'T KNOW

Acceptable: Named one way in categories 10-15.
1 I
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Suppose someone wanted to know what had happened in our

country or in the world within the last 24 hours. Would each
0

of the following be a good way for that person to find out?
......

\

.

2133D361.- 12
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o

4

MP

.. MP
N.I

IMP
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SOD

MOD

04

(Continued)

C. Would reading the daily newspaper be a good way to find out

What had happened in the last 24 hours?

OD Yes

c:7:; No

on't know.

D. Would looking in an encyclopedia be a good way to find out
if

what had happened in the last 24 hours?

o Yes
MO No

o I don't know.

E. Would watching the news on television be a good way to find
IMO

out what had happened in the last 24 hours?

ft=

saw Yesr
oN\ft=

111.1MO

C=D I don't know.
11 M

111111

203038 12
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Release A:

NAEP A:

US014
RS014

203038-12

Theme; SKILLS.
Subtheme: Obtaining infoimaiion.

.
.

Objective:
Subobjective:
puboblective:

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:

II. USE ANALYTIC-SCiEMTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
C. Obtaifi information from a. variety of sources.
D. Distinguish facts from opinionso .relevant . from

irrelevant "infokmation, and reliable from
unreliable sources.

Maltiple choice
Machine

Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Overlap: 9 13

o
Package-Exercise:
National P-value:

03 -18 04-03

US014A.: 81.48 94.22
US0148 78.78 86.110

RS014C 86.65 98;05
RS014D 88.45 91.63
RS014E 93.69 98.72
US014F 93.43 97.88

.Tiaing: (in seconds)
RS014 Introduction: 15 14

US014A Stimulus: 9 9

US014A Response: 15 15

US014A Total: 32 33

US0148 Stimulus: 9 10

US0148 Response: 14 15
'US0148 Total: 32 30.
RS014C Stimulus: 10 11

RS014C Response: 14 ,14
R5014C Total: 29 30

RS014D 10 11.fitimalas:
R5014D 4rResponse: 15 14

RS014D Total: 29 30
RS014E Stimulus: 10 10

RS014E ,Response: 15 15

RS014E Total: 30

US014F Stimulus: 10 11

US01.4F Response: 15 16

US014F Total: 33 - 37
Exercise Total: 204 204

351



Suppose your teacher has asked all of the students in your class

to find out how many people immigrated to this country in 1900.

Which/one of the following do you think would be the MOST

depe dable or reliable source for finding out how many people

imm rated. to the United States ir 1900T

4

jAn article about immigrants in a popular magazine
000o A very old neighbor who immigrated to the United States

o A fiction-story about a young girl who came to this country
080and who became a citizen

on Immigration dates and figures in a book put out by the
United States Census Bureau

o

=) I don't know.

204131:19-271

R5017

0
/-204009!.23' .414
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Release 0: RS017

NAEP 0: 204009-23

Theme:
sUbtheme:

1

SKIDS.
Obtainin)j information.

Objective: II. USE AALY IC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: D. Dist41guiA facts from opinions, relevant from

irrelevant information, and reliable from
unreliable sources.

Exercise Type: Oultiple choice
Scoring Type: Machine
Administration Mode: Group
Stimulus Type: Text

Ove4ap:
Padkage-Exercise:I.
National P-value:

RS017

Timing: (in seconds)
RS017 Stimulus:I
RS017 Response:.
RS017 Total:

*Time not limited by'paceditape. 1

NOTrStimulus similar for out-of-school respondents.
"Suppose your teacher has ai,ked all of the students in your
class to find out how many people immigrated to this country
in 1900.i! replaced by °Suppose you want to find out how many
people immigrated to this country in 1900." at age 17
out -of- school and adult.

_13 17__
03701 05-02

88.55 93.57

41 4/
5 6

57 55

klult
04-16

96.67

37
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-3

(Before reading this exercise. glee respondent the s«pplementary package opened
. ,to page 1.1

GIN

A. If ydu were to receive summaricti of two new %dead& studio. on ~roofing.

one of which was reported by the government and the other by the tobacco

industry, which would you read? (Read ALL choices on the handout to

respondent.)

i
cZ) The government report only (Go to IP

cM The tobacco industry report only (Go to B1 .

cZ) Both the governMent and the tobacco industry reports (Go to 111

cM Neither the governmentnor the tobacco industry report (Go to 81

cM I dont know. (Go to next exercise)

cm No response ,(After 'TWENTY seconds, go to next exercite)

B. Please give a reason for Your answer.

9.102001.2.3,4

.s.

1

ons........
'

.. 1 02DO I -234
(Stop Ow response is ghten i)1 10 semids.)
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Release i:

HARP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Sabobjective:

.R8018

102001-234
i

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

I. HAVE CURIOSITY ABOUT HUNAN AFFAIRS.
B. Are open to new information and ideas.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus TypP:

Overlap:
Packake-Exercise:
National P-value:

RS018-03

Longer answer
Semi- ,Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal

. .

Tiirting: No paced tape was

Vt.

Mb

3

i

exercise.

,

.,

,

i.

g

.
.

1

08-01
)7 Admit
10-01 04-01

64.58 77.31 79.09

.

used in this individually administered

355
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SCORING GUIDE: PART B

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

= NO RESPONSE

RS018
. PART B

102001-234

1Q = WOULD READ BOTHEQUALLY INTERESTING OR EQUALLY BIASED

All ages To find out about both of them.
Read both sides so you can find out the clood.and the bad

things about it.. -

To find' out what they both nave to say about tobacco and if
it's harinful to you.

-Both would have different ideas in them.
Want to see both side. of opinion so I can make a fair

judgment-about what I should know about cigarettes.
Because I could put them together and* evaluate both of

A them.
You'd get all the information there was to get.
I'd like to see the different argument and both point of

Reading one report would give a biased opinion.
-

Because-I smoke and I would lust as soon knoW more about
it.

11 = WOULD -READ. BOTH, BUT HAS PREFERENCE FOR G4ERWHENT REPORT OR
FEELS THAT TOBACCO REPORT WOULD BE BIASED

All ages The tobacco industry might be trying to keep their business
and try end slide on some of the bad things about'
smoking. The government would be more likely to tell you
the medical facts.,

The tobacco industty might try,to put something over and
the governmentmight be more honest. I've seen movies
'here the tobacco doesn't mention any problems.

Because I think it be good to read the-one by the tobacco
industry, but I feel the government report would be a lot
more unbiased because. the tobacco industry makes money
and they would want to make it look as good asPossible.

The government has scientific reasons. The tobacco wants
to sell more cigarettes.

The Overnment.would give you facts and statistics and the
tobacco industry would be leaning towards the tobacco
industry.

The )obacco industry would only fall you so much and the
government would tell you fu/iv.

356
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0

RS018
PART B
_102001-2.14

-Categories and sample responses are listed below.

12 = WOULD READ BOTH, BUT HAS PREFERENCE FOR TOBACCO REPORT OR FEELS
THAT GOVERNMENT REPORT WOULD BE BIASED

All ages The goverriment might skip something and the tobacco_ company
tell them that the tobacco might be getting better with
fhe tar and nicotine and the government doesn't know
.about it.

The tobacco industry report might be favoring one thing or
. the other. Since it's the tobaccc, industry, they may not

put down smoking as much as the government.

20 = WOULD READ GOVERNMENT REPORT ONLY

Age 13 Makes more sense to dread it.
Because tobacco might be wrong, you might get bancer from

it and the government may tell you not to use it.
Age 17 Because there would probably be more. truth in it. The

tobacco company might tell some untruths so'they can sell,
. the product.

Would show progress or what they found out about smoking.
, I don't smoke and I don't think I vill ever start

smoking. I think it is bad on your health, too. .

.

Adults The government is interested in the individual and the
tobacco company is interested-in seiline the product.

21 = WOULD READ TOBACCO REPORT OILY

Age 13 They should know more about it than the mayor.
It knowf more about it than the.covernment.

Age 17 It doesn't matter what the government thinks and says.
The government in lot is one-sided.
I think the government would be more statistical and I

wouldn't be interested in statistics. I'd want to read
what the producers themselves thought of their product,
and why they sold it to people if they know-it's harmful.

I think I'd read the tobacco industry because I smoke and
I'm mostly interested in getting the best brand.

Adults I like to read their propaganda.
To see what they have to say. 'Their reasoning wouldn't apt

to be as honest as the government's should.

O
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RS018
PART B
102001-234

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

9

22. = ,WOULD READ NEITHER REPORT

Age 13 Smoking is bad for your health;
Neither of my parents smoke and I wouldn't be bothered.
Not interested.

Age 17 I don't smoke.
I'd rather read reports by doctors. The government and

tobacco industry don't know much about it.
Adults I gave up smoking for the kinds of considerations that such

studies_ would deal with.
I don't believe what neithe'r say. I don't believe what

they say.

23 = WOULD READ 'BOTH -- UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSES

Age 13 Oat's what it talks about,.
Might tell you something abbut .what's in a cigarette.
Both, because its bad for smoking.
Because you need the material for both._ For money.
Because thei both say not to, smoke.

Age 17 If I received them I would read them.
Welt, before you smoke you need tobacco so you need to know

how they get it and everything.
Adults No samples given.

29 = I DON'T KNOW

358
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(Before wading this exercise, give respondent the supplementary package opened
- to page 1.1

Use the Table of Contents I have given you to answer these questions.

A. On what page would you look to find out about firemen in the city?

!After respOnse OR if no response is :train THIRTY seconds, go to B.

tt D. On what page would you look to find out whether farms still have horses?
..

(Stop if no. :esponse is given in THIRTY secondsi

=MA- I
ROO 19

940 303 64

359
:31-:'6
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(Continued)

Intro duction

111 THE CITY
...

Who lives in a city/
1

..,,.
...

TABLE OF CONTENTS

w,,
.11

The stores . .. ... 3

Let's go to the library ., . . 5

The park . .... % 6

Five thirty traffic- . . . : . 8

Streets and bridges .- f II

How a city gets water f 15

City helpers . 17

ON THE FARM .

Who lives on a fartli?.. ..
Farm animals 4, 29

Growing food 33

Playing in the forest 38
. . .

he school bus . 4Q

Let's go for a swim
0

.. 45

...
,.., R5D la
.,..

Oil

9203036.1

1
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Release $:

NAEP

Theme:
Subtheme:

Objective:
Suft4lective:
Sqbobjective:

4k .

RS019
US019

203036-1

1

SKILLS.
Obtaining .

II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.
D. Distinguish facts from opinions, relevant from

irrelevant irdprmation. ,and reliable frbm
unreliable sources.

Exercise Type:
Scoring Type:
Administration Node:
Stimulus Type:

Overlap:
PackageExercise:
National P-value:

lyS019A
NOS01913
US019C
RS019D

Short answer.
Semi-Professional
Individual
Audio-Verbal & Table of Contents

05-02

35.70.
67.40 .

79.44
- 73.17

Timing: No paced tape was used in this individually administered
exercise.'

.
O
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SCORING GUIDE: PARTS A6D

ategories and sample responses are listed below.

PART A:

0 = NO RESPONSE . 11

1 = ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE: 17

= UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE OR I DON'T KNOW

PART Di

4

.

RS019A
PARTS PLED
203036-1

,

.

0 = NO RESPONSE
.

1. = ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE: 29
IN

2 = UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE OR I DON'T KNOW

.4
.

r '

,

t

O

4

....

I.

, 3'62 ,

44

.
.1.



The foildwing questionssefer to the index from a social studies

book printed on the opposite page.

A. What page(s) would you look on to find out how iab-otage

was used during the Ciiril.War?

64,

-ZOOPE0.2.

R50213

V

9.20;005:2
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4/0
4/0
1111111

2031:111S-2

RSEI20
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-. _

9 -20300/ S -2

(Continued)
Ildb, Cen. Harry, 115
Hin, Cen. A. P., 18, 84.85, 152, 196
Hill, Con. D. H 60
Ruud, Gen. John Bell, 58t 84,159.

-168.171,180 -191'.
Hooker, Cen. Joseph. 84, 103-107,

139, 140, 144-145
"Homes Nest," 42-43, 46
Hospitals, 127, 130
Howard, 0.0., 103, 106, 118
Hunter; Cen. David, 172

industrialization, 166-167
honclads, 63-73
Island No. 10, 41.47
Jacksdn, Cert. Thomas J.

("Stonewall"), 8. 16. 33, 54,55, 58,
119, 76, 79-80.84; 90, 102, 103.107

:schen, Miss., 113
Johnson, Andrew, 100, 207, 269
Johnston, Cen. Albeit S., 49-42,

46-47
Johnston, Gen. Joseph E., 32-33,

37, 53- 55,113,147, 155.
158459, 168, 193, 195, 2030,
203.205

Joint Committee on the Conduct of
the War, 160

Kansas, 23.24
Kansas-14ebraska Act, 23-24
Kearny, Cen. Phil, 70
1Cearaarge, 62, 73
Kennesaw Mountain, 158
Kentucky, 39-40, 86-87

Lane. Sen. James H., 179'
IAe, Fitzhugh, 152
Lee, Ctn. Robert E., 16, 27:55, 58,

60, 76, 79,80-85,90, 102, 103-
107. 114-,121, 127, 134, 147-155,
176,193,195-201.209

Lincoln, Abraham, 9.14, 14-16, 25,
26, 21-28.32, 51.54.55, 63, 74,,
79, 89, 121, 114, 144. 147. 160.
162, 168, 175, 193, 197, 203.208

Little Round Top, 110-120
Logan.Cen. John, 188
Longstreet,Cen. James, 76,79.80,

90-91: 119420,138439,144, 152
Lookout Met:Wain, 135, 139,

140-141. 144
Louisiana, 28
Lynchburg, Va., 197
Lyon, Capt. Nathaniel S., 1849

Magruder, Cen. John B., 54.58, 60
Maine,21
Manassas Junction. 30, 3,28, 76
Marye's Heights, 90.91, 92-93
Mari land, 17 -18.80
McArthur, Cen. John, 189
McClellan, Cen. George B., 16, 32,

371, 39,51,52, 54.55,58, 60,
74-76, 79, 81-85. (;9,161 -162,
168,175

McCook, Col. Daniel, 158
McDowell, Ceti. Irvin, 16, 32-q"

.37, 53-55
MePherson.Cen. James B., 109 -"3,-

'Meade. Cen. George C..112.
114-121. 114. 119;147-148

Medicine; military, 127,-100

Memphis, TOM.. 46
Afar:inure, 63.67'
Minnesota, 6.5
Missionary Ridge, 139, 144,145
Mississippi, 28
Mississippi Valley campaign, 39.49
Missouri, 18-19, 21, 39
Missouri Compromise.21, 24
Mobile, Ala., 69-72
Monitor, 63, 68-67
Mortar..126
Mosby, Col. John S., 174, 177
Murfreesboro, Tenn., 91,97 -100

Nashville, Tenn., 186-189
Neshcille, 73

Naval warfare, 63.73
Nebraska, 23
Negroes in :rimed farces. 165
New Nicito, 22
New Orleans; Li., 47,68
Newport News, Va., 32
North Camlina, 16, 192, 195

Order or American Knights, 163
Lewis, 206, 207

Patterson, Gen. Robert, 32,33, 37
Pea Ridge, Ark., 42
"Peace Democrats," 165
Peace di:cessions, 192493
Pemberton, Cen. Joh n C.,113
Pennsylvania campaign, .114-121
Perryville, Ky., 87
Petersburg, Va., 155, 196
Philippi, V4, 32
Pickett, Cen. George, 121,196
Pinkertan, Allan, 51, 54, 163, 167
Pittsburg Landing, Miss., 43
Polk, Cen. Bishop. 138. 139, 158
Pnlk, Cen. Leonidas, 40
Pope, Cen. John, 74-79
Port Royal, S. C., 68
Porter, Adm. David.D., 47!112-

113, 191
Prentiss, Cen. Benjamin,'46
Price, Sterling, 179
Prison camps, 133
Prisoner exchange, 167

Quantral, William C., 173, 179

liadigakRep.ublicans, 160
Republican Party, 27. 160
Reynolds, Cen. John. 118
Richmond_ Va., 32,53-55, 75,103,

196; see also Virginia campaign,'"
Roseerans. Cen. William S., 87, 91,

97-100, 134.139
Round Top, 119

Sabotage, 163
St, Louis, Mo., 18, 39
S.ivannall. Ca., 189, 191
Schofield, Cen. John, 184 - 186,189,

195.
Scott, Cell. Winfield. 16, 32, 51'
Secession, 16, 28
Second Bull Run, 76-79
Sedgwick,Cen. John, 107
Semines, Raphael, 73
Seven Ills" Battles, 58.69/
Seward, William II., 169, 46.3, 193,

. 207Q g A
PiarpsitIrtg.)11d., 62-85 ;

333

Shenandoah Valley, :30, 32,171 -174
Sheridan, Goa. Philip, 87, 147, 153.

172-174, 196-197, 200
Sherman, Cen. William T., 46, 89,

100401, 113, 139, 144, 145, 147,
155, 158-159, 188, 1704:71, 173,
180-195, 290, 203-205 "1

Shields, Cen. James, 55 /
Shiloh; Miss., 43-47
Sickles, Daniel, 106, 1,19-120
Sieges, see under Battles
Sigel, Con. Franz, 148, 153, 172
Slavery. 18, 20-28, 89
Smith, Cen. A. J., 171
Smith, Con. Kirby, 86-87
Smith, Cen. William F., 155
South Carolina, 9, 28,193 -195
Spotsylnnia, Va., 152-153 /
Spying, 163-164
Stanton. Edwin M., 160. 206
Steelman, James B., 188
Stephens, Alexander, 192 /
Stones River, 91, 97400 /
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, 23 /
Stroh], Cen. 0. F., 186 /
Stuart, Gen. J. E. B., 54, 55, 58, 78

127,153 . /
Sturgis, Cen. Samuel D.1171
Sumner; Charles, 23, 24.25
Surratt, Mary. 207

Tennessee, 16,39; campaign, 134-145
Tennessee. 70-71,72
Terry, Gen. A. H.. 191
Tr is, 22, 28
Thirteenth Amendment,'193
Thomas, C 40. 138 -

139, 144- 45, 169, 180, 184,
186-190

Uncle Toms Cabin, 23
Underground Railroad, 22-23-'
Uniforms/130, 131 .,
Utah;.22
Vallandigham, Clement, 163
Vicksburg, Miss., 100401, 108-114
Virginia. 16, 17; campaign, 32.36,

50-61. 90-91, 103407, 147-155,
195 -200

Wallace, Cen. Lew, :347
Washingtor D. C., 17, 18, 22. 155
Weapons, 1; ; -127
Webster, Daifie1,22
Welles, Gideon, 63
West Virginia,
Western campaign. 30-49, 85-87,

91, 97-101, 108-114, 134-135
White dak Swam), 60
Whitman. Walt, 130
Whitney. Eli, 21
Wilderness. The, 103, 148-152
Wilmington, N. C., 73 191
Wilmot Proviso, 22 41
Wilson, Sen. Henry, 163
Wilson. James 11., 155
Wilson's Creek, sin., 18-19
Mr& Henry. 133
Wend, Fern:Wan. I(.3

Yorktown. 54
Younger, Cole, 179

Gaws, 15. /30
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Release I: . RS020
'US020

NAEP A: 203005-2

Theme:
Subtheme:

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

-

objective:. II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIPIC PROCEDURES EPPECTIVELY.
Subohlective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

. ,

Exercise Type: Short answer
Scoring -Type: . Semi-Professional
Administration Node: Group ,

Stimulus Type: / Text/Index
i ..=

Overlap: i ' -143
Packa4e-Exerdise: . 07-20
National P-vA ue:

,RSb20A
.

82.17
US020B 83.36

Timi0

X

..-
g: (in seconds)

Introduction:
.

8

. RS020A Stimulus:
.

8

RS020A Response;, 32
RS020A Total: - 40
US02013 Stimulus: if

USO2OB Response: 33
US020B Totali . . 41

Exercise Total: 89

Copyright Information:

;

Charles -Plato, Gelden Book of the Civil WAr, adapted from The
American Heritage Pictuxe-H4story of the Civil Mar, with narrative
by Bruce Barton (New York American Heritage Publishing Company,
1960 and 1961); p. 216. Reprintedby permigsloti of the publisher.

er

.0,

r

.
.
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SCORING GUIDE: PART A

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

0 = NO.RESPONSE
O

1 = ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE: 163

11:

= UNACCEPTABLE iESPONSE OR I DON'T KNOW

366 385

RS020A
PART A.
203005-2
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1=10

. . 1=10

1=10

Suppose you were studying the Civil _War in "your social studies

class and you wanted to find the answers to these two questions: ..
o

. How did Lincoln feel abOut the South? ..
..ik

mo ..How did the South feel about Lincoln? -

On the opposite page are four of the cards you might'find under ..
i el=

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM in the card catalogue in the school libiary. llIM
P
S i.

co. ...
Fill in the oval beside the card for the book that would BEST help el=

e l=

you answer the two questions above. o ....*

,IMMO.
OM

OM
,e P

P
OM

=M.
OMt OM

MCAD

OM
A WO

E MS

=UP

1
4 EMS

IMO

21331:1136-2 ....
% . ....

R5021 OM

MIS

IMO

=1
MM

alai

mob

mos
.._

I
MEP

P
=MO

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 1mi
=MOr.

IMI
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B Brooks. Noah: 1830-1903 .

LIN Abraham, Lincoln, and the dolfall of
American slavery. by Noah Brooks. Ncw York.
GA'. Putnam's Somi..1894.

I. IA114:0111, Abraham. Pn:s. U.S.. 1809-1865.

t

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, President United States,
I 809- 1 865

B Gore, John Rogers. 1874..
LIN The boyhoOd of Abraham Lincoln: from the

spoken narratives of Austin Gollalicr,
illustrateil from photographs. Indianapolis.
Hobbs-Merrill Co., 1921.

I. Lincoln, Abraham, Pres. U.S I 809.180.

H Leland, Charles'God key. 1824-1903
LIN Abraham Lincoln and the abolition of slavery

in the United States, by Charles GodfreY Leland.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1879.

I. Lincoln, Abraham, Pres. U.S., 1809-1865
2. U.S. History-Civil War.

4

I

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, President United States.
1809-1865

. --.
B Randall, James Garfield,1881-

.LIN Lincoln and the South, by J.G. Randall.
Baton Rouge. Louisiana State University Press.
1946.

1. Lincoln, Abraham, Pres. U.S.. 1809-1865.
1 Southern sbites-polities and government,

"1775-1865.
0 -.
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Release #:

NAEP 1:

RSO21

203006-2

Thele:"
Subtheme:

Objective: II.
Subobjectj.ver--' C.
Subobjective: D.

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

OSE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECT IVELY.
Obtain information from a varietyof sources.
Distinguish facts from opinions, relevant from
irrelevant' information, and reliable from
unreliable sources.

Exercise Type: `o.

Scoring Type:
Administration Mode:
Sttmulus.Type:.

Overlap:

Multiple choice
Machine
Group
Text/Library Catalogue Cards

13
PaCkage-Exercise: 05-09
National P-value:

"RS021 77.89

Tiiing: (in seconds) .

. RS021 Stimulus: "31
.RS021 ' Response: 80
RS021 Total: . 124

C

3G9

\

388
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1

A

1

A. The opposite page is from an inddx of an American history

book. Write the page number or numbers from the index

where you would find informatiortuab out each of the topics

listed beloi/.

l of business(1) Government control

Page (s)

(2) The annexation of Austria by Nazi Germany

Page (s)

(3) Lincoln's assassinition by John Wilkes Booth

Page (s)

t

213313013-234

051322

,

t

...

4

a

,

V

OCD=0
CD= 4

CDCD .

4==1 A' B
f=1
c3D . (1)(2)(3) (1)(2)o c5c=)cip C=DC3D
(X) C)C=N=1 0:=C=)

c::::Papcm =fp
.. 9.203003-2.J.4

4

370
389

4 s

t

..

1)0 NO I TURN MI: NEXT PAGE .

ugn 1. Tor 1) "1 () 1x) so.
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(Continued)

Austin; liose;. 266
Australia: in World War II, 5 12; as

member of SEATO, 5.57-558
Austria. 206; formation of, 500; Hit.

ler annexes, 507, 508
Austria-1 lunprv: in World War I,

493-498; eni of empire, 500
Automation, 580; defined, 553; rela-

don to unemployment. 553
Automobiles: replace bicycles, 413;

as necessity, 438-439; Influence
of on American life. 572

Axis, formation of, 507. See also.
World War tl

Azores, the, 35
Aztec Empire. Codes conquers, 43

'Aztec Indians. 23-24

Baker, Newton D., 496
Balboa, Vasco Nunez, 42
Balloons. gas-filled, 377
Baltimore, Lord, 89-70
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 228-

2/9 -

"Bamboo curtain." threatens South.
east Asia, 557

Bank Charter Bill, Jackson vetoes,
240-241

Bank of the United States: creation
of, 186-187; chartering of Sec
ond, 208; new charter for, 240-
'241

Banking system, U.S.: as sectional
issue, 302; Taft advocates im-
provements in, 428, Federal Be.
serve System established. 431 -
432. See also Bank of the United
States

Banoov, Alexander, 56
Barbary Coast, 199
Barbed wire, invention of, 382
Barton, Clara; 327
Baseball; introduction of, 278;

fessional. 412
Basketball, invention of, 413
Baskets. Indians weave, 20, 21 .
"Bear Flag Revolt," 271
Beauregard, Cen. P. C. T., 314
Belgian Congo, civil war in, 581..

See also Congo
Belgium: in World War I, 493; in

World War II, 509; grants inde
pendence to African possessions,
561; joins Europeau Coal and
Steel Community, 564-565; joins
Common Market, 565

Bell, Alexander Graham, 377; in-
vents telephone, 373

Bell, John, 308
Bell Telephone Company, 377
Bellecur Wood. Battle uf, 497
Bennett, James Cordon, newspaper-

man. 278
Bennington, Vi., Ihirgoyne's defeat

at. 137

pro.

21330ln-234

S'5022

9.203003.2,3,4

Henson. Ezra Taft, "soil bang' plan
of, 547-548

Bering. Vitus, explorer, 58
Hering Strait, 58
Berkeley, Lord John, 74
Berlin: Allied occupation of, 533;

Communist blockade of, 564; air-
lift ends blockade, 533

Berlin Wall, 564 .

Bessemer, Henry, steel process of,
373, 378

Bicycles, 413
Bit:Idle. Nicholas, banker, 240
"Big Four " 499; at Paris Peace

ConferenC4, 500
Bill of attainder, defined, 167
Bill of Rights. 154, 173-181, 584:

added to Constitution, 184
Black4lawk, 238
Black Hills, as mining frontier, 357-

358
Blacklists, 387
Blackwell, Dr. Elizabeth, 285
Bladensburg, Md., American detest

at, 203
Blaine, James C.. as presidential

candidate. 391
Blazed, defined, 219
Rlirzkrieg. 509
Blockade: Unioo, 322; in World

War 1, 494; of Berlin, 564
Bolivar. Sith6n. liberator. 206
Bolivia. liberation of, 208
Bond, Co0rge. astronomer, 282
Bonhomme Richard, the: 134. 140
Book 0/ Marco Polo, The, 31
Boone. Daniel, 219, 244

,Booth, John Wilkes, assassinates
Linebln. 328

Bootlegging. defined, 439
Border States, vital role of, 314 I
Boston Islassacre, 112
Boulder, Colo., settlement of, 357
Bounty, defioed. 218
"Bouweries," 54
Bowie, James, and defense of Alamo,

267-268 -
Boxer Rebellion, 471-471
Boycott: defined. 389; Compers fav-

ors, 389; legalized, 430
Braddock, Cen. Edward, defeat of,

. 88
Bradford, William, 67
Bradley, Ccn. Omar on proposed

attack on Communist China, 540
Bradstreet, Anne, 78
Bragg. Cen. Braxton, 322
Brain Trust, the. 4411
Brandenburg Cate, 564
Braodywine. Battle of, 128.
Brannan, Stun. and discovery of gold,

271
Wausau Plan, Coogress vetoes. 5.451:

54'

Drams River. 44
Breviimidge. John, as presidential

Breckinridge, John-Continued
candidate, 308

Breed's Hill, Battle of, 118-119
Bremer, Fredrika, on "camp meet.

ings." 283
Miami, Aristide, 502 . -
British East India Company, 113
British Guiana, 478
Brooklyn Bridge, 378
Brooks.'Congressman Preston. 308
Brown, John: in ;Camas civil war,

306; captures federal arsenal. 307
Bryan, William Jennings: "Cross of

Cold" speech, 393; as presiden-
tial candidate, 393-394. 424

Bryant, William Cullen. 280
Buchanan, James: elected President,

.300; secession policy of, 309
Buckner, Ctn. Simon Bolivar, 316
Buena Vista, victory at, 269
Buenos Aires Conference, Roosevelt

at, 489 .
Buffalo, 356; importance of to Plains

Indians, 19, 20; disappearance of,
263; slaughter of, 368

Buildings: Mayan, 23; Aztec, 24. See
also Skyscrapers

Bulgaria: in World War I.493 -498;
perk* treaty wirh Allies. 500;
behind Iron Curtain, 531

Bulge, Battle of, 526
"Bull Moose party." 429. See alto

Progressive party
Bull Run, Battle of, 314-315; Sec--

' and Battle of, .318
Bunker Hill. Battle of, 118-119
Burgess, defined. 86
BurgnYne, Gen. John: defeat of, 128;

surrenders at Saratoga. 133. 137
Buena, 557-558; granted independ-

ence. 556; communism a threat.
to, 557

Downside, Cen. Ombrose E., de-
feated ar Fredericksburg, 320

Burr, Aaron: as presidential-candi-
date, 178; and Hamilton. 186-187:
as Ace-presidential candidate.
193

Business: corruption in, 30448;
trusts, 425; and governmed con-
trol, 430-431; and depression,
443-445

371

390,

.1

Cabinet, U.S. President's, 168, 183:
as advisory body, 159; as part of
unwritten Constitution, 159; and
departments created by Con.
gress. 184-185; defined, 185;
tockson's, 240

Ca t, Joint, 59-60
Cabot% Giovanni. See Cabot, John
Cabrillo. joiao Rodriguez, 45-46
Caholcia, captured by Clark, 139
Calamity 4:ine, 357
Calendar. islayars, 23
Catholics, John C., 238; as War



Release 1:

NAEP 1:

Theme:
Subtheme:

RS022
115022--.

203003-234

SKILLS.
Obtaining information.

Objective: II. USE ANALYTIC-SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES EFFECTIVELY.
Subobjective: C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

. Exercise Type:
Scoring -Type:
Administration Mode:
Stimulus Type:

Short answer
Semi-Professiodal
Group
Text/Index

. Oyerlap: . 13 17 Adult
Package-Exercise: 06-20 06-17 03-22
National P-value:

RS022A04 .

US022803 ,

44.65 76.28 66.63
- 51.93 72.17 68.86

Timing: (in seconds)
RS022A Patt A Intro.: 14 13 12
RS022A A (1) -Stimulus: 2 2 2

RS022A Response: 26 26
RS022A A (2) Stimulus: 4 4 3
RS022A', Response: 27 26 *

RS022A A (3) Stimulus: , 4 4 3
RS022A Response: 28 , 27
RS022A Part A Total: 107 105 *-

US0228 Stimulus: 7 7 6
US0228 Response: , 35 36 *

US0228 ',part B Total: 42 43 *

*Time not limited by paced tape.

Copyright-Information:

Richard Brown et al., from The United StaIeg of -America* I History
for Young Citizens, (Boston: Silver Burdett Company, 1963and
1964), p. 598. Used by permission..
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SCORING GUIDE

.

Categories and sample responses are listed below.

0' = NO RESPONSE

1 = ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE

Part A(1)-, 430-431
430

. 431. ..

Part A(2) 507-508
507
508

Part A(3) 328

r

.

I'
I

,

R5022k
203003-234

.
.

,.

2 = UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE OR I DON'T K004

,

Acceptable: Gave page numbers i category 1.for all three parts.

I

C

r

ft

MI

I

.4

.

,
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